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iraRODUCTIOl

v And if the Bosh you write P the Trash you read,. %
'. End in the '(xa:rhage-Barrel--take hb " H e e d ; - 

Think.t^at you are no worse than other scribes? ■ ;;
Who scribble Stuff to meet the Public Need. ;■ V
The Rubaiyat o f Omar Q ay enne 9., Gel I ett Burgess

The following: sfudy. is! an exploration of the >poetry of 
Thomas Hoods a magazine editor? an essayist? a novelist and 
short story writer, a- dramatic critic, a cartoonist? an enr 

. grayOhh'' shd;; the .author .of a fund of - anomalona poetry«t Ber" • 
neafh" the simple '.clarify of hid style ? is a philosophy ? an,r . 
attitndO? or a moOd that has been ignored by conventional 
critical analysis. Instruction, sublimation, indoctripa- ; 
tion, or exaltation may be correlative purposes, but Hood8s 
main object is to please his audience. The words poem and • . 
poetry s. as- they are used in this paper 9 refer to any idea 
that, is fitted into h pattern or recurring sounds of, rhythms 
to be read from the printed page. Although much Of Hood5 s 
writing is poetry rather than verse', this definition Ignores 
the thought, . f eeling f 'or purpose, of the author as well as -
, the effect of a poem upon' a reader, beoause 'those ,elements .
in Hood’s writing: often seem to be at variance with nine-. 
teenth and twentieth-century standards of poetic creation. •

. Hopd was born in 1789 and died in 1845 *• As surely as
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111 a M f  e ' wa s TDeA-Meen. two: periods, of Engl.ls]a..„l.lterature5,so 
« his work "belongs: as much, to the Victorian .Era as. l.t daes 
to the Romantic Age». A synthesis .of the Ideal, and of the 
real.g It is: a ,critical evaluat.ion. of Ilfe . Its. direct con
cern with conduct .is similar to writings of better known. 
Victorian poet s. 6 Much .of the emotionalism, and. individual
ism of earlier: Romantl.e poets is missing from. Hood$ s writ
ing-; however, imagination, . interest in the. unique., and.: .love 
of beauty--charaeter ist ic a. of-the - Romantic s--are present»
- : fhis Odd, mixture- of Victorian and Romantic .qualities
bars Hood8 averse- from.....closer relationship . to either period =, 
His witty ,, tmemotional, dIdaeticism. resembles the. Augustans “
; but,. properly placed ,. Hood 8 s work. belongs ' either. -to: .the - - 
Elizabethan" per iod or to twentieth-century America s' Opm- 
plet.e "absence of his own or anyone, else1 s opinions and. his 
Infinite variety make of Thomas Hood, .am mebngruous; - poetic 
link between .Shakespeare .and .Walt-Disney „ ; That link is in a . 
chain: with two . other .inseparable facts: Hood.8s poems, are 
directed, to .anr.audience-andrtheyiare comic.® - - . .

English .criticism has. failed to account for the comic 
tradition in its poetry® Ohaucer or Shakespeare is ap- 
' proached :with, a clear, knowledge of Greek catharsis,, of con- 
fllct., and of tragic error, but with only a, hazy notion, as 
to whether or not the Se, elements are part of .the human -. . .
laughter of comedy ® Although the- Romanticists tr ied to 
discard the:fixed, mechanical rules of the neo-classicists



who preceded them9 their, revolt was against, intellec.iual 
formulaes and not. agaiiast. a literary entity that had., no 
classical definitioru, Greek-comedy has never "been as satis
factorily.. explained as has ; its tragedy „ About Gomedy. the 
ancient:SV seem .singularly, silent e; They . leave . only. a: vague . ’
whisper how and:then as to whytheir comedy was treated ser
iously » . Hilton never uses the vague whisper. as a model; 
Dryd-en-, Pope, or Dr „ Samuel Johnson, can. not clarify, it.. Al
though English literature poseesaes a. wealth:of humorous '; 
and:.comic songSr.and.although our greatest English writers^ 
Ghaueer and Shake speare.y rank high .as. comedians.^ Aristotle6 s ’; 

^remark .seems. as irue; today vaS:.the day -he. said .it: "Gomedy ' 
has had. no. literary history because it. was not at first 
treated :::ser:iauslf',»n -̂ / ■ . : t' . .. ' ::

Students, of literature, medicine, psychology, and phil
osophy have looked at laughter and. comedy from countless 
different, angles and, have .evolved as many - convincingly con
tradictory points of vlewi Comic literature indiscrimin- -: 
ately reflects laughter from all its different life situ- 
atlonsThere is, the lau/gher: his physical condition, his 
sensory perceptions P and his mental use of those perceptions-. 
His laughter ■affects, others ® There is social laughter,'as 
well as its causess purposes, ..and results. ' Many: who. have' 
studied comedy or laughter have selected one of'these.ascend-

Aristotle. "Poetics.11 The Great Critics.g eds. James Harry Smith and gdd Winfield / Parks (New1 York» W. Norton
& Gompany> Inc . p 1939) ?/; P.o 28.  ̂ : .y: ; ; ■



lug elements to explain, the,, whole of mlr th j, somet ime s . . with 
ludlcrous .pesult.S o . Such ' learned discusslons . as those .of 
SigiEund,; FKeud^ 9, hane.; GLo opeh-̂  s and Willard.,Sm-ltĥ ",.have 
somehow defeated their, own- ■ purpos0,4 .Each man,, seems., to 
dlsctiss, several .different .Ideas and to: call all the ideas 
by the same name, For this- reason/: .as. .most of the writers 
realizes, the sole merit • of all the definitions was .to be 
themselires comic,"  ̂ V; .V;'1::'"-

domedy is an..:infrleate-:.generalizaf ion from, complex ae- 
. t ions: and.. intera at ions;: ■ involving. .many: per sons.. •. Of, the few 
who seem to understand, it's, .power.,:. George Meredith, is deeply 
appreciativebut his . work does little to Isolate the .domic 
Spirit. . ; The sensible approaches, of Meredith, a writer.- and 
literary eritie, .of, G . G. Everett^, .a philoso-pher ,. and. of

:;; Sigmund Freud, Wit. and..l,ts:.Relatlon To. the .llnconsMous» 
from The. Basl-e Wri.tinKs of. Sigmund..Freud... ed.' Br . A*. /
BriliTXNew:. York ,, Random - House g Inc.1938) «

^hane . Cooper. An Aristotelian .Theory of Comedy - 
(5eW' yo.rk, , Harcourt:Brace, and., Gompany,.. 1922") . : ■
■ 4 - ' ' . ; - ■ , -  - -, ;. ■ - ■ ;■ _ . - -: - ■ . ' -. . : - .' Willard- Smithy The.rhature,- of Gomedy- (Boston, Richard. G e 

Badger> :193€>) » , . 1 . "/ . : .; v ’ ':
- 5 /■ " ' ; : ■■■■“'■ ' ' ■ - ' .: Smith,- p:o-9t. : , p: - - h.-:/' -u
^George Meredith, An Essay, on Comedy (hew York, Charles 

Scribner^d Sons, 189yT» ■ , - : - - /'
,7 't ,  ^  Everett, D . D . Poetry; Comedy and Duty :

(Boston and Hew -York:, Houghton, Mifflin, and. -Company., 1888) /



• - ' o  • ,./Douglas, Fairbanks 9 an,. 8,otor , Indicate. that Comedy. cannot ; 
be dissected . from, a 1 iving. organism without killing..,the 
lâ uglLten. and. the • latyher ; ' /•'. .■/■,.

However, without some:dissection, that can be applied 
to poetry» comedy wlll. never have a literary entityo It 
will never be treated seriously^ and other authors— as good 
as .or better. than Thomas Hood--will fall into.: an undeserved 
obscurity .because. critical, understanding, of • their .work.- is 
lacking . At the same times.. Sir. To.pas, Puck =, Miranda/;/ or the 
poems, of Burns,; and Robert Frost will live on9 a part of & , 
great., comlc/her itag;©::.that ;.de.serves:more.:'than:.bi:idd,.adttira= // 
tion or a thoughtless giggleMickey.Monse,: a purple cow, 
the/man who wasn 9t .. there >, and .gremlins ; ar e ■ popular elas si es 
which refuse: to'be re jected, by snobbish, esthetics , Hone' of 
these will ever conform. placidly to. the categorical, dogmas 
of conventional, criti.aal . appraisal. s..nor. .are. they/.all fit 
sub jeots. for/ sublimated appre.ciat ion, but in, some-way each 
is- .a manif e stat ion , of . the Goml.c .Spirit., : That/ spirit is . a i; 
part of life which finds its own expression whether artists 
accept it. or not.0: It. does not die ; but without the Domic 
Spirit^, the Poetic Muse has/ become/.a .weak/voice crying in ■ 
the wilderness for subject .matter >

Bossibly . Thomas ...Hood has an: overdo se of Gomic ,Spirit;
. but the following evaluation, found: in a. generally -accepted :

8 ■ " i , " ' , ; y : .Douglas. Fairbanks,. Laugh- and Live (hew York% Britton Publishing-. Company; .19177^” ~  r"— ' - ' ' ■ . : '
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textbook. Is not-entirely accurate-regarding.his humorous
productions t . /

hood^s humorous productions^ best represented,in ' the- GomiC: Annuals (1830=1838)«, to.# a strong hold . -
on the public 'and led him to believe, that nature 

, . intended;..him. to- be a, prof.e ssional . -j.ester» Fortun- • 
ately he later cha,ng.ed his mind and wrote-.the poems 
. which.show the real sympathy and tendernessof.the .
: ' man... The best known of. these are. The Song. of The . Q 
.. Spirit., The Bridge of SiRhs^ and The Hamted Ho.use»̂
• ■ ' Four years before Qdes.andAddr.e.sses to. dr eat Feonle

was published:, to give Hood any popular. acknowledgment as a
humorous . writer ̂ . his . work... began .to . appear . in London Journals v
Among' the v.ery . f irst poems which can, be. attributed to Hood.
are: ,MTO:. H o p e - publ 1 shed, in : the London Magazine.,, -July 1821 ?
and ’'Ode-;- to; Dr«. Kitchener, .l- : in;: the-v-3^yember: .1 ssue v for the
same-year-6' "To Hope" invokes the. young. Seraph to play

For grief is. dark, and ..care is sharp,
And, lif-e.: .wears - on,- sowear ily. - '
. 0 1 take. thy . harp 1 -
Perchance - the .s trings will sound less clear ,, 
That long, ha-ye lain negle.oted/by : ■ •
In sorrow8 s misty atmosphere— »
It. me ’ er may .speak as.- it . hath -spoken.
Such, joyous notes So brisk .and high; ■
' But- are-its.'golden cords all broken?
Are there not .some, though weak and. low.
To play a lullaby to woe?
But thou can’ st sing of love no. more,
For Gelia show ° d. that. dream was - wa in—
And many a fancied bliss is o.-er,

^Albert Granberry- Reed, ed»s The Romantic Period York, Gharles. Scribner s.• Sons, T9‘29o,- p. 5BS„



That cornea not e8en- in dreams again»
1 ; : Alas.l alas I . \ .
\ ''' How pleasnres pass s
And leave the'ei now no., subjeetg save 
■ The peace, and bliss. ..beyond, the grave.!- 
Then take. thy flight, among., the ..skies ;
O ' 8 O O • O 0 O » 0-0 o
Another 1ife-spring,there.adorns . -
Another youth, --without, the dread 
Of cruel care.j. whose crown of thorns 
Is: here :,fOr. m anho.o.d -8.s a ching heads-= 
Ohp. there are- realms, of welcome,, day,
A world: where tear s are wiped, away^lO

‘ Ll o '28-49> 51-56)

Three months - later, he addressed'--Dr.0 ̂ Eitchiner» a culinary 
sage and : the author.. .of .:;0,ook.8.8 ,Oracle: - '

fhpu wash. Iiideed: no ^
To treat thy subjeets-. andthyself at, once » 
Many.iavhxmgry- hoe* :eatŝ  . ■ ■ :
'. HiS; brains, like thee, : ... ; .

But few itherehbe wh X- J; : k ■ '  ̂ .k-:'• Gould live; so, long on the ir reeelpts h

■ Immortal Kitchenerl thy fame
Shall, keep itself. wrhen. Time ..make s game s 

Of other' men8 s— ye&s, it shall keep all: weathers s 
And. thou shait. be upheld, by, the pen. feather s h
© O - © o o @ < 0 O ' "  © . o e © V o

But ias-for-.thy^more.-fldshy.vfram'e j , '
Ah8 Death! s carnivorous teeth will, tittle 
Thee out of .breath,: and eat it for cold vietual;
O O O © © O o - © o © ! •© © ■ ©
Ah me, .my soul is touch'd with sorrow To think how fle8h.'m.USt pass;.,away-- - ’ .
So mutton that . is warm, today, r
Is cold,; and. turned to hashes on the morrow t

'Thomas Hoods,. The Complete Poetical-Works; of Thomas 
Hood, Oxford Edition,.. ed... Walter J err old (London,. Henry 
Frowde9 1906) 9 pp, 399=400» Future references to Works 
will be to/this .volume o k.\ ; . ; „



Farewell' I would say-more but I 
U:- / I$9̂ e- otbe^ ,fIsb ■ to/ fry:» ■ ' - y . ■ :

(liy 23-28,- 34-37/ 46#8,_ 50-56 ) - /
#ie second/, po em was.. unsigned, when 11 . was f Irs.t published => 
•Despite the fact that throughout his career. Hood did. write 
for the p.ubl.ic who .enjoyed his. first, "Ode, % there is no 
reason to believe that his jesting and his "real sympathy 
and tendernessn are not natural and'integral parts- of the 
same -poetic personalitye In 1844 "The Sausage Maker8 s‘ 
G-hosty M ■ a laughter “pro vo king my stery that is solved when 
a;:gho.sti: appear a;.. ;inf. fifty. thousand.-pieces., ■: ŵ ts; published ~ 
eight months’after . Mfhe. Bridge of ■pighS'o" Hood8 s last two 
published poems # .written in. 1845$ when he. knew, he was dying 
reyeal-how-au©h--his-;mind-:had: thangedLSince the day,, over . 
twenty-three years before, when he, decided to fry other 
fisho One of these last poems: 1 s the witty death-bed 
"Stanzas," the. other: , • "

... • : THE- SDRPLIGE ̂ DESIIOH: >
By a Benedict

A very pretty public stir . ■ '
Is making down at Exeter,

- About the surplice fashion:
And many bitter words And rude 

:• Have been, bestow Id upon the feud, ;
: And • much.:Un0hristtan .passion o . ; '

- For me I heither know nor care
Whether.:.a.v.PaKS0n,dt3ght/:-to'wear.
A black dress or a white dress;

. Fill 'd with a- trouble of my own, -- ,• ;

Ibid.*, MOde to Dr, Kitchenerpp = 400-401. (Kiteheher is Hood 8 s spelling. )



; ' A wife who preaches in her gowii#1_' And .leetur-es in.her .night-dregs!1  ̂ „

; The life, stony of Thomas Hood Is .not funny.0 .
His father:...wa,S: :a Sootehman, Thomas Hood., who. came to 

London in his.,youth- and, esta"bllshed himself as:, a partner 
in a prosperous publishing firnu . Jerrold gives this firm 
(Vernor and Hood) credit for being one of the.first to 
start book trade with Ameriea.■ Hood s mother was.Eliza
beth Sands j, the sister of a. .well-known, engraver., - Hood had 
four sisters-, Elizabeth. Ann,.. Catherine9 .and Jessiev.and ■ • 
one brother, James,

In August of 1811.,, when Hood. Was twelve years old,., his 
father died:o f pneumonia.caught during a trip,to visit the 
sick-bed of James, whose death followed in December,. .From 
this , time on. Hood was. never-far from the .shadow. of death 
and was well, aequainted .with'Suffering, When he was six
teen , he was forced, to leave-his home and his apprentice- . 
ship as an engraver to go, to,.Seofland to .reegver from a : 
.crippling pain, in his neck and,legs. Shortly after his. re
turn from Scotland; two years later, his. mother died of con
sumption, In 1825s before his marriage to Jane Reynolds, . 
Hood had a serious illness . Their first child, a daughter

12Ihid..» p. 657, . 'I - ' . g '
^^#alter Jerrold, .Thomas Hood: Hls.LliS and .Times 

(Hew York,, John Lane Company,., 1909")» Thi s - is the, only - book-, 
length biography that has been Written about Hood.



born in l827s liTe^ only, a few hours . Hood was at. a resort, 
Brighton, in 1828 recovering froia: a sever©. attact of - rheu-• ■ 
matic fever» The death of his sister in 1831 is.said to be 
theinsp ir at Ion. f oh' his beaut if ul. lyric., "The Death Bed.11' .- .
" The years 1834 and 1835 were disastrous for Hood, He 

suffered a financial loss which has., not been: explained, by 
his.: biographers’ or by his published, letters., . Harassed by 
this catastrophe s he disregardfed his own health and strength r 
to nurse, his Wifecritically 111 after their only. Son .Tom: 
was born. Then, rather than face bankruptcy s Hood went to 
Coblenz 9 G-ermany.g and remained abroad five years until hi s 
debts were paid, .He never fully recovered front an illness 
during the first harsh winteh in; Coblenbi The following 
years in. Ostend .were a story of literary productior contin-
ually Interrupted by Illness and. .pain:
." . . ."Dr, Elliott» writing to Mrs, Hood on May- 11, 1840„, .
diagnosed''the disease as . I
■; an: enlargement and. thickening of it (the heart] ? —
with ebntraction of the valves,, andr : „.
hemorrhage' from the lungs $ or spitting of blood8 
recurring..v©r>y frequently:,,.: There is also. disorder 

' of the liver and: stomach. These diseases, have; been 
i greatly aggravated of late:years by the: nature of ' , his pursuitsj,“-by the neoesslty, which, I understand,
■ has existed, that he should at all times continue .

. his literary, labours , , The great and
.continued excitement attendant on such compulsory 
effortSg the privation of sleep and rest , 6
, and the consequent anxiety, despression., and •
exhaustion have had a most injurious effect on these diseases, bringing.On.renewed attacks,"^' '

' A Leslie Al Marchand, ed. Letters of Thomas Hood - :..
(New Brunswlck-, Rutgers University Press, 1945) $; p .10, ;
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In the fall of ; l840 Hood returned to England, a ~dying 
.man., but continued to edit and, to. write until, his, death 
Ha$:: 3 s 1845, ; ; ;  ̂ v '. - V

Always near suffering and sorrow, the affection which, 
existed tetweeh. him and his wife Is.a.love story equal to 
that of the Brownings in .depth, .though not in romantic, In™ 
didents-e Hood8 s letters, his- poems:, and the remarks, of his 
frlends: indieate that.the two.maintained.happy, mature fam
ily devotion throughout ..their, marriage ? They had two child
ren, Tom and:Frances Freeling-» ... Jane, .Hood died , eighteen 
months after her. 'husband« ; ■ . ' . .

Hood8 s career is ,devious to trace, for -his work ap
peared- in nearly all. the magazines -of hi s. day ,, and he was. 
usually active in. several projects at the ;,same - time.. He 
associated with many people%.whose influences are still felt 
upon the literature of . two great nations:.! undoubtedly Hood 
read-and evaluated some of their work before it .was ever 
known_to the public. ", • :

■ His literary career b.egan in. 1BE1 when he .became sub
editor uf . the- hondon . Mag^ime s::' His- own hi terary hem ini s - . 
eenees describes, the. illustrious company with whom he 
worked: ., - - . , . : - -- i. ..

How I. used to look forward to Ella! and backward 
for Hazlltt, and all. round for Edward Herbert, and 
hpw I used to look up to Allen .Cunningham! for. at 
that time the London had a goodly, list of wrIter.s— • 
a rare c o m p a n y : an editor ,. and
elegant prose. Writersand beautiful poets, .and 
broths of boys for criticism and classics5 the wits
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• and humorist-s--Elia ? Gary9 Proctor» Cunningham,.
: Bowrihgj. Barton HazMtt, Elton, Hartley GoPe-.. . '

' ridge 3 Sklfourd, Soane, Horace Smith, Reynold s.? '
PooPe, Glare> and Thomas. Benyon®: e = oh 0Had you [the London] not ah Opium-Eater, and a •

< Dwarf > tind̂  a; Oiant i, and a Learned. Lamh>;: and a  ̂' : .
■ W o e n  iton?* . , : '

During this editorship the close friendship he tween 
him and Gharles Lamh, which lasted until, the., great essay
ist6 s deethj begano It was. through Lamb .that Hood later 
met Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow«
;Af this time Hood also- became: acquainted with John Hamilton 
Reynolds, to whom John Keats had addressed many, of his let
ter s% : In; 1822 Hood and Reynolds, produced, a play.., Qil.-Blas, .
and in 1825 as co-authors they uublished.Odes and Addresses ; 
to G-reat People., in. the. -s'ame- vein as.Hood..- s earlier ''Ode to 
Dr o Kitchener e;-1 . . / . ' , .-. r' . ‘ : ■

In 1826 Hood’ s engraving-,- The .Progress - of.-'Canty, ap
peared. and was hailed as .equal to the work of Hogartho 
The following year the first collection of his.writing.
Whims and Oddities9 a~ quaint mixture of poetry and.humor
ous essays- illustrated with Hood’ s droll cartoons, was- pub
lished, f That uyear he was. a.pp.ointed dramatic eritic of the 
At la s.o The Plea: of The K idsumm er Fairies and Other poems, 
the volume which contains most of his finest lyrics, and 
Hatioral. Tales..: a collection of short stories, followed in

• ^^Jehr'QidyiLlfe'vahd: Tlmefe p e.-?§5«. • . A; t : : . y
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1827 with little success* He edited the Gem „ uah. aramals 
and contributed "The Dream of'Eugene Aram” in the same 
year .(1829) that his- long punning ballad g . The . EpplnK Hunt, 
was published» ’ : ' v

.Hoodg Reynoldsp and Gharlep Wentworth Dilke became 
: proprietors of the Athenaeum in 1830, and ..Hood began to 
publish his. :Comic .Annual He and ..Reynolds-.abandoned the 
proprietor ship in. a short time , The Gomie Annual was a 
collection^ with new material added, of the light verses 
which appeared in magazines dur ing. each.year„- In 1834 
Hood .wrote a long novel Tylney Hall.

4 Medley of storyp.verse.and essays Up The Rhiney 
resulted from a trip Hood took with the German.army dur- . 
ing his f irst, yeah- Ih #ermany:e'. ; -In, 183-8- he/began - the ■. 
monthly publicatipn of Hood8 s. Own , making up. , the . magaz ine 
from material- in the - ;domle Annuals», adding new. writing 
and. illustrationsand sending the Work aeross the chan- : 
hel to be published by his frlends in England, This pub- 
llcatloh continued for about.a year and was eventually 
published in a volume> . . ; - t ■ ., • -
. Back in England Ho-©d .became . editor of The Hew Month
ly Magazine after the death of Theodore Hook: and started . 
his, Gomlc Annual.againe His failing health forced him:, to 
give up his editorship, but his poems continued to appear 
in The Hew Monthly-9 Puncb, and his own Hood" s Magazine  ̂a 
monthly published from January 1844 -until. March 1845«

Wordsworth, had completed his best writing, and Landor
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had published his Poems before Hood was hohn/ yet these :
-two, were still living when - he 'died<» /Sri' Hoddf s':childhood
. and- eahly youth the works of Southey s Byron, Keats 1 and
"Shelley were wrltteti® Before his death Seott, Coleridge $,
and Lato were dead„ -Browning s Paracelsus, Tennyson s ' .•_.y
Poems, Ghlefly >lty r l e : a l h^Browninp;is poems$-;:many- of..: ;
the? novels of Thackeray, and Dickens s greatest stories o 
' -had all heen published Hood and Edgar Allen Poe (1809- : 
18®9t #©retOdntemporaries * : ; ' - -; T / " ; . ,.? -1: -  :- .-

Thom as Hoo d 8s _ general pi;ibl ie-was ? heterogeneous and r
unsettled; ’ nevertheless s he remained rooted.in the life: •
of his time; - ' His pdems are as heterogeneotis as the society 
.for whom he wrote» 'Often they , have been unsatisfactorily ,:- 
separated into categories of "serious" and '’humorous’1 l
' verseso: - v ‘ ' :; - _ .I"'- -h \ Vh? .• v  ; - ;
- ’ This study is based upon the assumption that all of; ? 
Hood1 s "poetry:, the work "of one peculiarly versatile talent, 
is related and; that the division into categories would dis- 
appear if Hood’s comic attitude were understood» The purpose" 
of this thesis is to find the relationship existing among .
all of-Hood’s poem So The attitudes of the author $, his sub
ject matter, and their effects upon the reader will be scru- . 
tin.izede Conventional analyses of the author s life5, of his 
times,•'.or of his .techniques 'will' be ignored except insofar : 
as such analyses contribute - to the f inal explanation of the



macabre s, jesting spirit1 that is Hood - s o The study ? in some 
.small measure 9 may contribute to-an understanding of comedy 
Primarily s, however, it is a • creative interpretation which 
aims to find out why a man who could produce the stirring 
sonnet "Sileneel1 (accepted hy William Sharp as one of the 
twelve fine st: sonnets in the English lahguage^% and who 
could write, the ethereal lyrlc\ "Fair Ines," also ended so 
many of his verses with a knotted, line and left to poster
ity the classic titles, for a boat of yet unwritten.hooks:

Pygmalion.- By Lord Bacon '
On Sore Throat and the Migration of the Swallow 
Recoilec11ons^of Bannister. By Lord Stair 

; Tadpoles; or Tales o.ut of my/Own Head , d; ■ .. ^
Percy Vdre 9 in forty..volumes^: . • " ,:

I S - - . ■ ■■ . • - . . . . . -^-^James Stephens:,:. Edwin L. Beck,. and Royal H. Snow, :eds o 9 English Romantic. Poets (New York. American Book 
Company w-1935) > p. 953 . . .- d .

err old 9 Life: and Time's , p p . 258-61.



CH&BfER; II

Mj comic hero would be a.man who overeame 
; : deathp not by religions but "by humor.=: > .

, Bo 0 a: Stewart

Religious 'faith ha a. a three.-f old,, implication: a 
belief in immortality ̂ a belief invsome for*m. ofdivine 
being's and a. willingness to .observe desirable patterns 
of behavior „. What, -kind: of poetIg :.'religious, faith did 
Thomas Hood possess? This chapter at tempt s to explain 
his attitude toward death.and immortalityi • '

;. All sense is stopped--what Is known of lifeceases 
with deatho - The deep, abiding my steries, of the.-, universe 
are never , so awfully silent, as they . are when Identified 
with inf inity s and 'when fear that no: voice speaks from;-- 
beyond the grave brings realization that each in his turn 
shall die.o Personal Mentific.ation with the inanimate . 
makes a lifeless, thing more - horribly still; realization 
of ultimate- extinction is a. cold j self -conscious, lonely 
experienee so terrifying that few people can, or:shouldf 
face: i t ».:... Few,artists have presented this deepest of ; 
fears, unbraced by religion, as emotionles.s■ as .personal 
death itself: / .- i..-; ■: . ,0 :



There . Id a a lienee where hath been no saund,
There is a silenee where no sound may he,
In the. cold grave---under the deep deep-sea s 

' ’ Or-in the wide desert where had lif e is f ound$
Which hath been mute.p and still must sleep. profo.und; - 

Ho voice is hush8d--no, life breads silently, ..
, But’clouds and cloudy shadows-wander, frees,
That, never spoke, over the idle ground:
But in green ruins,, in the desolate wall s , . ’
, Of; antique pais.ee s.,, where Man- hath ibeen,

Though the dun fox, or wild .rhyena „ calls, - ;
And owls,, that flit continually hetween.

Shriek: to the echo, andthe low winds moan, ,
There the true Silencer; is self -conscious- and. alone»

True silence is where man has "been„ "Silence11 .’ap
proaches- the terror of. death. as nearly as any. man wishes = 
Yet this poem does not pose the eternal’.question of what 
1 ies ’ beyond: the. grave«; It does not mention death,:and 
only implies, it in the; words, grave, ruins, antique-, has 
been, and alone,whichy. in their meanings.,., pull..-away from’r 
personal sorrow and horror as, they follow each other, in 
the sonnet, Hood stays ever so near, the vast .mystery of 
eternity - without, touching terror v , ■ h r - h . • '

"Silence11 is a word, picture of human values # Hot in 
music, painting; nor in sculpture could.darkness be made 
so;visible». Except f or cold - grave $ there are no,' words dir 
ectly descriptive, of .sensory perception in - the, octet« In 
sestet, green .and dun are colors? w i l d flit, and even 
shriek, express, faster, mo.vement and more human.'experience«

^W o r k s "Silenee,," p, 196,



There is a crescendo of. tense ee-1 s up to the word shriek0 
and then the sound- is heard no more-. . Hood3 s "true Silence" 
is a strange paradoxt it is a silence that comes, from life, 
even life with sound i near terror is in the nails of the fox 
and of the hyena $, the. shriek of owls ,, and:, the moan of the 
wind« Even with life and. noise, the. places. from which, man 
■ has departed.are more silent than the still depths where, he 
has never heen, for these depths can never make him feel . 
"self^conscious: and alone" until he has, in his .minds, 
placed him self there. Two types: of .silence are. skillfully 
■balanced; immutable silence and . silence re smiting from the 
cessat ion of ..sdund o. The poem pull-s.: slowly away from the 
first toward the - second- untiltrue sllenee is expressed, in 
paradoxical words : . calls shriek, ..moan--symbols for sounds I 
Still, the alive .owl flits between, the inanimate walls, of 
the ruins s and the inanimate i.s .given a . human: quality in 
' the echo and in the moan of the winds. The final line, dpes’ .: 
not trail off to the -"slienee where hath been no sound” but 
stops--still: alive.although alone--not abruptly , but surely 
— as" near the mystery of death as any wish to arrive 1 ' ■ -
. Hood. forsees .a ddom for .all life , His "Anticipation'1 
is not happy; . .V : :. ' '' 1 , v-v:-. '



1' had-.a vision in the summer light-- 
Sorrow.was 1m it and.my inward sight Ached with sad images. The touch of tears 
Gush*d down my c h e e k s t h e  figured woes of years 
Gasting their shadows: across sxmny.. hours „

: y:d ;

The heautieS;, of nature which he lovingly describes only 
remind, him . of an Invisible fear;

• As if,,..one spot.were laughihg'.brightest--there . '•My soul most sank and darkened in despair!
o © ©  . 0 o © o © © ■ <5 o o

As if, the beauty, of . that. Lovely One :Were all. a fable o^-Full before the. sun. V:
Stood Death and: cast. a shadow long before $ '
Like a- dark pall enshrouding here, all o ® er>
Till eyesg ,and lipss. and. smiles., .were: all no more »

: - . ', - . -; .. (iii;m-25  ̂3 2-36) -

"Ode; Autumn"and "Ode to "Melanoholy"̂  are more 
familiar because in them:the expression: of melancholy and 
of transitory life is closer to Romantic., tradition. . In 
the final lines of "Ode: Autumn" Hood says that there is 
enough sadness in the thought of autumn "To frame.her 
cloudy prison for the soul 1" (l>62)«, If "Ode to Melan
choly" is gloomier than "Ode: Autumh," dt is also more 
like . Hood 5 First? he recognizes, an emotion as . suchs Al
though there are plenty of themes in the world to cause
grief s Hood says ironically s, • it

Come let us sit and watch the clouds . v ; : y : '
And fancy clouds where no clouds be 0

' : : - cn» w s )  ;

% b i d ,, pp.- 180-81." - Alb i d pp. 1.90-92.
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It seems that everything is doomed to fail and all are
hurled into one common doom 3 Then Hood'asks for forgive- :>
.nesss ; v; - ' ... .' . ; .. : '.

Forgive if somewhile I forget . . •
In woe to come.the present bliss, .

. : The sunniest things-throw sternest shade.:
" And- there is even a happiness

That makes the heart afraid« (11, 84-88) . .

The last fourteen lines of the poem are a loose sonnet, 
complete ip-, itself, ..which says; that. everything • is touched 
by Melancholy' because..the-secret-soul is weighed down by 
fear and -knowledge that all beauty must end« Disgust,. 
dtity and ...sorrow are parts even of - mirth and joy.

Hood is preoccupied with- tangibles set .against -his 
background of grim finality; even his most sorrowful thoughts 
return to" recognition of the sensible present,, .He is acutely 
aware of life j,-.too . Fear ? sorrow, care, pain^ and scorn 
are mingled with the blisses' of love, sense, and thought« 
Luxurious descriptions of clouds =, sun" and moon, songs of 
birds, trees/ and flowers are images all, which in his mind 
represent .life.?' when hts Eaihd is dead, they% too, are gone*
He does not worship Mature" as .iff it were a, G-od but enjoys 
it as a part of life— a part of present bliss, as is love 0 .
He stands-calmly, though sadly, in the- face, of death and 
looks at life for what he is able to see? -

: Hid words, are firmly fixed to the tangible objects
they represent, In all this richer poetic language, there



is realism Similes, aiiS-metaphors are drawn from.junlike
obj e'ots ^  an idea / not' ' to pohfnse it 'with nor:
to "show- itS' likeness : to' another. No mental creations :
fly out of Hood's brain to be, in turn; the sub j e ct s of ;
abstractions^ Even when he represents autumn metaphor1-

" bally as a woman,, he' knows that autumn is a: season and; . '
- that a women, i s a' figment 11 in the. hush1 d-- m ind’s. my S t er io us

■ ' ■
The rose may die and bloom again, but love or man ;■

;does not I so that while Hood sees the parallels between 
.nat\n,e a existence, and his own9 he is more keenly aware 
of the differencesNature repeats; death for all Individ 
uals is final and emotionless— =void of feeling and sen
sation » .... :  ̂'t ' t ' '

The sorrow and pain resulting from this foreknowledge 
are not suff icient reasons for Hood to be pessimistic»
Life is not meaningless because he expects oblivion? it 
is more precious® ‘ ■ : " " ’ . : :

In uThe Poet3 s Portion"^. Hood says that the poet! s 
wide: possession of the earth, is a ;talisman of mighty power 
for the poet can, in any season, foresee budding, blossom
ing, -and seeding, .A series of quick comparisons, steeped 
in traditional nature imagery, point out the "differences 
between the actual and the visioned: • : .

5lbid », "Ode: Autumn," 1, 45„ : Albid r, p , 4360
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. o a o ' Before the leaf •
Is commonly abroad$ in his piled sheaf
The flagging popples lo Se the ir ,. ardent flame»
■ . ; .. ■ ■: : ' (11 O 12-14)

Rich Visual description In these thirty lines of Iambic : -
couplet show the Influence of Keats upon Hood's earlier 
work, but it is Hood himself who Is present looking at*ac
tuality 0 The "Lovely One" of his "Anticipationdefined 
here, Is.nature in visible form: as,the poet is able to re
create that form „ Hood goes no further . He does not iden- 

: tify. himself nor man with nature, The perishable fact and 
the mental .image remain separatej the unadorned mental im
age is as near, as he. can come to Romantic Idealism:

Leaves. are but. winga en which -.the summer., f 1 ie s,,
And each thing, perishable, fades.: and dies,

• Except in thought; but his rich thinkings be 
' Like overflows, of immortality-- " -

So that-what there is. steeped- shall perish nevers,But live and bloom / and be a joy fore.verl 
: / . ,tUL.: 25-30) ' , ; ;,

Her e, again.s is . paradox: in thought, which dies with indiv
iduals, is immortality« The mind:, and-the. chain revival of 
natural forms are. not confused«, What the r.ose . or nature 
has represented to other poets Is .given no fictitious en- • 
tity, by Hood, He skirts elose to, the edge of the abstract 

: but .neyer:quite falls into./ it, , A "magic, talisman of 
mighty power" (le. 2) is:,within the .mindg a prophetic indiv
idual. exaltation, 0ccasIonall.ys. Hood suggests that there is
a God or personal gods for everyone f but he makes no attempt



to explains • to- create, or to justify arty, external Omnipo
tence.' ' ' / ■ V '  ̂  ̂ :

His is no' Romantic, search for permanence or perfec
tion but selfless acceptance of eventuality:

It is not deatb.5, that sometime in a- sigh 
This eloLquent breath- shall take its speechless flight; 
That : sometime, these bright star ss that how reply 
In sunlight-to the sunr shall set in night;
That this warm conscious flesh, shall , perish ..quite j,AnU all life s ruddy springs forget to flow; :
That .thoughts shall ceases, and . the immortal , spright 
Be lapp’d in alien clay and.laid below; . ;
It I s',; no t ■ death to know thi s --but to kno w - 
That pious thoughts, which visit at new-graves 
In tender pilghlmage^ Will . cease.'.to go -\::r! . ,

' Bo duly -and ' so 'Oft ,--and when grass waves . .
Over.the past?away, there may be then • .. No resurreetion in the- minds of men =7 ■ ■ : - ' ’ ;

That 11 resurrect ion in. the minds of men" is- a spontaneous 
.recurrence to individuals. of. images> ideas,..fahcies» im
aginings s and pious and:tehder thoughts @ At best% the
hope for revival I&>frsgilev - ■ : ; 'k- i: ;

. "The Plea of the Kid summer Fairies"® - celebrates this 
, fragile hope e Dedicating the poem to Charles; Lambs the 
- author, says i. :

; ; It' is my .design, in the followlhg .poem to • .'celebrate by an ..allegory s that, immortality which • 
ShakSpeare has conferred on the ^airy. mythology 
■ by. his Kid summer Night 8.s Dream „ . But for him those pretty children of : bur ohildhood wpuld. ieave. bare- .
, ly their names to our maturer year s;, they belong s 
as - the mites- upon the plum.;, - to, the bloom of fancy s 
a thing generally too frail and.beautiful,to with
stand the rude handling of time:.but the Poet has

7Ib.ido; "Sonnet,11 p ;■ 194» 8Ibid- $ pp. 110-39 .



. / made this most perishable part of the mind8 s -ere- '
at ion equal to the mo st enduring; he has. so, inter- :
twined the Elfins with human sympathies, a,nd link- . '
ed them hy so many, delightful associatlons with 
the. pro<|uefions. o.f,.naturê  tha-i they are as real V :

: to the mind8seye> an their green-magical.circles 
. to the outer sense» ; , • ,

It would haze been a pity for such a race to / 
go extinot,- even thoUgh they were hut as the but
terflies that hover about the leaves and blossoms 
of the visible world*<

' Hood8s use of the word allegory is misleading, for 
“The Flea of the Midsummer Fairies11 has no general ap
plication to. external religion or, to morals* These one™

. hundred twenty Sipeuserian stanzas,, judged either by 
Shakespearean or Romantie.. standards $. are no more than 
luxuriant elaboration: of the' purpose, stated in the. dedi
cation, with"Shakespeare.as,the symbol for Hood's ideal 

. literature» : r ■ ' , : .
Peeling the sadness-: of autumns Hood retreats into,.

: "Some unwasted regions" (l„ 15) of his brain* There> his
company is Queen Titania and: a crew of loyal fays. Ti- 
tania, too $, is melancholy, for Mfairy lives / Are* leased 
upon the fickle faith of men* “ (11 =» 101-102) * The great
er part of the poem is an argument between the fairies . , 
and a grisly.monster:(variously called Death, Time, Sat
urn, and Sin), a horrible.apparition who threatens to 
kill all fairies,o. One;by one the fairies plead with him 
to spare their existences; for each supplication. Death

% b i d P e 110;



has ar s©o:rnful rebuttal o Just: as he prepares to mow Sown 
the whole troop with his scythes Shakespeare appears <>. The 
immortal;bard®s argument is a.- summary of what the fairies 
have said« Saturn turns black.with, rage and lets -his 
scythe fail upon Shakespeare (whose name is- never menfion- 
in,the poem)» The blade goes down through the poet, but 
leaves no scar. It is Time who is benumbed.by the stroke 
and who "takes flight« .

The- obvious prolonged .metaphor in this tribute to 
Shakespeare is that The Bard of Avon represents literature 
or, possibly, art« Titania is.no benefactress of mankind, 
but a fragile^sorrowful vision whose only -power is the 
ability to summon other fairies,,; Saturn of "The Plea" 
certainly represents; deaths, a grisly ? visible reincarna
tion of :.(3rendel. and; Bather Time,- rolled into, one., yet h© . 
does not take on the- .majesty of a ..Lucifer nor the. power 
of the ancient Titan. There is nothing that-resembles"a 
fair Custance dimly floating upon a sea of life. There ' 
are no Sloughs df Despond, no .Oaves of Mammon, no Houses ' 
of Intemperanee® Instead, the Imagery is like that of a 
botany enthusiast, a minutely detailed, pho tographic pre- 
sentation .of natural,forms ®. f ' t V ; J -’

Yet the author said that he was writing an allegory, 
What can a set of elves and fairies, whose existence Is. 
def initely stated, to be in one man8 a mind, representf 
Does Sha.kespeare symbolize' anything beyond poetry 1 The



allegory Is peculiarly Hood^.s® -His shorter lyrics show 
that he Is keenly aware that oblivion approaches as time 
passes, and that Immortality, 1 s In the mind» 11 The Plea"
enlarges the expression in the lyrics* :

/.Waving; a hrights crescent 'blade far aloft, a monster 
threatens the'midsummer fairies: . / ,

?G-aunt was he as wolf Languedoc, -
With bloody jaws,"and frpst upon his crown;
So from his barren po11 one hoary look i .
Over his wrinkled front fell far adown, - 
Well nigh to where his frosty.brows did frown 

. Like jagged icicles at cottage eaves; 
v / And for hi S coronal he wore some brown

And bristldd ears gather'd ;from Cereii sheaves 
Entwined with certain sere and russet leaves e

145-53) / ; -  ; ■ .
,/-cThiŝ  apparition with whom the fairies argue is kin to the 
:i-; gorgedtsea bird in "The Sea df Death;" he is like the 

-apparition l.n "Anticipationo" . A ..gloom, like that in "Ode: 
Autumn and "The Ode to Melancholy" heralds his approach* 
This death has killed the Titans i : He grows impatient at 

. the .-same old songs and. ranges , "through all- things mutable 
• from Change to change" (1. 297)» /At midnight when the 
deep bells toll over sleeping cities, he can'be heard

'Saylhg:,. .Time shall be final of all-things 
Whose late« last: voice must elegize the whole*

' 7 ' - . 7 ' :-/ ' . / . (llo 303-304) 1 ... n
He 1m s  never liked anything but decay and has lived " to

M l. Id -̂9 Ib id  olCppSi 1 8 3 -8 4 /



2?

heap. great wrecks / Of year s on years" • (11., 3:46-47), 
Tender babes, youth? and lover s .poems he hates beeause/ 
they cheat him of his own. When lovers grieve apart;, he 
"encrusts his dart1* (!• 404) with their many tears . "And 
with a. ragged edgeY cuts heart from heart" (1, 405), Ivy 
Is the only green plant he likes: beneath it he can, sit 
and woe dull- Memory, He.ls offended, when. Nature is 
taught how, to survive .and dislikes water which runs to 
the sea and swells:.a rival . He. is . an embodiment of. ha,t- 
red> deoay? and. unha.pp.i.ne,ss ■ . .

The fairies are the "pious and tender, thoughts which 
visit at new graves"? they are the genii of the poet1s 
magic talisman of power,. Curio sity, memory, fancy 9 imag
ination, .and aesthetic.appreciation bring the best of in
tellectual satisfactions^ yet. these words are drawn . .■: 
from myrlads -of. personal experience.s.| they cannot be de
fined or -explained. Hood? tracking the Father of Decay, 
retreats into, the "unwasted. r eg ions of his brain." and 
lets his tim id fairies speak, for them solve s „ . Titania8 s 
fays are .different, from Fame: and, Ambition in. that, they ■ 
are small and. have no schemes , . The queen says .that they 
are kindly creatures guiltless of any lofty crime., They 
live -in the glance, of. youth and peri sh when the eye of 
faith grows aged. Speaking.in a soft voice touched with 
gloom».one elfin chorister9 clad in white, argues that 
it is his .race that casts, all discords out of pastoral ,



sounds and-melodies,® They awaken hinds in the morning
■ and summon them to sing. Another.meek fay says that the 
fairies help Say9;the broMeressput colors and life in-
, to flowers o - The. next fairy says that,, keeping kindly 
watch, they hover, near the bowers of. lovers and make, all 
things beautifulo They are "near the mother when she ' 
sits / Beside her infant in its'wicker bed" (11».^61-62) 
and in "the. fairy scene that flits / Across its tender 
biai#"" ,‘(11, 363-64) <. A merry woodsman says that these 
fairies'; ..train, trees, to, harbor bird s., de s ign hills for 
echoes, carve quaint letters on trees to remind people of 
others, and .scatter berries so that every holiday season 
has its cheer®: The warder of the streams, an elfin 
dressed . in- blue and silver,, tells Saturn that the fairies' 
give poets delight and inspiration from brooks „ -The

■ fairies labor, says- another fay, to erase the tricks of
- ill: oppresslen goes where love can hardly .reach, and like 
love, the fairies are small „
-y They save livess A- sorrow laden man, after watching 

darting f ish in .a 'brookp discussed his melancholy case • 
with wholesome texts learned from nature9 s books, and de
cided not to : commit suicide , ,Ariel.,: "who bears all. fairy 
messages.afar4 (1» 81), sent a nightingale to sing -for a 
frenzied, hermit who: was in the act of -hanging him self; I 
healing tears drained, through the hermit.8 s.:ardent eyes 0;

. SlayIng - the meanest- thing is a pity to another fay who"



saved a deserted: child „ '
Throdghout;his dream Hood is fretted by Puck9 who con

tinues to jest blithly with calamity, While Death whets 
his blade. Puck, "seated on a spider8 s thread". (1. 230), 
gambols,1ike a tumbler„ "For him no present grief .could 
long inspire" (1s 234)„ Later Puck mocks the doleful style 
of his companions with m istimed mirth, As an advocate. he 
’is novel; he says that the.fairies, teach all insects and 
animals their human-like intelligence at which vrise men 
wonder «> Puck 9 "Victim of his own s p o r t t h e  jester8 s 
luck," (1 o 786) sticks foolish garlands, on Fate8 s brow and ■ 
is the first to be, clutched., by. the Bhade^ While he is in 
the hands of the monster $ he says that, he and. Robin G-dod- 
fellow were born for no other purpose ^ui to enjoy them- ... 
selves o They avoid . .melancholy jlwhich would-.destroy. them , .
and .11 shun all stagnant settlements of; grief" (1 s 830) s. >

: Two ideas,reepr throughout the poem: the fairies de
pend upon the mind to bloom and to flourish; they are small 
and ,lowly; workers.,.. The brooks9 trees s flowers, fish, 
birds, and. leaves are props with which.Hood1s fairies romp| 
they, too,, born in thought, flash and fade, , -

These moving, revelers, and ' their toys are preserved 
from oblivion by a mortal, a poet who understands them 
when he call s them " The darling .puppets of romanee 8.s View111 
(I., 896)0 Shakespeare"8 s defense of the fairies is recog
nition-. of theirusefulness^ Their lives "are .not^so frail :



and feebly, wove, / But leased on Nature8s loveliness and 
love" ( 1 1 , 9 7 1 - 7 2 )« These fairies -befriend the smallest 
insects, des'erted childrens and wounded animals „ They 
mend the grossest mischief: In the worlde. : . Their secret 
favors are given to poets» Shakespeare has toyed with 
their wands, eaten their fruits, and seen Their-cities 
in the skies" ( 1 .  1026) »

The fairies pay homage to their savior; Titania says

» o ’. This, is Hature8 s kind Inquisitor,
Though man keeps cautious doors that eonscience shuts, 
For conscious wrong all.curious quest rebuts 

. Bor.yet shall bees:uncase their jealous : stings,
Hdwever he- may .watch their straw-built huts}-- 
So let him learn the crafts of all small things, : r v 
Which he will hint.most aptly when he sings»

■■ V t i l ,  11Q 1-107) . : .

(The " eautioua doors" and "conscious wrong" may be. clues 
for the reason Oberon is not in Hood.8 s dreamt) The' cock 
crows,' mornihg, begihs to. break, the Phantom of the dream 
, fades, r- /iu V';; W  ". .... ' . y / '

1-.4 shape less s hade, that fancy disavow'd,
And shrank•to nothing in the mist extreme«
Then flew Titania,--and her little crowd,
Like flocking linnets, vanish'd in a cloud. .
th  ’y. . ' ' ivt., . V : (11» 1131-34)
.With,childlike simplicity, "The Flea" symbolizes the 

-workings:-of three. genii- of human intelligence, memory,, 
dreams, and languagev It. goes into personal "human sympa 
thies," not outward tp moral codes, creating d.el.ightful 
associations with,the products of nature, not recreating



or imitating Nature*
Hood8 s fairies are not particularly, like those in Mid - 

1 summer. Might8 s Dream; Qto.eron is absent, and Ariel sneaks 
in from another play aHowever > what those fairies say they 
do is like the effect of natural beauty or. of. imaginative 
literature „ .Mindsassisted by curio si ty> fancy P imagina
tion ? and sympathy„ blend minute perceptions into noble 
thoughts; and actions, to make immediate life, a fairy "land> 
The curious little c hem Sc o-e1ee tr1c charges $ which dart 
through nerves from sense organs and. into. 'intelli g e n e e  • are 
weakened or. killed by conscious fear of. death or by grief. 
G-reat romances revive spontaneous. associat.lons,;fha19 after 
childhood? seldom reach the brain except in dreams0 
f - Hood^s faith is'a fastidious^ personal affairp para

dox ieally se'parate from physical, survival and separate from 
a poetically created Omnipotence outside himselfV • Nature - ; 
is what his. mind makes of it» .Intellectual spontaneity ■ 
cs.tches d 1stinetly human^ experlene©s . bef ore . they are bio t- 
ted out by death; great artists preserve inquisitiveness 
and imaginationp memories and sympathies and set these - 
'’Fairies*1- to work again in minds of. other men» Immortal
ity is the power of intellectual activity to preserve each 
separate mindo ; ' iv . ' : . ;

"The Plea’’ y is a psychical^ rather than a moral alle
gory» Hood8s pattern^ of thought are original Impulses of 
life which strive - to dyercome the obstacles of matter ;
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these patterns are tenets- of mental hygiene,derived from 
great. art and symbolized by the fairies in- 11 The Plea" „
' Hood8 s fear of death; is a fear, of losing .shareds , 

creative ideas, Death, to him is not tragedy ,- it is ex- 
tinctione The human mind perceives oblivion, but.only in 
minds that eventually die, can the will to' live functionc,; 
Conversely, the destroyer within. these minds., who is the 
perception of death and loss of memory., more than death 
itself, is not a-part of personal immortality. Hood con
quers death by a faith.in the ability, of mankind to.share 
and. to enjoy the non-destructive, intellectual activity of 
art. ; . V ■ \ - t" - \ ;



CHAPTER III

TBe, elf-queen with her joly compaigne 
Baunc.ed f ul of t In many, a : greme mede 
This was the old opinion, as I rede 
I speke of manye hundred yeres ago 
But now,rkah no man se none elves mo

The Wife of Bath

Does Hood?s poetie interpretatioh of life include 
reverence, love, gratitude, or a!will to obey and serve 
that corresponds to worship of a religious deity? 
"Midnight", -echoes the thought of "Silence11 and. repre- ; 
sents Time like the grisly, threatening, shade pf. death 
in "The Plea":; ' , -I / " :

Unfathomable Eight I how do st thou sweep . I
. Oveh the flooded earth, ahd darkly hide - r;
The mighty city under thy. full tide.

Making a silent palace for old Sleep;Like hisown Temple under the.hushed deep,
. ■ Where, all:the busy day: he doth abide,

\ And, forth at the late dark, outspreadeth wide
- . His dusky wings whence' the cold: waters, sweep i

How .peacefully the living millions, lie i '
, . ■ Lull'd...unto'dea.th beneath his. poppy spells;-- -

There is no breath— no liylhg stir— -no. cry-- 
No tread of foot— -no song— no music call.,-- .Only the sound of melancholy bells-- ■
The >voice of Time,--Survivor of them allL1 .

Works, ' p 0' A02 o'
33
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How <3.ifferent- is.a sleeping city when love is present:

Ah# .sweet j, thou little, knowest howI wake and passionate watches keep;
• . , • . And yet while I address thee now,
; He thinks thou srailest in: thy sleep, ' > ' :

"Tis .sweet enough to make me. weep,
: That tender thought of love and thee,

That while the world Is hush'd so deep,
' • Thy soul8 s perhaps, awake to me! ■ '

Sleep on, sleep on, sweet hnide of sleepl 
;.- vWith;..golden.visions for thy dower.,

.While 1. this midnight vlgii . . k e e p - . : "And bless thee in thy silent bower;
To me - tis sweeter .than .the power, :

Of sleep and. fairy dreams- unfur 1' d , ■That I alone, at this, still hour,
- : n • a in, patient love outwateh the world»

In the Second, lyric love has dispersed melanbholy, 
and in his exaltation Hood almost.identifies himself with 
Time i Sleep is no longer the cold-, companion of ocean and 
death, but the harbinger of fairy dreams« %As in none of ‘ 
Hood8 s other lyrics, fancy: and emotion rise - above sensa
tions' of despair a..:For: one fleeting dnsfant there is a 
taste of being that, is not mundane.o . Even so, Hood's wife 
is not identified ■with Time or eternity; the. cause of his 
elation, but not the emotion, she remains one. real .Woman' ■

' sleeping beside her husbando
"Fair; Ines"^' also expresses' a distinction between the

Ibid „ s "Serenadep= 661 „
v t : ■: : /Ibid «..,r pp . 177-781 - V ;



htm&n receiver of love and. the. feeling 0 The e ter rial Ines 
has gone. Into ;;the West,,. .Mo- one . supppses that 'to her gal
lant cavalier her beauty will he an embodiment of' Hood■s 
dream« Only one woman* she will bless only one lover» 
"Fair Ines11 leaves, a gentle vision of beauty ’ imagined be
yond reality but drops back to life without destroying the 
vis ion: •11 The sm lie that blessed one lover9 s heart / Ha s 
broken many more" (1» 47-48), ‘ . ■ .

Hood - eanno t conf use .his. mate with his sentiment * nor 1 
dan he. infuse a woman with his ideals .. Even so s his emo- . 
tion does not alter with time, and it is the source of 
Hood s most noble aspirations» In the sonnets where.he ha: 
expressed either of these attitudes* obviousTy emulating 
Shakespeare* Hood s feeling is 'nonethe-less sincere«,

Among Hood 9s . verses:; the; few - songs addressed to or 
about a beloved Individual are, short * minor writing * quite 
frequently in sonnet form. In his;early writing there,is 
reserved, disillusionmeht toward unrequited love | however *.; 
the songs generally express personal devotion and little 
' egoism-. -- Several*; addressed to his wif e' When they are ab
sent from one another * display, an empathy akin to. "thy ' 
soul5 s awake to;me.*" of 61 Serenade I1 This is not an un
usual emotion* nor is it. particularly well expressed * but 
Hood s few- love lyrics .are-,his. only, writings where the 
feeling is shown; at all .. It ls only in songs 'like 11 Sere
nade" or in those about. hi.sifamily. that he,achieves any:



■' large personal satisfaction or feeling of permanence» :
The love expressed- in Hood lyrics is 'hisj: ;-the oh- 

jects of his love are his family and only his family0 The. 
reader.may wish to have the like, but he does not share 
Hood;ls emo;tionf * Though it is never sensuous8 the love is 
never very far removed from actuality, It is the greatest . 
source of joy in life and the source of many other pleasures 

Hood * s express ion is related to conventional poetic' 
attitudes toward.;mortals ■ deepest -emotion$ but an evasive 
delicacy, sets his love Songs apart from Others. In • the. - 
face of his ''Wlverse of love," which has no further def- .
inition than the joy.of being a husband and -a father,
Hbod * s attitude is humility s ‘'There is immortality in the ' 
exchange of fleeting, poetic pleasures, but the products 
of memory, fancy, or .imagination are not worshipped by - - 
Thomas HOod. It is his mature<, monogamous family life . . 
that is the source of his poetic inspiration. He-has ' 
placed his object of.worship and.his immortality within 
himself» yet he is willing to-serve his family and to revere 
great art i f■ ;" / v' .- ' t: : v- V|

'''The Two Hwans.'':̂  is a fairy dream in honor of true ' ■
love. Nothing approaches a,- tower on a shadowy lake because

;. ' & b l d ., "Lines," p. #7, it 4. \ '
^ibid.i- pp».;:4d4 îQ.. tv .;.::, r ;VV:‘ t.
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a mdns-trous serpent .of sorrow la coiled from dark recesses ' 
of the water to' the. top of..the tower» But a lily white - 
swan,, gliding in a circle of radiant light, conies-near.
She , sheds her stifled sorrows and sings . a. tender song which 
depresses the serpent so that his lid-less eyes are. filled 
•Vi.th-'t.ear.s..;;̂ T.hei."'sbrig reaches a latticed window which is ... 
opened by a princely creature whose voice mingles with the 
swan S ' song-,.... In dread the prisoner oreeps slowly down the 
back of the enchanted serpent:

v But Love, that holds the mastery of dread,/
Braces his spirit, and with constant toil 
He wins his way,-and now, with arms outspread, • y 

; yImpatient plunges from the last long coil:
; So may all gentle Love ungentle Malice foil, -
■ , . . . til. 230-34)
^The horrible snake;pursues the' two swans back across the 
witer, but;hey c.annot enter. the sanctuary ring of light in 
which they swim . Worried thus by the spite of the serpent , 
the swans make their way, ; 'V . t .... :

Till on the. grassy marge I saw: them ' light ... - 
.And change, anon, a. gentle girl and boy,. ■
Locked in embrace of sweet unutterable joyl .
Then came the.Morn, and with,her pearly showers 
Wept on them, like a mother, in. whose eyes 

' Tears are no grief; and froin his rosy bowers 
The Oriental sun began to ri.se, .
Chasing, the •darksome shadows 'from the-skies; 
Wherewith that sable Serpent far. away 
Pled, like a part of night-^dellclous sighs .’ ■ '
From waking blossoms .purified the .day.

And little .birds were singing sweetly from -each spray.
: ... ' ; : - (11. 268-79)

. This luxuriant, adolescent tale retains the coolness



of Its dark lake. Its symbolism is childlike in its 
simplicity, Yet the' very simplicity puts "The Two Swans” 
among Hood’s most original poems» George Meredith states 
that■the comic spirit does not flourish well in countries 
where women have little respect. , A minor poet of the 
late Romantic period has calmly, naivelyy and probably un
consciously redefined the curse of Adam, if as much is 
read into his fairy tale as has been read into the one In 
Genesis: The song of a female, swan; not only overcomes the • 
traditional representation of sin but rescues her mate ' - 
held in a dark tower above black waters by the serpent9 
Evil is sorrow rather than disobedience. The song has 
more power than either the serpent or the mate and leads 
to joy rather than to temptation, A familiar religious, 
story has been "turned inside outp a. ;mate is not the cause 
of but the rescue from the curses oh mankind, The swan, s 
songg like Shakespeare in "The Pleas” conquers dread. In. 
justice to an authorj who may have been thinking of poesy % 
the song has a more uniyersal symbolic meaning in the 
word art applied to all pleasurable endeavorss great or 
small that inspire love .and thereby defeat dark sorrow <= 
Mated love is the life force which-.provokes creative 
thought patterns,, the "fairies” who, endure throughout the . 
shifting9 changing continuity of time,-

c . - ■ ■ vAn Essay on Comedy, p , 93»



In til© poem8 s visionary description and in its dreamy«, 
fading conclusions it- is . reminiscent of Keats1 s "Eve of St;.' 
-Agnes.; ' Both long poems are written in SpenBerian stan
zas;, both tell the story of two lovers; and both, though 
narrative? leave a lyric emotional impression. "The Two' 
Swans" employs stated symbolism-in its narrative while 
Keats's two lovers represent themselves„ Howevers Porphyro 
.and Madeline come to.stand for all lovers everywhere, Hood 
unnamed swans do nots - Representatives Of the universal, 
they point to the beauty of the reader's own true love.
In communicating an emotional experience, the author has 
not required his readers to relive the courtship of two 
imagined characters; with- symbols he has led those readers 
to look at their own emotions. -

'There is no need for Hood to seek when - he already has 
.within himself a bliss that is better than Paradise. His 
ideal is recognized; his representation of it Is not a fan
ciful search but a conflict between realized joy and sorrow 

In the following "Stanzas"® the pain'of living love 
is not minimized;

. Is there a bitter pang for love removed,
,0 Sod1 The dead love doth not cost more tearsThan the alive, the loving s the "beloved--

^Stephens, eh a l , English Romantic Poets, -pp. -'.586-04.. 
®Works,, p. 633.^
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' ' - Mot je 'tg riot -yet bbyond; all/hopes . and fears*.
: : ;i Vould. 1 were laid/ . ; 0

" O;. . ' ; - Under' the shade -; : ; -'' Of the calm grave and the long grass of years,--
OThat love might die' with sorrow.:.--! am sorrow;

-1: '' - And she, that loves me tenderest 2 doth press 
. Host poison' from my eruel lips5 and borrow 

. Only, new-anguish from the old earess ; -
■ . f Ohs this world5.s grief . • : .• -'/ ; Hath no relief .

In. being wrung from, a great happiness „ /
Would I had, never filled thine- eyes with love,

For love.is only tears: would I had never 
■ Breathed - such a curse-like hiessing as we prove;
- . Mow if ’Farewell5: . could bless. thees I would sever 1V . : r Would I were laid

• ' Under the shade ,
: Of the cold tombs, and the long grass for ever 1

The moods a direct transfer of the author’s feelings is un
resolved confliet, pain e Such Is not the ordinary;tenor of 

. lyric poetry in which readers have come to expect wishes. .
for death as self “Centered desires to escape- from the evils 
of the earth. Hood8 s forlorn hope is a deeps unselfish ' t: 

• wish that his Imminent death could end the sufferihg of an- 
' other> . ; :. : ■ ; ./ ' \ . ; - :

It is more salutary to look less subjectively at such 
pain, "The Romance of Cologne"^ goes further away from 
direct transference of the author’s feelings« He and his 
readers. watch a pair of lovers:. Although the spirit of 

/love hovers near, the beautifuls dainty maiden, "Untouched;
by the lovely Mature and her l a w s ( I .  S)/; rejects the •- 

■ caresses of her wooer, : ; ’ ' . / - : .-■

Slbld., pp. 354-55 .



. The more Love tries her pity to engross
- The more she chills him with a strange behaviour;

Mow tells her beads, now gazes on the Cross 
. ; And Image of the Savlo.tjr1» -■ . . .y , . y - ' - "Forth: goes the. Lover with a farewell moans ,
-As- from the presenee of a thing. Inhuman! :
OhI what unholy spell that turned to stone 

■ , . The;young warm heart of Woman! (11. 17-24) . , ; .

The lover commits suicide! -thenj too . late9 the maiden
: feels remorse $, weeps and caresses his cold. corpse „

Bespairing> stunn® d hy her eternal loss,
• ■:She files’ to succour that may best "beseem her; .

But, Lo l a - frowning Figure veils the Cross, '
;,vAnd hides: the blest Redeemer.. . (11. 33-36) ,

The frowning, f igure commands the,girl to reread her 
vd'wsg which placed her young hearf in fetters> and. calls ’ 
her a 11'Wretch! Sinner 1 .Renegade I to truth and God8 M 
(1 *:4l) for having bartered.her holy,faith for human love» 
She. dies "Bigotry8 s last .Martyr" (1« 44 ) „ . '•

;':And side by < side the hapless Lovers lie: a • /
Tell me, harsh'Brlestt by yonder tragic token, •
What part hath God in-such a Bond, whereby . ,

. Or hearts or vows are broken? (11. 45-48)

Here the fell, .serpent is Bigotrythe tension of unhappy 
conflict is; lessened because it belongs to a third person 
in the:; communication». Hood5 s capitalizat ion indicates 
that. Love, the Martyr, and the Saviour are part of the 

' same symbol„ His use,of Shadowy apparitions•and shady 
figures in other poems suggests, that the Priest to-Hood 
represents another enduring deity s Death, whose -psychic
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emissary, Satan, is well known for utilizing adroitly .legal 
bonds , V . :

; ■: For the reader of "The Romance of Cologne s" . f ear of a: : 
like., death is placed in. the background« Such, an outcome 
for lovers, is needless;, vows to God and Love should be the 
same'. Ah active sense of injustice, working toward .preven
tion, rather than .catharsis, . adds logic in good measure to 
Aristotle s pity, .

Hood insinuates, that a. slightly phallic attitude, is 
needed in the most influential:hierarchy of.poetic .symbols. 
When a less,aesthetic maiden, .Blanca, went Eby easy stages , 
jaunting thro8 her prayers,1149 and decided to take her lov
er instead of the veil, all sense of sorrow, is missing from 
Hood8 s: verse and no one; feels remorse, In ‘‘Faithless Sally 
Brown1 1 the suffering of Ben, the carpenter, is ridiculous 
because he led a futile life mourning an unrequited love„
In another cryptic verse Hood8 s sad heart sighs “for Love's 
eelips.e, . / And Beauty8 s fairest queen;11

© 0 • , O e - © S • Q © : ,

Yet looking, once, I lookld too long,
And if my love is sin,

: Death follows on the heels of wrong, . ''
^ " And kills the crime •within,

1QIbld,, “Blanca8 s Bream,1-, PP® 70-77, 1» 114.
11 Ibid., p -.: ' -
12Ibld>, “Ballad,11 pp, 185-86, 11. 1-2. , .



f ather wrong' & ,a ' maiden * s mirth, 
And'brought her cheeks to blame? 

And all that's Ibrdly of my birth, >
■ : Is my reproach and shameL '
efis vain to weep--6tis vain to sigh, 

. 8Tis vain this idle speech, 1
For where her happy pearls do lie s 
' - My tears may never reach; V

Yet when I'm gone, e 9en lofty pride May say of what haa been, ■
His love was nobly born and died, 

Thor all- the rest .was mean! '

I will not wish they better state 
Was one of low degree.

But I: must weep that partial fate . 
Made.such a churl.of mev - / 

(11.-13-16, 29-40, 45^48)

Hood mourns, the absence of a generative principle. In the 
rare instances when-his laughter approaches vulgarity, it 
is such an absence that he is ridiculing, and in numerous 
short verses he. scorns maidens Iike the one.in "The Romance 
of Cologne" who consider duties- to religion.or to parents 
above regard for their lovers. As a man Hood, does not 
reach for godliness; a mortal woman like.Fair Ines is of 
the . type who inspires his art. : -' .. .

Ma.turely executed,, "Hero and L e a n d e r i s  a conflict 
between creative.love and the art it inspires. Seven.hun
dred eight lines .recount the tale of tragic lovers$ Hero,
. the priestess of Abydos $, and Leander 9 who swam the Helles-

15Ibid. >" pp. 1 3 9 ..



J pont each night to be with her„ Returning home one night 9 ;
: Leander . drowned’ when, Hero; learned ;of - his . deaths .she threw • ■ ;':

herself 1nto the sea«' Hood8s poem covers'approximately a 
t day „ from the time that .Leander leaves Hefo. until' her deaths :<
■■ - But "Hero and • Leander" is' .no t a tragedy in the Ar is to tel Ian V ■"
' 'sense; fear and pity are not purgeds but allowed to run 
their whole destructive eourpe5. triumphant at: the last v
bitter, ironic line. •

tThe 'sympolism is; explained' at the beginning of the ht.-'
.poem In a poignant plea td; all whose fortunes prosper "in.. v  -t"-.'

t' L o r e : :: ''. :; i i ^ :
’ ; V ' Ma :it 'that spectacles:: of . sadder .plights; '■ t-
' : Should make bur blisses reiish the more:high, i - ; '

/ J; o , . o e ’ - & e ‘ e. ; •© . • o * © o '-n' V:

; . Weep here,: unto a tale of. ancient g r i e f -.' Tracsd from the course of an old bas-relief . • j ' . ; -
: . . . /w g;' t. ■ :' ; (ll. 7-8-, 11^12)

■ >The: setting is the 'shore and the sea.; . ' ' . .• t : " ? ■,

, V There stands. Abydos 1--here is Hestos8 steep, : ■
Hard by the gusty margin of the -sea, ' t :

;' : Wher e sprinkling.: wares - Pont ih^si 11 y do leap; " .. :
And that is where those famous lovers be,. " .

' - A.builded gloom shot Up into the grey,
As"if the first tall watch-tow'r of the day.

■ tt : :'h w  ill. 13-18)" i -
The poem emphasizes impermanence by arousing fear and
.appreciation of durable beauty at the same time. Anti-;

;; thetical images and statements contradict themselves* .



Among the thre e- char a c tens * Hero > " Leander „ and a maiden of
the sea, is a continual shifting of similar actions and
postures. ' ■ ■ ' . ■ v - :

The passionate parting of the two lovers at the begin
ning of the poem is tinged with Hero's grief and her sorrow
ful borebodingo '  ̂ ’ : ' t ■ ' ' : r '

Like trees wind-parted that embrace anon.
True love so often goes before ' tis gone«, '

: But .what rich merchant but will pause in fear 9
To trust his wealth to the unsafe abyss? •

- Bo Hero dotes upon her treasure here5 , '
And sums the loss with:many an anxious kisss ■ .
Whilst her fond eyes grow dizzy in her head; ' ; - ■ '

.. Fear aggravating fear with shows of dread.
She thinks how many have been sunk;and drown d, . A t'' 
And. spies their - snow-white bohes below the deep,
Then calls huge congregated monsters round,
, And plants a rock, wherever he would. leap; . -: ■
Anon she dwells on a fantastic dream?
Which she interprets of that fatal stream. •

; . (11. 59-72) ; . - .AA'Ai
This living? 'fearing bride is Leander1s love. When he'

. swims away ? ■.

So brave Leander sunders from his- bride;
The wrenching pang desparts his soul in twain; 
Half Stays with her? half goes toward the tide?-- 
And life must ache, until they\'jplh' again« Ar

. o © ' 6> O © © 0 , © a . - - 6 .. © 0

The drowsy, mist before him chill and ..dank,. : -
Like a dull lethargy o 1 erleans the ̂ sea?y :. A . .
Where he rows, on agairist the utter blank,’
Steering as if to dim eternity,-- : ; .A. . .A
Like Love8s' frail ghost departing with the'.dawn;
A failing shadow in the.twilight drawn.
And sooh is' gone?.--or nothing but a faint.
And falling image in the eye of thought? AA ; ,



That mbtiks- his model with an after-paint s >
And stains an; atom JLike the shape she sought; 

v ': : - :■ ■ : (ll < 91-96 ; 127-36) g
Hero prays for. his safe return: ' '

'"' ’Let no jagg8d corals tear his fender skin.
Nor .mountain billows bury, him in death; ! -g 
And with that thought forestalling her own fears.
She drown'd his painted image in her tears» ;

- this, : the, climbing sun, with- rest repair 8d ,
Look■d through the gold embrasure s of the•sky,
And ask'd the drowsy world how she had far8d ; —The drowsy world shone brighten'd'in reply;
And smiling-Off her-fogs> his. slanting' beam 
Spied young Leander in the middle streami •-

V; ■ . , •' :. (11, 159-68);
On the sea at daybreak, thinking - of.Hero:and:future blis se s,
Leander is stunned when he encounters a .beautiful sea nymph
with long, black tresses, .. - .

Great beauty like great fear first stuns the sense:
He knows not if her lips be blue or.red.
Nor If her eyes can give true evidence:.
Like murder's witness swooning in the court, '-
o & . o © & ; e - o © o f ©  o © g -

Thtsn: let his loye and grief unwrong-d lie dumb.
Whilst Pear, and. that it fears > together come» '; ■
- 9 ® © 8 . © o O  0  © © © g  : © , »

; More like his saf e smooth harbour than his rock I 
rPoor wretch, he is bo faint and toil-opprest,
He cannot loo se him from his grappling foe,
.Whether for love or hate, she lets' not go,

, (11, 194-97, 245-4%, 261-64)
The central figure of the poem is the young maiden of

the sea. She is too beautiful, "tob argent and too pale"
(1. 87) to be a; woman» Her© is- widow9d at a glance*1 :
(16 235)* for the seamaiden drags Leander to her palace
under the ponderous sea--as "Hero.'8 s name dies/ bubbling /- ■



on his lips" (lo 270), This maiden loves Leander^ and al
though she is called "A- nightingale within a falcon8 s :
nest" (1216)» she desires that he live to love her, She 
is completely inhocent of the fact that she .has killed- him

' That, which she breath8d and sigh/ d the emerald waves 
\ How could her.pleasant home become his.gravel : .■

o © • © © - - O © © 0 O ' © 0

Bui, death has written: in an alien tongue,
And -learning' was not by to give it breath;

: So one deep woe sleeps buried in its seal .
Which Times untimely> hasteth to'reveal, •■ " : ? (11, 311-12, 143-48) • , '

She sings to the dead body upon her. lap, offering it.rich
beauties bf the sea, After she realizes that Leander. is
dead,. "Her own bright soul dies In her like a spark"
(IV 458 ) -,' and she weeps : \ -1 ,

Whence being shed.,. the liquid crystalline 
Drops straightway down, refusing to partake 
In gross, admixture-with the baser brine,

, ' But shrinks and .hardens .into, pearls opaque, \
- . ' Hereafter to. be. worn on arms and. ears; t '

So one maid8.©, trophy -is another8 s. tears I 
- V  ' - v ' (11/493 -98 )

B.eali2.ing. what death.really Is, she cries out,

Since love is blinded, wherefore should I see, 
Now love- is death- -death will: be love to me I'

: - ; / ; (11. 545-46)-
and she. prays ̂ .r t / - - ' / .t .. . .-

/•■».■ ; : •’/ ■■■« ■,'■ » o if her heedInspir’d her there-were Hods to pity pain.
Or end .it,--but: .she lifts'.her arms in vain!

4 . / '  . - (11* 5 5 6 -5 8 )  '



• When.the maiden knows that Leander will not"waken to 
, 1 ove /hrea?>, she drags him. hack to the :sunshine Of earth 
hoping to revive him there» She places his body on the 
sand and leaves to find a- sunnier, greener spot for burial 
Churlish fishermen steal the body. They call a crowd to 
watch.the maiden.mourn over the imprint on the sand after 
she learns that the body of her beloved is gonev A kind 
woman, -among the crowd, who ; have gathered:, to peer at. her, 
approaches to ."befriend that lonely grief" (it 677)1 . 
Startledt the maiden plunges into the . sea,, which has ... 
changed -from its appearance at early .morning: 't,. .

For that the horrid deep has no sure track . t
To guide love safe into his homely haven« :
And 16 % the. storm grows blacker in its_ wrath.
O'er the dark biilow brooding like a raven, '' .
That bodes of death and widow,8 s sorrowing,

: 7 Under the dusky covering of. .his..'wing; - ...'
' 1 ^ (11715-20)  ̂ : :

In the depths of this sea ,- they maiden weeps in "a mid
night made of -her own. hair"V.(l0 696).» - 7

That night t with her torch, Hero returns to the shore 
to light: Leander back« She hears the moan of the sea- 
nymph crying "Hero, Hero," the words which bubbled ,, from . 
Leander8 s mouth as he went under the waves- and the only 
name for him that the maiden k n o W s H e r o , mistaking the 
call for Leander8 s voice.? knows that he is in the Sea» Be 
lleying that there hers and Leander8s hearts will have a 
common:home forever," Hero plunges in® .Then, in ..rapid ' -



conclusion:

' V ; , - e ' '» "V;. .V ... The sea maid wept ,
And in a crystal cave her /corse enshrin'd',
Ho meaner sepulchre should Hero f ind I

■ . \ "/; (11. 778-80) ; ■ •
■ . Using a classic love story, the rhyme- schemes' of
Shakespeare's "Venus and A d o n i s a n d  the conventional ; 
romantic/representation of beauty in the form of a woman. 
Hood is far more universally pessimistic than a: violent, 
modern Robinson Jeffers. in "The-Women at -Point Sur."'*"̂ 1' 
Jeffers Barclay 'represents only perverted self-destruc
tion:; iHeod s immortal maiden is not perverted. Although 
Hood does not love or fear her g -he is preoccupied/with: 
what she .represents.. An embodiment of more than beauty,
. the. sea maiden'1 at times- seems to/ be human sympathy or 
even ■ religion./ Her - tears-; Are/;!ike: pity:.: / She possesses , 
some of the qualities of romantic idealism, but unlike, 
Gynthla, her very ihnocence is destructive," and /Leander 
is dead as soon as he encounters her . . The maiden kills 
the individual; her loving ministrations forever separate 
lovers. Then low fishermen complete the separation by re 
moving even man8 s body from her care. She is a .complex. 
Inclusive,representation of the eternal rose that blows 
in and out of poetic Symbolisms, an' illusory reflection

, .^Robinson Jeffers, The Women at Point Sur (Hew York, 
.Random House , 1927). . " / - . . •
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of Hero8 s foreboding itself , race memory that is forced to 
accept the fact of death, ' ■ -

Leander$ on the other hsnd^■ is the "rose of yesterday." 
He is dead and gone0 Love has not pervertedly destroyed 
Itself, like Barclay | "but love $ like Hero and Leander $, 
lies deads eternally separated by the hollow sea through ’ 
the ignorant but well-intentioned" workings: of an immortal ' 
maiden and churlish, f ishermen The curious churls are hu
man animals* neither: evil nor sympathetic. The poem is a 
grim presentation of f inality: .the. sure, victory . of, Life-fn- ;- 
Death over Love* or rather of Death-in-love over Life» t h 

The home of the .maiden who loves Leander9 s corpse is 
the .sea* ■where drowned. Hero eveutually is enshrined, . Hood - 
;uses water throughout his writings to represent death or 
the world*’and in this, poem it seems to. represent ,both,.

There are two kinds of love. Enduring beauty s repre
sented.by the maiden*: exists in a world apart from indiVid--. 
ual,. life , ■ Paradise; Is, iiiea;lized -w:ith' Hero, Living devo
tion like Hero- a. is more desirable than selfish pity like . 
the maiden1.s, " True love must have a -physical- basis * . even 
though.physical existence must end. The selfish sympathy 
in the world's idealism' is destructive* the world enshrines 
. only the female: corpse of true" love-, ..■- /

Foreboding has created the same kind of oblivion as 
does actual death, Fear, that lies within anticipation 
and memory, destroys genuine love. Since love has a phys-



itial "basis', it can - only exist between individuals $ and in-: 
dividnal dove die s.. Race memory does not prevent death;:

' it does not prevent- death8 s painful separation of. lovers ;. ;
. it can only preserve the dead image of Paradise * ; It,sep
arates the worshipper from. his. source of: joy and is Impo- ' 
tent after.:his..death® ' : . ' '
■ To Hood human.: love is Paradise> "but to master- sorrow^ 

two must swim in;the sanctuary ring. Yet the deepest hap
piness from that love causes the most intense pains : for. 
sympathetic :fear is keenest when individuals., know that in
evitable death destroys their blissi Life is a continuing 
conflict between transitory, human love and-the .enduring, \.

■"̂ effemlha.tb̂  idealism created from its fear» . ' ' '



OmPTER iv

■ ; "To thine own. self be true«," says the great
: . , Shake spear© - and how eah. we be true to our own ' 
v ; - selyeS' :£f we vtrailn 'with 'inferiors?
: -v Laugh and Live0 Douglas Fairbanks .•

.Evaluating the minor'poets of the Romantic periods, 
James Stephens says. that when they have nothing to: say, 
they find, something to say about a thing, called; Loye 5 or1 
the thing called Death:, or they abandon both in the total 
artistic despair, which is called H u m o r & :To dismiss, the: 
'minor poets of this .period for their humor is to dismiss. 
also the Wife.of Bathp Falstaff and.Puck? the Red-Cross 
Knight, - and even .Mr.o Stephens himself.. However, there, is 
despair in Hood s humor, even when he has something Very 
important to say. The.purpose of the next three chapters 
is to show that his humor is a direct result of what Hood 
believed about the .things .called Love and Death». He ex
plains the .despair Pimaelf:in,'iiycus, the .Centaur ■

There seems to have been no mythical centaur, Lycus; 
there, is no classic myth that places a. centaur or a -Lycus

■ Stephens„ Beok and-Snow, Romantic Poets, page xxiii.
' ■' -■o' • ' • . -■:• ■■ ■. ; : .. ''VV-POetical Works., ppy 161-70. • ■
. ' t - ' v r n i ' -  :. v  : . ' : t  t  i Y / V o P  : ' '  - " : : ' " i  ; ■ : . . : t  i



In the garden of Circe where men became pigs. One Lycus. of 
antiquity was honored In'Athens as. a hero, and the Lyceum 
derived its name from him« He is. said to have introduced 
the Eleusia.n mysteries . into Andania in Marsehia and to have 
"been an ancient prophet. Expelled by Aegeushe took ref
uge in the country of the Term ill', which was called Lycia ■ V 
after"him?  Lycus was the ancients8 name.for.several Impet
uous rivers A  The classic Aegle, the name. Hood uses for.: a 
nsweet; maid of the sky-loving -waters,!1 was one of the Hes- 
perides who dwelt close to the G-orgohs on the borders of 
the eternal darkness, near the garden of the1 gods, where'.;. 
Zeus espoused Hera, Together with a hundred-headed dragon,. 
the Reaper ides guarded the golden apples which Earth (G-aea)
. caused to grow as. a. marr lag e g  if t for Hera .5 j upi t er had •.
'. ■ ' ' .■ ■ ' • . - V ■ ■ ■ • " ' ' : . ' . . (r 'a daughter, Aegle$ by the most beautiful of the Naiads, .
The word, Aegle, is, derived from the Greek word.meaning
splendor or brightness„ Hood may also have received'a v
. suggestion for the poem from Lycaon,' the wicked king in .. : -
Ovid s Metamorphosis who was turned' into a wbif after he

•r ̂ Wiliiam. Smith, .A Classical Dictionary of Greek and 
Roman Biography, Mythoiogy and Geography, edCharles Ann 
then, "(Hew York,: Harper &; Brothers, 1877), : p » 458, ■;" ‘; J
' ^Ibld. , p, 457, . . : . : .

^Harry Thurston Peck,. Harper9 s' Dictionary of Classical 
Literature and Antiques, (New York,/ Harper & B r o t h e r s - 
.1898), p. ;8ioi: / ii; : , V.i

0Smith, Classical Dictionary, po 16. ..
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s@t a dish., of human flesh before Zeus T Hood is capable of 
sheh devious symbolism but it is possible that he enjoyed : 

' the punning value o f the two names he chose as much. as he , 
did thein classical allusions,^ : . : -
., . At, the begihhlng ,of...the poem, Hood state s the . argu-"

LycuS, detained by Circe in her magical d̂ominion.j, ’ 
is beloved by a- Water.' Nymph, who desiring to ’render him ■ 
immortal> has recourse to the Sorceress. 0 irce g.iye.s :
her .an incantation to pronounce, which ihonld. turn Lycus into a- horsef but the horrible effect of the ■ . 
charm ■ causing her to break off. in the 'midsthe becomes 
e.0entaUr * . . . . v: e \ '

Written in run-on couplets, of anapestie . tetrameter <, the 
. poem moves'like the prolonged, pulsating: fear which was 
•; Lycus Is as he wandered ." in the c ircle. of hell; /. Where Witeh- 
ery o work s*hj 11 It' 2 - 3 -)» He feared dr inking water lest it 
taste of blood? he feared to pluckr fruit from a branch, 
rOnce-he plucked.a; fragrant apple for suppering, but by day
light' his f ingers /'were -. ■ crimsoned/with: gore.^; /. And the

fpeck, Harper 8 s Dictionary, p, 520 ; / : , ;
The pun in Lycus.. is; obvious? in one comic verse Hood 

also puns the word centaur: "And .Man and..:Horse go half and 
half, / As if their griefs met in a common Centaur 
Works, p» 10. - : ■.

Aegle is pronounced as the Scotch dialedtic word 
with which Hood would have been familiar., aegly, which 
means a. squint in the eye, and like the Old English word 
egle, a .sty or mote . It is also close to the Cockney 
pronunciation of the word ugly,

^Wprks, p, 161,.. .
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half-?eaten fragment was. flesh: at' the core”. (11, 27-28). He 
longed to he 11 free of a body whose hand / Was doom'd to 
work torments, a.Fnry had planned" (11« 35-36)» An invls- : 
Idle fate pulled him haek from a.stream. whieh had no poison 
in it» Then .Lycus ran at his fears--“they were fears and 
no more" (1,4-5), hut they could not injure him, and he real
ized that neither the hear por the hoar could mangle his : 
limhs: "all their brutalized.flesh could not smothers / The 
horrible truth,--we-were kin to each other" (11, 47-48)«
He saw shapes of many animals9 the elephants the snake, the 
toad', the mammoth, and. ther hyena: ' '.'v> t

There were woes of all shapes s- wretched forms s when I
" came, . :y ■' . , ; .: . : - - - . :- That hung down their heads with a human-like shame|

t© o e o © o -o o o o e o ;.r.. & 0
While/all groan'd their, groans-, into one at their' lot 9As. I brought them the-image of what, they were not, :

V ' , : ; - (11, 64-67 , 70-71)
Lycus prayed for the souls of all those brutes .and he 

wept for his- own heartease.although they could not weep 
themselves, They bent to meet his caresses,. but he fled 
from them, ' : .

But I stayed not, to ,hear, lest the story should hold 
-Some hell-form of words, some- enchantment, once told. 
Might translate me in flesh to a.brute; and. I dreaded 

, To gaze'on their charms,, iest my .-faith should be wedded 
With.home pity,--and. love in that pity, perchance-- -f 
To a thing not all lovely (11,110-15); , . ' .

He roamed then by himself., and Pear Walked with him,



DemdnS j dragonss ; serpents- grew to monstrous sizes and 
" tlireatfuil^ warred. witW the; light;,' then those fears fled: •

. Thus - they fled--not forgotten--but often to grow ,
' hike "fears ■ in; siy eyes trhen; „i ...walked: to randrf ro . - 

; ; In the--shadows# and felt from . some beings unseen 
•The.-warm touch Of .Kisses S: hut-clean or unclean 
1 Khew not, nor whether the love- I had won ' . '
Was of heaven or hell— till one day in the sun,

. ’In its very noon=blaze$ I could fancy a thing \ : ■
. Of beauty» ;r (ll> 148-55) ; f

He forgot “ail the .things / That once had been wonders"
; (11 o 168-69) ; / . ' t ' . . - ; ; • - ■ ' • '

. Some maid of the wat er a t some Maiad , . methought ,. -
Held/me dear • in the pearl.: of her eye--and I 'brought ....
My wish . to that fancy» ' (11 - 174-76)

He plunged., into the water , then thought , f • ■ . y

y,' , How that Beauty might sink
' With my life in her arms to her garden, and bind, me
With it s long tangled •grasses, or cruelly: wind \me 
In some eddy to hum out my life in .her ear,
Like a .spider^caught bee , — and. in aid. of that fear 
dame, the- tardy .remembranc.e— Oh falsest of men*

, Why, was not that, beauty remember *d till, then?My lowe [Aegle]].. my saf e love,. whose glad lif e would 
1 . have run.;, 1 ’g ; '-v,v g: / b' V / ' ' '
. Into miiin-t-llke a drop--that pur fate might be one,

. . That now, even now,— maybe\,--cla.sp8d in. a dream 9;
That form which Iggave to some jilt in a.stream,

' 1 I'.- •/ : •: , '' . ' y(11. 179-89) '
The .reeds of the. s t r e a m “in, whispers: off ear / Growing ,
small with large secrets" (110 .197-98), told him to shun
his true Aegle, for her rival.would cause him.to bring
her misfortune o The reeds: became still, he turned to find
11 in the night / Of hew sunshind’ (11. 215-16) the realized
nymph:of the/stream« Opening her eyes $ she revealed two
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' "orbs of - pure crystal" (l„ 229)* but "their color and 
shine ./ Was of that which . theyilooked on" (11 e - 230-31) 
and LycuS8 s image was small when ."it sank :in the deep / Of 
■ her- eyes- where: her. soul:'. was" - (11, 241-42'):». :n  ; ■ .

■ Although he wondered- where .she went and how many vain
ly sought her "because that soft, pity is lost in hard Pain" . 
(1 , 256) 9 he forgot his fears and gave himself fo beauty:

' \: Her face was the face
Far away«, and her., eyes were the eyes that were drown8d 
For my absence y-ther arms were the arm s. that sought 

' . "round> ; ' . ' - . t . /. - vh: And clasp'd me: to noughtfor I gazed and became :..
•Only true to my f al sehood r. and / had but one name ;
_ For two loves, and called, ever .on Aegle, sweet. maid 

- . ’ Of the sky-loving waters (11 259-6-5 ) P

This love could not last 9 however; when the nymph lefts 
Lycus slept, His thoughts ,grew extinct^ but he dreamed.of 
wees written :on. faces that swam to and froB He saw the 
faces cry, but he could, not hear them«. Tears travelled 

. down his cold, cheeks, and he awakened in a. bower from which 
he wished, to fleet A "form as :o.f Aegle with a spiteful face 
-like, C irce re turned: to the bower. He would never: have been 
bewitched if the eyes of his new- apparition had not had .

; the shine of "Aegle ’ s» , . :
Just exactly how- many women or" whose eyes were respons- 

V ible for Lycus's matamorphosis is difficult to- decide. Circe 
:of- magic, the Illusory water-nymph of beauty , and the Aegle 
of true splendor all seemed to be present at the brutaliza^- ■ 

; tion: " v vb : ,v - l: ./ ■'
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- Then I gave me to magic , and gazed tj.ll I. madden8d :
' In the full, of . their light ,--but I sadden6d - and saAden8!

: : The deeper I look8d $--till I sank on the nnew' ; ' - ;:7, .
. ■ Of her /boaom, a thing s made - :of tEnhen/ and' woe 9 v; t : ■: ■ ̂

And answer’d its :thndh -Withi the shudder of fears?
And hid my cold,eyes from her eyes with my tears.
And ■ strained 'her vVirhlte, ahme. with the still languid weight 
Of fa:ihting' distress.,There she -sat like the Fate:
-That, is nurse, unto heath's,' ahd bent over in. shame -
To hide me - from her--the true Aegle - - that came ■ .
With'words■on;hen lips,the false Witch had foregiy%
To make me ' immortal--f or now-1 was eyen t- ' -r "At: the portal s of 'Death, who but waited the hush 
Of world-sounds in.my.ear to cry welcome,and rush 
:With,my. soul to the bank's: of. his black-flowing river, ' ,
0 would it have flown from my body for ever,. .

h Ere: I-~listen;9d, those words, when 1 felt with a start, .
•. The ’ 1 if e. blood rushback in one- throb , to my=.heart , ; - - ;.
And saw. the, pale, lips,-■where the rest of that, spell; ...
Had perish'd ih;,horbort-hnd'heard, the>-farewell; t ., ;
Of that voice that was drown'd in the dash of, the 

" '.. Vrstream I -t?. t;--'1; -nyAt-' : A-t:- \-A : '" ;
How fain had pi f ollow' d:; and, plunged with that.' scream . -
IntoAdeath, hut .my 'beihg: indlgnahtly . v , AThrough the brutalized flesh that .1, painfully dragg8d 
Behind met— .80 Giro el :0 mother o'f Spite I'
Speak the .last of that cursei and'.' imprison. me quite 
In■:the husk of. a brute, — that no, pity may name 

. The mam that I was,--that no kindred may claim- ■; -

. The monster I am 1 Let me. utterly be A: ' .-

. . Brute-buried-,' and. .Saturê 1 a -di shonor. with me , AA A
Hnins c r ibed.8 - -But she listen'd my prayer, that was 

A . A pralseA A - , A-;' , : - ' ■ A
. 'To her'malice.. With smiles, and advised me. to gaze w ,

On the river of Ipye ,--ahd'.perchanc.e she would make ..
In .pltyAa maid " Without., eye s -f or my .sake, " '. :. A
And , she left me like AScornA Then . I ask’d of the wave, 
What .monster 'ii was, and it trembled and gave A .
The true shaperof. my -grief ,i and 11.-turned .with; my, face A' A 
From -all:.waters for .ever, and fled through that .place, , 
Till-'with horror -more strong than all magic 1 pass’d 
Its. bounds, . and "the world was before -me at ' last..- -

A , A" A-;: A - A-A' ' A. A 'A (lit.516-55) ■
,. Lycus was. in the world but:mtcf.At, Wandering, he: came

near.:,cities-, watched and loved the people .within them.:

I. stole near - the city, but stole covert-wise . . : -
-ALike a wild beast of love, and -per.chanee.to be smitten ' 
By some hand that I rather had wept on than bitten. - '

; A ; ; . : a;;; -.  ' aa - ';:;a . . , (11, 571-75)
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He was /Shuniied: by everyone except. a child who was born 
to ho fear ? When .the child? approaching, saw tears in Ly- '
ons's' eyes, he stroked the centaur who had never felt such .
kindnessv : Lycus bent down to lift the child in his arras
and to kiss the boy«, ■ I  . . . .1.  ̂.1. :

. o v « o » but he cruel-kindly-,' alas 1 - ■ 'Held but to my lips,a pluck’d handful of grass’ 
dhen I. dropped him in. horror., but. felt 'as I fled 
The. stohe he indignantly hurl.’d at my head, -

; That dissever’d ray ear,--but I felt h6t> whose,:.fate,, - -■
Was to meet more distress, in his love than his hate;’. : ; ■ on i - t I;:, i  ̂ , /(111 404-9 ) : o’

The> centaur vlonged; tolreturn ,to the home, of his child- < 
hood« but, he,realized .that.it would be.better for his,fath
er to shed tears, of. fond memory for the kind, of son who, 
left him. So Lyeus wandered and found in Thessaly: a com
munity like himself who.were changed.in a body while they 
met at a stream to play games» Abruptly, the poem endsi:

o 0 , 0  o •, The gentle and wise 
Lose their thoughts in deep studies, and others their

■ - ' i n  ; ■■■. ■■ ; ■■■ , = .■•In the-mirth .of mankind,.where- they mingle-, them still o
; ■ ; ; v; ' v....-:. ■ (n, *27^ )

First published in 1822, six: or seven years after the 
appearance of .Keats’’s ''Endymion11 or Shelley? s "Alastor,'? 
yfasfrc "Lycus, the Centaur" lacks is an author8s preface^®

, l%"heh it was first published in the London Magazine1 '
October, 1822, the poem had the following motto: Hec feurat 
nudas poena videre-Deas--Propertius .(It had not been with
out punishment to see G-od») ; . •
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instead, of Hood8 s tongue-in-cheek subcaption„ . "From an tin- - 
rolled: Manuscript of Apolonius; Gurius „" Here is no joy- - - 
bus wandering and no/s e a r c h  for intercourse with some pro- 
,to type of beauty° Lycus.is one individual Who fearfully 
realizes human sympathy within himself ..and later appreciates 
: its inadequacy when that sympathy is.offered him». Lycus : • '
is one man—^Hood g, or a poet— aware that he is kin to brutal- 
ity? aware of his flesh as. well as- of hi s' beauty, aware of 
; the pain he causes as/well as Of .the pain he receives» With 
. one riolent /wrench5, . at the point where the hero of "Alastor" 
dies or where Endymion chooses .mortal'love, Lycus--complete
ly self-conscious and alone--tUrns to the world to find more/: 
distress in.? loye than .in • hate, and to realize that others . who 
flee Xifelis/mysteries, and miseries in the fear of personal 
d.lsintegrat iOn lo se their kind thoughts in . deep - studies or , 
their ill thoughts in mirtho. "Lycus$ the Centaur11 does 
make its readers smile, but in vivid., poetic imagery and 
symbolism it does give/them a rapid, visionary., , balanced 
;and counterbalanced poetic Interpretation'of One human life / , 
within its own society and of society’s destruction of in
spired idealism 0 ;• / ; / . - / .
// "Lycus , the?. '0entaur,,11 a perceptive explanation of hUr• • 

roor, is the key to Hood8.s comic attitude».• As long as an in- 
dividual lives ? he must endure outrage like Lycus8 s„ Human 
beauty has an animal origin. Life is split into fleshy ■/ /. p

^^Ibid. i p .. 161»



appetites that can not he'.:denied and intellectual sympathy 
that eari: hot .he ■ sat is f led > , The', desire, to - preserve in-: 
tellectual beauty leads to •self-love which reveals the.in-, 
ternal war • "between idealism and reality „. The human "being i 
forced to admit the animal when he faced the desire to: - he- 
bome immortal. Conscious, lonely assurance of personal 
beauty travels from fear ;to self-loves 1 As. he sought ah 
unattainable external sympathy,-Lyons became semi-immortal 
and his Idealism fled 9 horrified by the very knowledge it 
had given.him» It is the half of the human that is.like;a 
horse, the half which he himself fears and -disllkesi5':that : 
forces him to hope for .personal\immortality«, . • p i

Thoughts, or Memoryr .as Hood defines it in 81 The fleas,11 
is.the provocation of individual sympathies, The :centaurs 
found no 'external sympathy-,, but they lost one •warring'ele
ment In their dual nature o In the last lines of "Lycus, 
Hood suggests that deep:studies are a means of losing 
sympathy with life-giving, spontaneous perceptions 1 •
Mirth,.as well as deep studies, destroys the painful im- 
plications 'Of self-knowledge; mirth .loses 11 ill .11 Is this 
not what is expected of humor# an ability" to shun the 
potential ugliness of human nature but retain sympathy 
with underlying beauty? With the attitude expressed 
briefly in the last lines of "Lycus, the Centaur," Hood 
would need mirth to find sympathy „ . . .

His verses do not always: lose their ill. They .are



humorous in that.they deal with social relationships and 
in that they recognize- a mixturetof ugliness and beauty,, 
They do not always' provoke rnirth» Frequently the verses 
describe the mental states like grief$ regret? and remorse 
that inhibit intellectual resurreot ions 6 These "moods" 
express lack of the' thdughtful •sympathy in creative love 0 
Their .effect 1 s. grim despair« : . ; : " • • - g. ■

: Sometimes far beneath.the surface of Hood° s poems,
in human thoughts,and actions which have proyoked/a futile 
tone, is a list of themes which bear a remarkable., resem- .
’ blance 'to society8 s' most ancient sins and vices and its 
' most recent neuroses-® v :.; ; .c/g • . v - - '

t Hear the top of the roster: is murder«. The Dream of " 
Eugene Aram, the Murderer is a narrative poem pub-.
11shed first in 1829, hear the beginning of Hood’s pop
ularity e "The Haunted.House, ■which Hood calls a ; . ;

' romance, is a long poem, primarily descriptive, with , 
slight narrative suggestions,, .published less than 
.eighteen mbnths before the author“s death. Both poems 
are unique, and both rightfully deserve consideration 
as fine literature„ ‘Different as: they are2 each has . '
murder for its themeg . •; : : ,



. . .. ■ - "Eugene Aram11' and "The Haunted House" emphasize , the
- effeet of .-mTarder upon the individual e In the first in- ■
; -stance 5 remorse affects- the orlniihal himself; in the: sec-- .':
. ond case 9 the unnatural deed, creates 'a deathly horror in 
- the person who recognises it. Qne-dream is the memory of :- - 
a; reality s, the other dream is the fear of one--a fiction#.'- 
• or Hood8 s interpretation of his: qxm ̂ death» Bo.th ppema -

: . . : induce a sensation of horror» Murder has destroyed all , - 
■ present joy : AramE s- punishment is self-condemnation# not .
; i the gyves upon his. wrist. The haunting., quality of the other 
, v;i)oem; is the perception of the same loveless existence#- . •:

- • - "Miss Kilmansegg and Her Precious Leg#"1'4' a long . . :
harangue on avarice and vanity, is-'a's monotonous as Hood6 s

:; murder poems are gripping. Punctuated with topical,al- . 
iusions and pla/citudes. the - two thousand three hundred ,
eighty-nine lines in no way resemble lyric expression, ' '

-' Mlss .Kilmansegg is -a didactic.narrative abbut the 1 ife of ; , .
: ohe .wealthy, miss: from her ancestry#, through her Mirth# .

: : her education $ and her marriage to her death„ :
Heither Hood nor his readers like Miss Kilmansegg, vz-

Her terrified screams as she was carried through Pica- 
dilly on her run-away horse.arouse an attitude-best ex-: , 
pressed by the inadequate remark of an old gentleman ’ 
watching her, "How very improper 1" (l, 661), Her sleep- .. ::

- - • Ihidv.j p p , 5 6 3 - 6 0 0 -p : -:. ' : : ; 1 ; ;
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less' ambition makes a reader yavm0 Fok the death of her 
father or for her mother9.s\insanity she did. not weep„ .The • 
tears of misery in a. loveless marriage ■ sprang from her own - 
pride« It. was .genuine .mlsery to Miss Kilmansegg j butsv e-\ren 
in a garbled allusion, to the Sermon on the Mount $ there is 
no reader sympathy» . / . - - v t : - : ; o

lears that f ell ̂ alohe and uncheokt, : :
 Without relief, and 'Without respeot ; '

Like the fabled pearls that the pigs 'neglect j, . V 
’ . When pigs have that opportunity--

• And of all the grief s that mortals share =, :
The One- that seems the: hardest to hear ' Vv 
; Is the grief without communityt- (11 e 2101-107)

Her murder . arouses none' of the horror of "The Haunted' House" 
and none of - the remorse of Eugene Aram: t . . ' ’; • -

/ And, lost in the universal flash „ t Vt tir . tlti. tt tv u !
That:ther eyeballstmade, at so' mortal a crash,.

■ The Spark., called Vital, departed! (lit 2357-59)

Miss Kllmansegg deserves ho sympathy because she felt none 
herself, Sunishment was a natural result of her. selfish 
life V . Ajmariohette, she. died where.. she had. .Hired--in the 
sound of the hollow sea« What difference'? ; • , .■

The same candid distaste,, wilthi which.Hood treats: so 
many sins and vie#@v rises to violent hatred in The Last 
M a n . ' Read for the f irst- tiirê  the poem is amusing in 
the same way that an absurdly'frightening nightmare is 

. amusing when hetoId. Read a second time it is an indict-

15Ibid., pp. 41-43.



ment r of" malleviated brutality; as a rein ark upon ambition 
and love its symbdlism 'is.;gbastly'. . ■ ■

"The EastiMan*' is set in the year .2001 in a .pleasant 
morning in May. A pestilence has killed all mankind ex- . 
cept two charactersta hatigman and a jolly knave, a beggar 
The .hangman tells the story- in the first person. ■

: He was sitting at the top of a gallows-tree■ singing ... 
a 'merry,lay beeause he had been spared, when-a blithe, ;■ ■ 
ragged"beggar came up the heath, stopped at the foot of 
the gallows, and. off ered him a taste of -snaps <, The. hang
man cl imbed: /down, but wished- him self again on the gallows 
when he Smelled, the b e g g a r t  
crust. The beggar said.grace and offered part of his,fare 
to the empty skulls- o f f elbhs „ He said g:r v - : :

. 111 never harm1 d themf and, they won t harm me:
• : Let the proud and the rich be cravens 1" (111 31-32)

While the'two were eating, a wild pack of hounds came from 
out the far-off forest pursuing a hart„ The two scrambled 
up from the gallows and watched the. hounds tear to pieces 
.a hart .who had sunk at:the foot of their tree. The beg- ' 
gar cried and chid the hounds until they were'put of. sight 
then he suggested climbing down and exploring a free world 
The grandest palaces were as open aS the workhouse sheds,
.but the beggar Irritated the hangman by knocking upon 
every gate. The two!separated; the beggar turned right ;



; and the • hangman turned lef t <» For three days the hangman 
■;drank; his /t̂  in a vest of pur
ple . velvet: stitched iover,/■ifi.th, gold and decorated with a 
shining stare Vainly he wished fer his dead -f amily or a 
Ghri stian soul to see him purely dres sed. Instead> he saw 
the beggar in a crown and alscarlet cloak thrown over rags e

The hangman would have killed-the beggar, then and 
there fop Wearing what was intended for betters, ’'But G-pd ■ 
forbid that a : thie f SWhld die ./Without his share oft he . 
•■laws I"'/ (11»>145-46 )» So ; the beggar was tried for stealing.; 
th# .hangmah^was judget and:, jury» There was not. a Christian 
soul to plead the beggarIs cases and he would not plead• 

.'hiS-Owh, but' cried ̂/ Be, was hauled off. to the gallows .

"Twas a weary. job to heave him up» , . .For a. doomM man, always- lags; . . ' ' .
By'ten of the clock he was' off his legs 

• in the.-wind s. and., airing his: rag si (11»-16.5-68)

The narrator was-.then the L4ST. MAI left alive, but as 
.soon as he had., hanged ■ the beggar, he began, to ■ feel remorse, 
By evening he felt that he had broken a thousand necks.in 
one „. He cut the beggar ® s body, down to bury It decently s; /
when out of the forest, rcame the- wild hounds , again.. They 
left some ribbons of rags below the gallows-tree ? all that 
remained of the beggar. Ihe hangman knew that the Devil s 
. houhds would likewise come for him. ...:
: His remorse i like ./Miss Kilmansegg-1 S, was violent but v ■



without communityv He remembered burying, his children, his 
'wlfe>. and his kith and'kin, but he -had-never felt so lone„ 
His.: padh; whs simllah;:to &ham./b;.ihls' Wish foh: deaths 
self ish. deb ire to be rid of : self-inflicted pain: . i

For/handing looks sweet?--*but:alasl in vain ‘.-My desperate fancy begs p-̂ :, .. / " .
. ::X,:sust:;turn myv cup. of :.sornoŵ  ilP'i v: ' V'And drink it to the dregs,-- - - , ‘ic; . '. - ' i -, For there is hot another man aiive,: ■ - . .

• . ;/ hlnithe world to pull my legs ! (11. 217-22) V

, . .The beggar8s selflessness was not love but stupidity0
He wept for the hart - that died, but only "chid8!" the hounds 
who later destroyed his own body = Feeling that he and the 
hangman came from the same mother, he liked and fed..the man 
who later destroyed him. . At his. trial he was so devoid -■ of 
. the anger' whi ch he . Just if iably Should have . .f el t that he ae - 
tually assisted in.his own destruction« On the other handg 
the LAST MAN possessed without mercy the anger that the 
. beggar ..laekedi That which he,-did 'not comprehend in the 
beggar he hated; in /that which was enough like his Own 
pleasures to be understood, he found, an excuse to destroy 
the : simple jolly knave« The. hangman earned his painful 
remorse .as'..certainly: as the. beggar wrought hi8 own deatho 
"No Ghristian •soul" was there to pamper vanity nor to plead 
a beggar8 s cause, only hounds to eat dead flesh,

. "The Last Man8' is without 'pity, without sympathy, and 
without love, ' its superficial absurdities ido .not cover;an 
underlying.ugliness that is not a laughing matter, .It is
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a stinging reproach against mankind. - .s' self -de struct Ion a : '
Fearful anger is aroused: against selfish.hatred and the 
irrational., ' specious tolerance that allows it»

The stark realism of 11 The Last Man11 becomes legend
ary, romance in "The Two Peacocks of B e d f o n t w h i c h  
kaleidosebpes pri#e j ; .-irah.ity, . and. the grey' goodness whloh 
condems them into a cloudy, loveless legend. Shadowy fig
ures move across the green of a churchyard, into the dim 
Interior o.f. a white chapel, and out again; but their 
.thought s --are -upon two haughty maidens^who stand on - either , 
side of the wide-opened gate, every Sabbath morning at the ... 
hour of prayer;;flaunting their-dewy robes- and their, jewels s 
"frowning reluctant duty from the poor / And tempting hom
age from, unt ho ughtful eyes" (11. 19-20).

- Youth looks,longingly at these two■maidens, "forgetful 
of i,the grade / 'Of health and smiles" ::(11. '23 ),

Because that Wealth.,, .which has no bliss besidf y 
May wear the.happiness of rich attire;

. And. thdse. two sisters#, in their silly pride 
. May Change, the soul’s warm glances for the fire
Of. lifeless diamonds;.— and for health, deny'd,-- ..
. With art, that blushes at: itself, inspire ^

Their languid cheeks--and. flour!sh in a glory '.
That has no life Lih. life, nor after-story. .

• .ft : t . \:.,f: , 111.: 25-32.) .
■ The aged, priest, passes the pair with meek censure, 

sighs, and clasps his' hands; . .

16I b i d pp. 170-75.
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GoGd-Kearted- man L:what- ̂ sullen' soul would wear - /"' % - '.. : : - Thy sorrow for a garb, and constantly ' : ; ;
Put on thy censure, .that might win the praise;

' Of one : so grey in goodne ss and in days? '
; • ; • " ; ; ' ; (H. 37-40) ,
The". solemh . clerk • :goe s hy impat iently; a child is slapped
for asking if the pair are angels. ...One red-hooded dame in- ..
dignanily declares that she shall-pluck a lily from her
garden, wave it before the maidens $ and read them a : les== -
sm upon Vanity»- Her meek, spouse answers,: ■ : 1 .

v . .'1 :  ̂ 9'Saŷ  G-oody, let your text -
drow in the garden »—=We have., only o.ne-'- • .. .. " Who knows that these, dim. eyes.; may see the next?
Summer" will, come again, and summer sun, • ■ ; ■

... And 1 files too, --but I were sorely vext 
To. mar -my garden, .and cut short the.; blow: • t ..

. • Of the last lily I may live to growl (11» 58-64)

An anxious pedagogue that chastens wrong, the poised warden, 
the" gold-bedizened beadle:, and-the -gentle: peasant clad, in 
buff and.green pass, the pair» So also does a maiden ln; 
white who - is "sill .conscious.- of her gla-ss., and a widow, 
dressed in black, who veils her tears while passers-by 
"Bend to unclouded: childhood, and caress / Her boy,--so 
rosy l:--and :so fatherlessi" ̂!.̂ ...87-88:1Thev good Christ-- -; 
taa-rs fade into the dim atmosphere of ..the church, and
heaven'has.won them all,

--Saving' those two , that; turn aside and pass ..
In velvet blossom where all .flesh is: grass'.- ' ' - -

;- - .y iydl-t/:; ' ... -t I"'
, .While the "solemn faces of the gone" (1.103) sadly 

look up at :the pair "Through transparent stone" (1. 104?
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tlae maidens step over graves where others :”:ln very pity" .. 
to bereaved dead” (1„ 112) would not have trod. Within 
the eliurch? minds resign themselves to solemn prayer^ to 
hymns and pictures of - divine,joys. But the absent eyea 
of youths, "Hearing of. heaven and its directed path" (I.' 
.123.)?'■'thihk of slippers and skies "clouding with, satinn 
(1» .125 ) ® ‘ The preacher8 s pity turns to anger „ . He ex
horts his 11steners to find true- loveliness and warm- 
preathing grace in the Holy Book.; he .wishes that the young 
sOul look its "virgin passion" (1» 134) from the face of 
fair religion and "address’d its strlfes //So/Win the:; : . • 
riches of eternal .life1' (Ho 136-37 it- He says . that those 
who love the poor excellence of vain attire should look 
at the sun until thdir; faint souls v-down-darken into night«,. 
Ihey can quench their longings for magnificence by watching 

- the sunset e . ; ■ " ; i ’ - ■

1let suns shall perish--stars shall fade away-- 
, ' Day into darkneas--darkness into death-- 
Death into silence; the warm- light of day,

: The blooms, of summery the- rich glowing breath
Qf even^-all shall wither and decay s,
Like the frail furniture of .drearns beneath 
The touch of morn--or bubbles of rich dyes .
That break and vanish in the.. aching eyes t .

■ . (iio 133-60)
The listeners hear the sermon, and

fyy' y'- . f.. ii. - ' o ', e. o. repentant:-shed. . .
Bnwhole some thought s- in whole some tears, and pour 
Their sins to earth (11, 161-63)?

They, bow their heads as they leave the church, but as soon ,
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as they see the lowly grass $ they look up. in search of old 
vanities. "Pride wins the very place / Of meekness"' (11 «: 
174-75 ) •. But the haughty maidens are gone:

Hone challenge the old homage hending "by.
In vain they look for the ungracious, bloom 

Of rich apparel where it glow8d before#-- 
For vanity has faded all to gloom,

"And lofty pride has stiffen’d to the core.
For impious : Life- to. tremble-at its doom ,— - 

Set for a warning token evermore.
Whereon, as now, the giddy and: the wise
Shall gaze with lifted hands and wond’ring eyes,
The aged priest goes on each sabbath morn,

But shakes not sorrow under his grey hair;
The solemn clerk goes lavender.’d and shorn,

NOr-stoops his back to the ungodly p a i r - 
And ancient lips that pucker’d up in scorn,

Go smoothly breathing to the house of'pray’r;
And ‘ih the garden-plot - from day to day, .
The lily blooms, its long white life away. - ''v t ‘. • ' . ' (11. 184-200) 7. - - .... ■ > - -

. Where- two .maidens once •stood, now stand two somber Pea
cocks, and, . . " \ . :

. .— Age, with sapient nod - " "
Marking the spot, still tarries to declare 
How they Once lived, and wherefore they-are•there.

(11, 206-08)
HOod regarded "The Two PeaeOoks of Bed font11. as one 

of the four major poems in the only volume of serious 
poetry he ever published. It completes a strange quar
tet: "The Plea" places Immortality in an art .Which is with
in the . individual , , "Heiro and Leander11 destroys that in
dividual by fear». ■ "Lycus" shows the individual or the ' '
artist defeated in every attempt to find sympathy.and sug
gests that desire for immortality is to preserve animal,
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not intellectmis, nature o "The Two Peacocks11 is a tenuous 
picture of society without the individual where the artist 
has become a preacher "grey in goodness and. in days."

Unlike much later workj these four poems have-few ex
planatory passages3 but. Hood has special need of elusive
ness in "The Two Peacocks«" Belief, in a pure radiance of 
Eternity"is darkened into night, and glorification.of the 
past is stiffened into dull5 strutting symbols, Contradict
ory; images dispute: dream and reality5, and by constantly • 
shifting, they give a sense of remembered beauty interrupt
ing the colorless existence of the present. Old age has 
not forgotten, but it has ceased' to understand the multi- . 
colored pride of the maidens who remain, outside the white ... 
church to tread away haughtily above the dead, while the 
parishioners within resign themselves to. solemn prayer or ;; 
look up to " the mist light where the. roof is. dim" (l.e.116 )» 
Complete, self-abhegat ion in. the face of doom has made life a 
colorless, cloudy dream and eternal radiance a dark silence» 
As an allegorical, satire upon institutionalized, religions ; 
"The Two Peacocks of Bedfont" challenges any in the English 
language in subtlety and beauty.It is an argument to re
turn to healthy personal pride. This poem and "The Last 
Man" suggest that Hood felt in the: doctrine-of self-denial 
a destructive power.as dangerous as its opposite, self-; 
indulgence« ' ■ ' . ' ;: . \ ;; r ; .

Hood s first volume of,serious poetry was scarcely
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noticed j, but the author' not only depended upon the. popular
ity .of his poetry for his living but wished to please his 
readers, The deepest fears of bycus may have been realized 
in a’ degeneration, of Hood.11 s poetic talent«, or it may be
.that the public kept his work from going further off into
esoteric insanity„ 'i; 1 -̂ : 1 . v .
: Beneath the surface of this poetrys steeped in tradi- ,
tional English literary.influences and decorated with con
ventional literary forms, there is the grim confusion'of a ; v
new .era e.' Hood6 s humdr and sympathy do not extend to the 
' forces which destroy his love of life, Like the apples
and the animals•in G tree s garden, contagion with sin and
evil terrifies Hood more, than does death Itself, ' o
. .. W « H » Auden, explaining light verse as that poetry . 

which; is written-for a .general audience, ^  says that the .; "
author of such is "unconscious of himself as an;unusual 
person,that. his. writihg;tends, .to remain conventional.-/ ; 
and'that,his language is straight-forward. and close to or- - 
dinary speech, 8Ince the; Romantic Revival it'has only .'been,

:- t ■ in trIvial .matters that poets.have felt - sufficient"1 ; ; - , 
.. ". intimacy with their audience to forget, themselves and ;

' their s ing ing - robe s, Isolated . in, an amorphous^ spci-̂  •
ety , with .no real communal ties, ;;bewildered by its. 1 '
complexity, horrified by its ugliness and power, and .

. .uneertaih. of an audience ,. they turned away- from, the' " . ;■ "

-;: .i7hv. Ho Auden, -.ed«/ 11 Introduction*1 The Oxford Book of , '.
. • Light .Verse (Oxford; Oxford. University PreSSi 193"S>T>~
pp. Vil-xx. ■ • ' '.
- ■ l8Ibid., P. v-iii. . , .
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life of their time to the contemplation of their _—  own emotions and the creation of imaginary worldst111-?

This is not entirely true of Hood;® Completely con- 
.seious. of‘himself 8,s an individual, he turned toward his 
uncertain audience and took to them his 'bewilderment,; in. ;'' 
complexity and his hprror.of power and ugliness in matters 
that were not always trivial. The worlds he.did create5 
though not always commendable, were nonetheless imaginary®

By Auden's definition^ Hood intended all of his verses 
to he light,•forr,to. Thomas Hood, poetry was what Auden con
siders: .light verse e20 Hood had no intention of escaping 
:into an emotional,world, that.he depicted as living death®

Most of Hood's poetry which attained general popularity 
deals directly with people, or with their prototypes. Classi
fying the verses is like a psychologist's or a doctor’s': 
classification of his patients = Hot one poem is exactly like 
any other. Despite similarities, each remains distinctly

4bid,,, p. xv. Explaining the harrier he tween the 
poet and society, Auden says, "The -prohlem for the modern 
poeti as for everyone else to-day9"is how:to f ind or form 
a genuine community, in which each has his valued place 
and can feel at home „ . ■ . For poetry which is at
the same time light and adult can only he written in a so
ciety which is hoth integrated and free." (Ihld., p. xix)®

^Explaining the harrier between the poet and society. 
Hood says, "it (society] has looked upon poets and their . 
kind- as common men, and hot' as spirits that, like the: as
cending and descending angels in Jacob’s vision, hold; com
merce with the sky itselfV and help to maintain the inter
course between earth and heaven.". Appendix A.
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■ individual-.'and- def ies any category . However, within Hood8 s 
work, ean be'/found simple examples, of most of the oldest 
forms, of communication e :

There are verses, narrative9.'descriptive,. or exposi
tory ̂ which are what is conventionally expected of a poem; 
a direct transfer of the author8s feelings to his readers. 
Told in .first person, these verses are a small part of the 
monologue a of Hoode Frequently .he addre sse s a third per
son, and the reader becomes a listening bystander,' Hood’s 
characters'1 may speak their monologues while both the read
er and Hood look on to discover the moral bent of the char- . 
actere Sometimes the character knows or thinks he knows . 
his own moral bent and unabashedly justifies himself„
There is no. nice distinction between Hood.8 s monologues and 
his ballads „ Where the reader expects an opinion from one 
character, he gets a story r where he. expects a narrativp in- 
conversational form, he gets an opinion; or he gets a 'char
acter sketch in narrative, .didactic, or explanatory form, 

Even the characters who are addreased in the most ex- 
postulatory terms are in some kind of action or.situation.
In whatever rhetorical form these characters appear, Hood s 
people are puppets and caricatures of something uncomfort
ably familiar , ' That, familiarity is two-fold: First, they
appear in stories which are like the :foik-stories, ballads, 
myths, and legends of all early literature g. Second, no : 
matter how distant the reader keeps his sympathies from
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these peoples they behave like himself' or like people he ; 
knows6 ■ - : ■ ', ■ . - ; ■ ■ : v . : '

; " Although.Hood is known for writing punning ballads> 
much of. his light irehse would be: more . accurately .classified ; 
as punning■; apo s t r o p h e H i s ‘first published volume was : 
titled.Odes and Addresses to Great People, Throughout his. '
writing career he continued; addressing, the great and the : . 
near greats. the famous and the notorious of his day. -A study 
of these addresses gives a -picture of variety in the 'life -; •• 
and in .the interests, of early nineteenth century Londoners = r 
There are ' references to,; the. new process of. macadamising 
roads j, to as cent s in balloonsy and to building a tunnel 
under the Thameso Captain Parry*s exploration of the Arctic 
is- directly; or indirectly the subject of at least three :
apostrophes» The science- of astronomy has its share of: 
.comment along with the. new steam laundry service and the . 
development of. pyrotechnics » There are addresses to;Quakers 
who worked for prison reform s to people who were Interested 
in humane societiess and. to those who wished to change the 
locations of markets and zoos® Each address good-naturedly 
directs attention to some foible •in, a .character;6 s activity <,
The stupidity of advocates of Sabbatarian reform«, of temper
ance societies^ and. of societies for the suppression'of : ' 
mendicity is pointed out 0 Those who impdse poor music, 
art, or acting upon a helpless public come in for their share 
of witty dismissal . : : - 1 .; , : -
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The verses are something morq:than primitive genre 
sketches of contemporary folly and. vice „. Only ones "Ode 
To Rae - Wilson^ Esq 11 stands out as a direct personal at- 

. tack o The obloquy condems.the inability of self-appointed. 
saints ip Wilson in particular^ to apply their own. Christian 
principles 6. : "Ode to Mr => Malthus"^ attacks a loveless 

. idea.rather than a person and arouses an acute intellec
tual distaste for a loveless theory that justifies whole
sale murder„ The "trivial" fairy tale, "The Knight and 
the Dhagon,-"^ has a rather pointed'application to self- 
indulgent " leadership without lovej -eyen in a: socialist or 
militant democracy => ' 'V /’

. . 11 SSlf-int.erest is not selfishness e . Self-Interest is .
the ■satisfaction of One1 s desires Selfishness is the . 
satisfaction of one8s desires at the expense of someone . 
ei.se Looking at the selfishness of Rae. Wilson, Mal
thas, or Sir Otto in "The Knight and the Dragon," readers
are inclined toward hatred as well as toward laughter, 

toward a desire to. oppose rather than to dismiss an il
logical behavior that is dangerously and.selfishly with- ;

' • out . love « . '

21Works, pp.. 507-18. 22I b l d pp. 275-78.
2^Ibid.. pp. 556-59. - .r- ; : "

' ^Barrows 'Dunham„ Man■Against Myth XBostony Little, .
. Brown, and Company, 1947)> P « 410 . . ,, :.
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.Hood8s pdeias that .deal 'with people or society$ are in :
; no sense escapist literature. His narrative "or, lyric effects 
seldom resemble classic tragedy^ poetic sublimation, or 

. Romantic idealism«, Fear is not purged $ nor is there pity 
for any Individual ; Toward the: characters . In" Hood ’"s ’ verses 

: the"reader-:s personal, fear; is not aroused as it is in "The ; 
Haunted - H o u s e T h e  poems accept as fact the .selfishness 
which tragic pity' ignores:.j and in presenting the worst of 
evils»' they' reproach. the .self and.. the society which allows 
the evils to exist. In none of them can a supine reader 
" escape' into; a: completely idealistic , emotional world of . ^ ,
his ' own creation # The poems appeal, not to sympathetic-. , 
self-denial hut to personal esteem’gained by self-assertion®

, In "Lycus s the Gentaur" Hood .is not so much convinced - 
of his superiority to other people..as he is terrified by :
: the fact that he possesses‘the same mortality that he sees 
in others* "Lycus".is a powerful interpretation of personal 

' grief in social intercourseV Regarding. subjective.love : ■ 
as the .paradise on earth. Hood -finds in society—‘■and in:
: fear--forces which destroy;that -love. Great, literature ■ -■ 
and natural living- preserve that lovelfrom Time and. Death. : 
HoOd’s fear of death does, not lead-to an objective;love: 
of humanity with all its weaknesses; his fear: leads to an / ; 
individual/defense against all' klndh ofihferlpr art dr 
sympathy which threaten self-r.elianee.: and, ̂ consequently, :... .
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produce a loveXess existence. •  ̂ '
. This attitude g, which takes the reader inward "to his t 

.individuality rather than outward to his empathies«, is 
the caUse of an emotional "block 'between "the readers and 
Hood9 s.. characters. Selfishness and self-denial, which 
"blend, into one as they become destructive, "provoke hostil
ity and hatred and a desire for self-preservation^ "The ' :
Two Peacocks" arouses anger against the fear of death 
itself. Readers are left, not in.emotional exhaustion, but 
with the mental recognition ithat personal devotion, eani..and ■ 
should prevent such death-in-life for themselves» •

-Self-interest or personal esteem--assurnption that <. 
within each human mind is the ability , to discriminate, for 
It self between what, is destructive and what la healthy for 
the individual and /soblety^bis.; a :mOre’: iust and .accurate : 
name/for - the: f eeling. -attributed to: .Comedy thanis - the de- 
rOgatory wofd superiorityl This assumption"is.the- first . 
step in Hood9 s humor / - ;The .good" fairies of "The. Plea" de- 

, light the - sense s j the. .swan.9 s song Inspir e s love» ' On ./the . 
other, hand, Eugene Aram / Miss. Kilmansegg, Rae Wilson, Mai- ' 
thus,/.and ,Bir. Otto are representatives of greed, avarice =, ..
intemperance, prides and vanity. Unerringly readers d i e - -; 
orImlhate against these age-old vices, for Hood presentst ,-/ 
them - as destmotive threats against an individuality which 
Gan only be achieved.by love„ Readers become aware of 
both creative life/and self-destruction.as. forces in the



- ; : v ' - #

- stream of- consciousness» They feel that personal creative 
sympathies $ which all individuals have:in commons can de- . 
ter&ihe ndhility„ Whether they are made.to hate an evil ; 
or laugh at a folly s, readers wishg : not to escape, hut to 
.live in at world ..where their' own capabilities may be freely: ^ /_ :  "  v. \ - w  i t 'exercased, . .. / ; . .y .



CHAPTER V

"•Fools rush where Angels fear to tread 111 ; •
Angels and Fools have equal claim . ..

To do w h a t - ' b i d s -  them, do9 t ;.:
sans hope of praise9 sans fear of blame 1

The Kasldah> / Haji Abdu El-Yezdi •

"The Fall11.̂ contains some of Hood's most powerfully 
fatalistic lines, Doubt, despair y terror s loss of love, 
and death are hurled together in one majestic9 visible 
surge toward extinction„, TO any reader accustomed to a 
single emotional effect* a rise, a elimaxs and a denoue
ment i the poem,,!.^ lyric desecrationa. At the point where he 
expects philosophic ease from terror made visible *'the 
redder is hurled violently back to the image of a map in 
his--nightshirt. The f inal lines and the caption destroy 
■the whole emotional tone; the reader sits, a hyena-like ,
; grin erasing any displeasure felt in. the full knowledge 
that he has been tricked. But 9 after all, could anyone un
derstand the other terror if at. some, time in his life, he 
had not experienced the fright of falling?

Works, pp„ 230-31» ■
- . : -  ■ 81



The eminent psyohiatrist, Dr „ 'TCani A « HenningepShhas 
written at least two analyses of conflict. Lore'Against 
Hate : and Man Against Himself» One he dedicates s ■

t ■t\.;-;Tb;v'tiDnAe;; who would use intelligence in the battle 
■ ■ against death™-= to strengthen .the will to live ■against 
• tha-wish to• die, and. to replaoe::with' love' the-;'b3.-indy:' '.; 

compulsion to .give hostages to hatred as the; price Of -
_ :■ -f/ /

A reader finds no laughter dr comedy in either of hr ® .
Menninger8 s books« he;tfdels sympathy' for the unfortun
ate ones, whose-, intelligence- has made an Inadequate adjust
ment. to familiar social.livings - the reader might easily 
f ear' the :same disintegration in himself» , with less than-'a 
completely objective attitude toward the tragic ease; his
tories recounted * one might wonder hdw there could have 
been- any,;happy ■ people before, the- science of mental hygiene 
was.invented, for each flaw that Menninger describes is„an 
exaggeration of a human'quality that some normal person 
possesses’. The effect of Hood’s poem! "The Fall.." suggests 
that artistS'amiyjhave a healthier method of explaining blind 
compulsions to the average person who might not study an
other 8 s -life with the same detachment as a physician® 

According to Charles M » G-ayley, barbaric mental

(Hew York, Ha.rcourt 5, Brace and Company a 1938)». ■ .
(Sew1'York! .Harcourt,, Brace., and :- Company^ -1946 ) V. .

h M a .  t : V I '  . : -  V I
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states which give rise to myth-making are .

o : *> * curiosity which leads, them £the myth-
makersj to inquire into the causes of things; and 
second? credulity; that impels them to invent or to 
accept childish storips that may satisfy their . .
untutored experienceo3

Later, accounting for. similarities ihcthe folk stories of - 
unrelateti nationalities, Gayley .accepts the. only seient.if= 
ic explanation, the psychological or human theory:

G-iven similar mental conditions, with similar sur
roundings, similar, imaginative-products, called 

: myths, will resultiP \ . , ' , :

Appolonius Gurius has dipped.back to the very source 
of literature and.has invented.new childish stories to ex- ' 
plain the unreasonables senseless elements:of modern myths 
and the confusion that the tutored have created for them- 

- selves in a society ‘whlch makes their experience as un- 
... tutored as befpre. Hood8 s naive- tales are: -appro a ched with ■ 

incredulityyet they are. convincing personif ications of 
.' . old mental' conditions in. new surroundingso ;

"A Fairy Tale'^ is childish credulity itself 9 the men-

. Oharles Mills Gayley, The Classic Myths in English 
Literature and in Art, (Boston, Ginn and Company, 1939). 
p.« 441 „ -Bee Appendix B for a distinction between the 
inventor -and the. acceptor of a childish imaginative 
product . ' . 4 ( 1 :' " :
- p 0y449> : ;•  ̂'/'T / ' i '

^Boetical Works, pp,. 48-50= i t ' '



tal Taorder-land;̂ her©v wq?&s and stories cannot be distin
guished from the: reaiitie-s or unreali.tie.s they represent: 
a small house„.which once had been used by its owner as a 
ear a van;, stood close beside a noisy road on Hownslow Heath „ 
It still had at each corner the wheels upon which it once 
had traveled; but its' owner,.having made his pelf , retired, 
and he and .his old.woman raised a small garden* Howevery 
they began to "feel- retirement lihe a long wet Sunday" (1« 
32)• and took to reading. But "being ripened(in the 
seventh stage, / The. childhood of old age" (11 „ 36-37) *; 
they began reading where, other children have begun, not 
pastorals> lyrics, ethical or moral treatises, but chiefly 
fairy tales , ' ; .>1 \: . ( ; \ .. - (: ( ; :  ̂ \

; Thus reading on™-the longer • -• i :  ̂.,They read, of course,.their childish faith frew stronger 
in Gnomes, and Hags, and Elves, and Giants grim—
In talking Trees and Birds reveal’d to him,
She saw .the flight of Fairyland's fly-wagons.
And "magic fishes- .swim ' ' ' .i In puddle ponds, and took- old crows for dragons . .  n

.. U X . 50^ ,
One day, as the old man satraading, a hideous roar •' 

"Proclaimed a. drove of beasts was coming by the way" (1,
53) s ''One of the beasts accidentally thrust, his tail across - 
the page'.

wherein the sage ; \ :.Just- then was spelling someromantic fable, 1 y ,y. : y. 
y The old man, half "hi scholar:,'. half a dunce, .. . . . .  ̂('Could not peruse 1- iwho. o o u l d t w o  tale.S" at once,

 ̂ b ' : r. : '

He banged, the door and unluckily caught a piece of/the an-
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imal’.s tail» The lDeasts ■ “bolting off with :speed 'increased 
by pain" (iv 95)$ carried away the little house and the 
old man within i t , ' . . . : -

Meanwhile^ the old woman picking-herbs in the garden " 
and thinking of Cinderella,.did not hear the old man’s 
wall or look up until the house had gone out of sight 
around, a corner . ..

It made her senses stagger for a minute.
The riddles explication seem "d to hs^rden;.
But soon her superannuated nous 
Explained the horrid mystery;--and raising 
Her hand to heaven, with the.cabbage in it, . i ■

v . On which she meant to sup,--
.' ’WellI this JLs Fairy. Workl . 1*11 bet a fardens 
Little Prince Silyerwings,has.ketch'd me up.
And set.me down in some one else9s garden1c •

- -V:- v. (11. 117-25)
Thus ends the poem. Twentieth=cent,ury literature has no . 
better example, of a short story toId from the po int of 
view, of the mentally unbalancedv' •

,Eew of Hoodks people sail, so far off into" the illog
ical , but many:have equally unratdonal explanations for 
their vagar ies * Reader s f ind a great many delightful , 
though philosephic.ally unsound, reasons tor not doing the 
socially acceptable action when it interferes, with phys#; - 
teal comfort. Hood himself dobs not .like to get up in the 
mbrhlng. He is not a trout to rise at the early fly of " 
the larky there is no reason to get up for breakfast be-

^Ibid. "Horning Meditations,." p. 5 3 1.
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fore the hens have laid the eggs: Hr» G-rey, who got .tip
to meet the sun every morning s dieclyoungi any man who is . ... 
f ond of stirring , must be a spoon. It i S: obvious that Hood 
is not going.to get up; it is also obvious that he knows 
as well as his readers that the actual reasons for his 
failure to rise are physical and that the intellectual 
ones he gives are superfluousHe says so himself:

For my part„ getting up seems not so easy . •
; By half.as lying, . (lie 3-4-)

-Where ah';.endeavor does. not bring the 'desired result =, 
Hood8s characters find■reasons for disliking the action.y. 
in 11 Shoo ting Pains’19 a hunter dismally describes his ill 
lucke Although he has been out for hours looking for 
game * he . has -fotmd-nothing to shoot. He is angry * hungry * 
dry * disappointed* sullen and goaded when he say s*

- I am sick of myself* t-/ i ,: And-with'Hmber One seem overlbaded 1 :
, t-y', -;,fv-- t:.\ ..

He decides that he has no regard -;f or 1 sport■ ;;and:: that there 
remains only'mlsohahce to: 'be had with vhis gunc , ' :..

- A tangible Object f rom the' past serves 'to ■explain :. ’ ’. 
the difference between recollection'and reality e. In 11 The 1
Progre»88. of Art *11 Hood peeps at ;hlS' childhood attempts 
to paint -pictures. Mature Hood, looking- at his first India 
ink drawings, says * . '

9I b i d -ppe 280-81. 10Ibid»* pp. 78-79»



Oh then$ what hla,ek Mont Blancs arose9 
. Crested with soot> and not with snows;

• o o * o • o © • o © o © •

Hot Radeli.fi'e ■ s brush did. e ?er design
Blaek Forests half so black as mine $

Or lakes so■like a pall»• - : ;; t , (11. 49-51)
When he worked in colors s he saw his skies get "very, very 
blue" (1 . 65) and his trees get "very , very : green" (1 .66) 
Beauty's cheeks "began to blush" (1. 68); love was in her 
eyes "and Prussian blue". (1. 74).

Perspective dawn9 d--and soon I - saw' . ■
' My houses stand against its law; .

■ And 'keeping■ all.unkept I .
My beauties were no longer things.
For love.and, fond imaginings;

• But horrors to be wept I
' ' (11. 79-84)

Hood realizes that the defects of the present are ho great 
- er than those of the .past, but that. dawningr knowledge and 
greater self-criticism make them appear to be so „ . d".- 'h-.-d 

Psychologists have tabulated what they call Unhealthy 
reactions to frustration. The old couple who believe in 
their fairy tales and who carry their readers along with 
themselves into a completely irrational world demonstrate 
flight into f a n t a s y The case, of the reluctant riser is 
an example of rationalization, where an Individual gives 
false reasons fOr his behavior in order to preserve .self- 
esteem. The unsuceessful sportsman has Indulged in a 
mild form of aggression by disliking the activity in 
which he was nof successfulRae Wilson8 s mind . (Chapter 
TV) is well fitted with logic-tight compartments Where



logical%reiati0nships between two - opposing ides.>s or drives 
:are- closed-v:of:f e:; :,: ■ ' : t ' ":

.. The characters to not know that their mental caprices 
are illogical| neither do they., laughv The reader himself 
does .not Tangh. if he follows, the same reasoning e Hood8 s 
lovely lyric “I Rem ember s- I Remember11 is not, laughable ' 
because, memory of childhood impressions is Universal«
Hood finds Tittle joy in knowing that he.: is: ’'farther off 
from heav'h" ( 1 30) than when he was a boy . The poem ex
presses a; little:' emotion recollected/ in tranquil it y : ■ 
a ■feeling;of lost loveliness, but Hood states definitely . 
that he does hot enjoy this emotion . kindred to that which 
was b e f o r e " T h e  Progress of Art" is also a passing re
mark upbh Wordsworth® s great " O d e b u t  it- is extremely amus- 
l.-.h.g» , T#e .tendency to repress what is unpleasant in the" . 
past is explained|.the worth -of juvenile accomplishment is 
exploded; and; present5 mature .self-knowledge is glyen a ? 
'positive value. - The reader, laughs when he realizes h i s / . 
maturity and'subconsciously discards a pattern of thought 
which'prohibits, his;self™esf@em., ' : ' . " . r-' ; :

- .The. abehrations which .make human beings Taughable .are ;.: 
not always as simple as frustrationt Hood also illustrates

. • ^Wordsworths, "Observations" s The Great Critics, eds.
. Smith and Parks s, p, 51^» - ; -

-Ibid,



more complex types ..of- mental caprices which were later de-- 
scribed by Seigmiand Freud« According to Mri Freud., a-^per
son always dreams about two things at once;' (1) what he 
remembers when, he’ awakens- (the'manifest content and : (2) : 
what he does not know:he.remembered when he wa s a sleep 
(the latent or hidden •content;} . The hidden content is-’re.ally 
a; motive"., orr drive 'which was suppressed in waking hours . 
and which finds/expression'in dream work» • Freud:, .does/not 
suggest that satisfaction: of . such drives might, be more 
socially acceptable than the conscious substitution or that 
the hidden motive might be the one that should have been 
expressed in the first placet He does not indicate that 
dreams might be a f orm, of psychic, rest as necessary to the 
)mind as sleep to-the body* The latent drives to.him are , 
childish/ unacceptable, or the result of, some naughty / 
sexual impulse» However, the ponderous acumen of this 
humorless psychologist did detect a relationship betwen - 
his- dr earn-work and the mental processes. Involved in/com ic 
literature " •' ; - ; / ;• / . -

There are four ways that dreams keep unconscious 
wishes and feelings away from consciousness <> In condensa
tion several known,or manifest ideas, words, or persons 
■ will■suppress the latent motive, which is concealed in 
some factor common among them »- In .displacement/ the dream- :.

^Freud, Wit and Its Relation to the Unconscious,
See Appendix C for Hood8 s remarks on the same -subj ect a



er5 s hidden attitude is attached to some irrelavatit.item 
in his consciousness s In,dramatization a series of visual 
images is seen in a.dream as if.they were related to some. 
other person. Symbolism, uses some objbct in the con
sciousness to represent emotionally painful objects in the 
mconscious'o A fifth part of dream work is the dressing 
up a dream.-gets when it is described upon awakening. This
is called.secondary-elaboratlon. '.. - - -- = : .

In "A Dreaml!■Ld Hood8 s latent attitude* which he 
leaves for his readers to discover without much difficulty 
is a remark upon the difference.between Scott1s hero * 
Fighting- Smith* and a more, modern pretender to chivalry 
the Fighting Smith of the state trials in Ireland®

1: Asidng Hood * s dr earn-worker s', are ■many gho.st s and ap
paritions who- arrive in ballads, like .unpleasant memories* 
fears*, or twinges of conscience to halt temporarily the or
dinary course of living.. The- first group, who might be 
classified .as .'the' cut-ups * visit their -loved ones with a 
message. John Jones* the most famous, arrives to tell 
his girl * Sally Simpkins, ..how; he. has been, bitten in half . 
by a, shark: Mary - s 'dhost appears to her friend-̂  William in 
his sleep, announces that grave snatehers have taken her; 
corpse* and gives a detailed account telling in which doa-

^^Poetlcal Works*, pp. 643-44. -
^Ibld.V "Sally Simpkin8 s Lament*", p. 2 3 0.



tor5 s offlee the separate members of her body may be
found Mr s- Bra In, W h o  had such a sausage business that 
■ .  ::: :■ : ■■ 1 R ; : ■ . . he Invented a sausage grinder^ disappeared i 0 Despite ad
vertisements, he never returned until his ghost walked In 
In fifty's thousand pieces to explain to his wife what had 
happeneda ' .. : •

‘’Bpmpey8 s G-host”^  is closely related to these poemsa 
Pompey appears at the stroke of noon because a fever which 
turned him black all over prevents his being seen at mid
night „ He gives Phoebe, who mourns for himj, solace by 
describing in detail his death and the doctor’s futile 
attempts to make him: change color . Then he tells. Phoebe 
what she has probably^;wanted to hear (her latent motive):

In mourning crape and .bombazine: % e 8er spend your precious pelf-- 
■ - Don't, go ih black f or. me , --1 or I

Gan do it for myself, (11, 93-96)

Sally Simpkins p William., Mr, Brain Vs wife, and. Phoebe 
all have lost a loved one whose physical appearance- was: al 
tered by the circumstances of death. In the beautiful 
short .lyric, "The Death -Bed*"-? Hood says.

Ibid,, "Mary ' s Ghost," p, 77, . V ;: .p
3-̂ Ibld,, 11 The Sausage Maker1 s Ghost," pp, 653-54, 
l^Ibid, , pp, 558-59f.V V. V . . : ; : :  ̂., .. -



■¥e 'thought her. dying, whe she slept :: And sleaping when she died 0 ' ̂ ■
. :;r ; v :t:

0ath8,rsls similar to trage&y: Is prod'UGed;, f or the end of 
physical ex 1 s thiicS:. floe s v hot4 app e ar dlff ereht^ from; Ilf el 
In comic versesI;any sympathy that the living might- - 
feel;at the hour of death would be too physically painful 
to he. endured,, Emotionally painful objects have heeh sym
bolized by ghosts and apparitions who no longer suffer» 
Pleasant self-consciousness along with perceptual memory 
of a human being has been retained without the.necessity . 
of ah emotional catharsis". " . \ '■ .'",.1 ti .: ■

There is pleasant awareness of what Mr. Gayley con
siders ■ the process of myth-makings, in much of Hood8 s 
poetry. In one instance an old servant .feels that the sun
spots are due to the fact: that the sun got, so hot he freck
led, himself The psyehic eaprlees involved in Hpod8 s .
myths and legends are usually far more complex’than a sim
ple explanation Tike this; did servant8 s; condensation^ ■■ 
dramatization^ symbOTism, and displacement are.all at work 
with the reader8 s and Hood’s seeonda,ry elabdration.
: ;; In "The Wee M a n " a n d  "The Compass,. with ¥a,ria- v-.;'::. 

t i o n s n a t u r a l  phenomena are used to describe a social 
furdr:.", '. Hood also, r everses: the,; pro cess and explains natural

, " . :■ ' - v , : 1 ^  1 • : ' .  ̂ ... ; ̂ .
.Ibid., "A Discovery, in Astronomyp. 635». . '.

i- 22Ibid0? pp. 101-102. 23Ibid.. pp. 270-72. ■;



phenomena in terras of.what man understands» ' The effect of . 
thature upon people, is vividly described, in both 11 The : Storm 
at H a s t i n g s a n d  "The Forge, In 'all of these .poems ;
ispowehiuiiy; affeotlve ;deseription of' elemental violence, . 
-The laughter groused eomes at the: point where the reader 
recognizes that his-curiosity about a- puzzling combination 
of sensations and observations- has beQtt satisfied by a
completely fanciful, irrational explanation Q Subconsciously 
he knows- that his flight Into, fantasy originated in his 
perception and in'his kinesthetic:: f eelings, ./ ■ -

V in some of Hood s most elementary, 'verses :it Is pbvlous 1 
that people not bniy use absurdities, as explanations but '; 
believe in the little myths and legends that their 'minds 
create,for themo The Quaker s whom - Hood addresses have ’ - 
ceased to recognize colors as sense impressions. They • 
have. attached a meaning of ■gaye.ty to, bright colors and 
of gdodhess to - the somber; in consequence,.-. the s o m b e r .;
-. colors have come to be. goodness to them,̂  Attention is .' 
directed to the fact that the Quakers cannot reform:people 
by changing the . color .of-the -clothes: they wear t

24Ibidi5 pp..’ 287-92. ’ " 25 Ibid,,
2 Ibid., "Auaker's Conversazione/' p® 347 s and “A ; ’

Friendly Address to Mrs, Fry at Newgate/' pp, 5-8, Hood . 
mehtlbns. drabV oliyes and brawn, : - t  ̂ ■ .
. ,.2% r s « Fry is also told to teach outside of .prison
where she can prevent some evil, ' ' - - - ' . . : : - "



Reader’s watch Hood8 s chariacter,s. destroy themselves by 
,clinging to superstitions by forgetting the relevant9 or 
by indulging in selfishness.. Hood1 a-, widows- are especially- 
subjected- to this sort of poetic Justice» As soon as their 
husbands., are out of the way, these women look around for : 
another mate,; burying the memory of each husband along ■'■■■ v;- . 
with his body, The selfish'widows who forget..their loved 
ones are not hated; they, too, are forgot ten— lost in the 
reader’s mirth, ; ■ • ' • ; ; ‘ ■
t i Little • 0 sPatricks, the sole . survivor of a vessel:-: : : . '
wrecked, oh the Cape of Good .Rope, refused the finest deli-- 
aacies"the 'natIves: offered him because he thought they '
would 'eat him when' he: was fat The .'.chief Hottentot sent 
a hat lye. woman' to console the seam an,»' but 0 ’Patrick thought •. 
she was the devil’.s widow and refused: her love . All the 
words which explained, the natives.’;; offerings were gibberish:

. He'would not let chobbery enter his mouth 
. '- But..-kicked '■ down - the krtig shell s tho 8 sweeten1 d with Matt,

The chief tain8 s message' when,' he; sent the native woman was.,;.. 
"Say . that she comes as his. HalwUl from:.me11 (1, 40|, / The : t, 
reader •gets the idea, that th#:: natives were trying to. b e , ' -' : - 
. friendly. even if 0.8 Patrick did not, ■ Eiasperated the. > . :■ - :' 
:;chief.tain: f inallyordered:: t; J .' y v ; / : ■ .f - . 'v;; y.:;

Mumbd:.!: by . Jumbo 1 ̂ -why vhere;: iŝ â ' : - : ■ : ; : y

: ':y^ibld, a: "Lltt̂  ̂ 9.p9°an- African Fact ," pp. 240-41,



That won61 be made•happj- do;all that I can;
.He will- not •be-married,'lodged., clad, and well fed,
Let the Rham take his shanp;wanF; and chop off his head 1 *

/ :... I ' • ; . .. ■ . (11. 8.5-88)
Human fallacies: spring from foolish. fear , or . selfishness, 
and result. In poetic justice. The reader laughs<, in each 

; instance 1 when he understand a destructive folly.
One of. the oldest forms, of symbolism is the. use of 

animals to represent a quality of human nature. Hood ° s 
; animals behave. in much the same way as their more illus- /
. trious predecessors in the fables of folk loree Each per- 
. forms a human action or indulges in human lucubration, the 
results of which point our a very un-animalisto moral, 
These.animals ̂ however„ are nineteenth century prototypes. 
There is Toby, the learned pig, who - apparently; cornes from 
the same group of noble peasants as Wordsworth" s: Michael / 
when he';, asks s.. . ■ . , 1 . ; . ■ " l - -h.

h  But must I give the.classics up, on
For barley-meal and middlings'? y

t . p . ;  ; ; ■ ' -{ii* 7 -8 -) ' t

After he killed the hen, Dame’Partlett, Reynard the 
Fox was caught by Dog T r a y T r a y , who was bred in Dun- ' 
stable, turned Reynard over to a jury of twelve brutes.
The elephant sat upon the body and proved that the hen was

.f^Ibid , ,  "The Lament of Toby, .the Learned Pig , !l

; pp 4, 3d 8.-49» . ’ ... ■ ' , , ' •
■ . v ^°Ibid,, " The Fox/and The/:Hen ,,11.1 pp» 325-26 « r / O ' /; -t-
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dead; the Owl made the eviderice. more plain because he eould 
.witness in the dark; and the Lynx connected the •chain> : The 
j ury Wa s pa eked with ’ hound s : Reynard, s. case looked bad, ; '
but he managed through obscure influence to get a friendly 
Gamei: into the box„ ; : ; - ’.t \ t:

:g; . > Mow, in the Silly Isles such is the law, .' : . -:
If Jurors should withdraw, ■ : ; -

• . ; .■ ; They are .to' have no eating and no drinking^
Till all are starved into one way .of thinking c '

' ' ' . - ' ' - (ll . 53-56) t
Disagreeingthe jurors were locked up from four until ten«,
'Each beast had but one : stomach, except.the Camel who had .
three n > . ■ fhth ■ ; : -1': ' '' - ' ;

: V "v.’:' v - Tphdo them justice, they/debated .'
' From four t ili ten, while dinner waited, • .;'

- When thirst and hunger gbt the upper,
• . And ' each : inclined to mercy , and hot supper-:

, ■ ; . 8Mot guilty ” was the, word, and Master Fox
g.:/ t,;: r .Was freed to murder other hens, and- cocks« '

■ ; .MORAL- tv> v:: V .Viy-f-:-.What morai greets us by'this'tale%s assistanoe , f  
But that the Solon is a merry Solon,

Who makes the, f ul'l:.; stop 'of. a - Man * s ek 1 stence . . g ‘ 
Depend upon a Colon? (11* 61-70)

A, good point could be made with Hood8 s f ables .by' g g 
showing how inexpedient ' it would be f or polit 1 cal or eeoa- - 
n#io interests to allow such';impartial searching of their ' g 
motives:. From; this starting point, the modern separation ’ 
of art and politics might be questionede On the other . 
hand, Aristotle■s Statement that;the purpose of.the writer 
of comedy is fog instruct could. be 'jus t if led; or again," the
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statement that the comic poet is not interested in national 
affains might be refuted» It suffices to say that the read
er 8 s pleasure and his laughter, arising: from the legends , 
myths, and fables, is in the' certain knowledge that, through 
psychic symbolism and t dlsplaoement, he c an under stand some 
selfish, fear-inspired fallacy in human behavior. .
: t- Animal fear or anger is needed, in a genuine physical 
combat, and an overdose;will send.the'human body into a I 
state of shock /to / prepare itself for ' painl'ess destruction/. 
Unfortunately for the body, the human mind works backwards h 
occasionally and produces the same fear with no external /.,_/ 
danger» The laughter in "The Fall11 /closes off that; fear at 
the point 'where sense. Is stunned, and sends the mind back 
to the knowledge Of physical safety. The same/release from 
self-created Shock, is :ieffected in//many of Hood1 s punning 
. ballads, "The Mermaid of Margate, "The Demon Ship,"-'- 
-"The; Submarine Readers . are carried from defeating as
sociations to knowledge of physical safety or from a fic
tion to the knowledge of its physical origin. As de
structive thoughts or actions become more obscure, HoOd8s 
personifications become lllustrat10ns of more complex psy
chological:. thought proeessesl .// ''; hi; / ; vr: : / v ;

■: .̂ ^Ibld si pp, 46-47 . ■' ^2Ibid 8 > pp 0 83-84 . '
pp - - 314-15.:/,.  ̂̂ ,} -; t
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:Hoo<! has pr'ovidecl.his; readers with innumerable exam
ples of reactions to frustrations and of behaviors based ^
upon physical emotions or drives rather than„upon thought,v _ ; 
Personifications of the- latest-mental disorders romp about •" t
in the earliest forms of li'terature0 • Hi's characters give 

. up when ■they wish to satisfy a physical drives they act 
selfishly upon false premises* and they foolishly explain 
the.unknownvin terms of their own limited experiences„
They differ from their earlier prototypes in literature 
only in that their conflicts often arise from the confus- ■ 
ion of an industrallzed, collective society* . , ' ■ '
i t; :';ilf. this were all that, could be .said about Hoodls' n ' t h't /: 
charactersj-the author would be a psychologist instead of 

ha,'comic poet, or, conversely, psychologists would all be 
' comic' authorS e .. It is what . the actions of the characters . :
do to the'minds of Hood s readers that makes his poems

' comic. Recognizing ignoble behavior, the reader reacts, .. ; :
- not with gloom, regret, despair ̂ or disgust, but with
laughter«, Hood s readers gain - the understanding that each ' trlv 
character lacks» A loveless, destructive puality in their .1' .
• Own nature has been externalized by some psychic process „
This "dream work” makes it possible to understand defeat- -

V ihg emotions a s the: symbolism of - "The Two "Swans” pointed ' -
to personal joys« The poet and his audience lose their 
ill, as' did, the centaurs, in mirth. .... ::;i ;

Satire depicts selfish behavior in another individual.



who threatens the reader and? consequentlyg society^ the 
laughable presents' illogical behavior that destroys one 
person but;does not necessarily hurt anyone else» Hood 
accomplishes his . pleasant laughter in much the same way * • 
that? through sarcasm, he provokes distaste: by pointing 
but destructive logic in _a character„ While satire 
arouses hatred toward selfishness^laughter recognizes 
self-interests, a 'man s right to satisfy his.normal desires a 
The laughter from Hood’s verses is a result of a strictly... 
human emotion/ understanding, with its source in the cere
bral cortex of the braine The human mind can and does 
look objectively at its own subjective.experiences * thereby 
eohtholllng its debilitating fears and angers> its inter
dependent physical and intellectual drives. Hood’s 
laughter is such a control, a spontaneous, healthy reac
tion to a mental defect or to an unresolved conflict.

Ean may be the only laughing animal because he is 
the only animal that can with understanding, disperse and 
conquer :frustrationso Frustration, overcome, is the cause 
of progress and mankind’s rightful claim to superiority. 
There is good reason to believe that the human brain, like 
the parasympathetic nervous system, Can balance out its - 
own conflicts, Laughter seems to be one outward manifes
tation (the other: tears} of an inherent and automatic . 
mechanism for dispelling frustration. When Hood’s poems 
ar e par aphrased or explained by a third per sonthey lo se



ttieir power to provoke mirth "because the reader no longer
feels his own. accomplishment» r .

To prove this theory would involve a' study of all the 
nervous connections in the' association centers of :the 
brain as well as a study of' the. interesting nerve that ac
tivates the lungs and is connected to both the autonomic, 
and the central nervous systems. •However, the theory ex
plains the paradox in the ludicrous: any two or more stim
uli in some sort of impossible relation, in a frustrating 
conflict, can be a cause of mirth. The total human being . 
becomes independent of his; Surroundings or-mental crea
tions when he laughs. He uses, the activities, laughter 
and tears, to expend self-induced.anger or.fear before, 

f either - can -cause pain or shock i Laughter results from 
mentai control of both mind and body. It leads to self- .. 
'confidence'•in: 'spite of defeat, which, in turn, inspires ap
proach toward life situationsrather than: flight from them

Unhampered by analyses: of' the atavistic nature of 
myths, Hood creates quantities and varieties of supernat- 
urai stories from his:.immediate experience. In this one ;
. author8 s work, nearly all the drives, emotions, and appe-:, 
tlteS : catalogued by -psychologists get in the way of each ;; 
other to satisfy curiosity, which no one has- satisfactor
ily explained . Using the curious: processes which cause .. 
false bei ief s, Hood explodeS one little defeating super-:
- feBition. after another with as mature a technique as those
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who avoid mankind8 s "ctiildlsh11 thought, patterns«, Master- 
- ly comprehension of psychological phenomena is the basis 
,of Hooti8: s - imagination and his humor. ':

For those whose selfishness threatens another^ Hood 
feels active -Intolerance f .for the people who waste their 
own love of intelligence and,■consequently, bring about 
-their own defeats, he reacts with laughter = In either case, 
his and the reader's self-interest prevents sympathy with a 
destructive threat;

Qne type of character is .free from superior dismissal. 
That is the person whose intentions have: been nobly dicta
ted but whose achievement has been hampered -by an"external. ■ 
force« Despite resultant foibles.In behavior and fallacies.

■ in reasoning;-which often provoke understanding laughter $ " - 
rsuch a -character retains reader sympathy® .

"The Irish’ Schoolmaster11̂  is a Jesting poem® Al
though it was written early in Hood's career, it reveals a 
genuine humor and sympathy® Laughter at the rusticity of 
the. Irishman' s schoolhouse , at his ’ridiculous clothes, and 
at his Irish intonation fades as the rural teacher pro
gresses- through his lessons and then gees outside to tend 
his garden. At. the end of the poem, ridicule of the Irish
man. has been transferred to ridicule of the standard by 
which;he was judged at the beginningi . - :

^Ibld = , pp. 60-66.



■ And. so. he wisely, spends the fruitful hours 3 ,c Limke& each to each by labour, like a bee;
Or rules in Learning8 s hall, or;trims her "bow’re;-- ;:'

; Would there were many more' such wights- as he#; . ’ -y
To sway each capital aeademie : y~:
Of; Gam and IsiSp for, alack I at each .
There dwells., .1; wot , some dronish Dominie / y ' . ' il _ 
That does no garden work, nor yet doth teach, : :

But wears a floury head, and talks in flow’ry speech!

Beneath the outward appearance of the Irish school- 
master lies genuine human nobility that is only seemingly 
incongruous„ His.failure to conform to the accepted pie- \ 
ture of a boy s college Dominie is. forgotten,: . In this' 
rustic’s, character there is nothing to fear or to hate« 
Beneath' his tattered clothes lives .the Hero >y op Aegle, i . 
that was drowned by/Miss.Eilmansegg’s educatloh and her ^

The Assistant. Draper, s Bet it ion
psychological character sketch than E« A, Robinson8 s “The - 
Clerks , portrays a little elerk whose- whole vocabulary--. 
is amusingly colored by terms for drapery, The vocabulary 
is funny, but the monotdnous life of the oraper, lorcea to 
 keep his shop open exhorbitantly ■ long hours, is pathetic,

Toward the. end■ ' Toward the. end of Hood8 s career there is a gradual
shlft in emphasis: from " ses of suffering, and despair
to victims like the draper . They represent .results of der - 
structive forces, rather than tlie forces themselyes, and,

-̂ Louis Unterm eyer^Modern1 American Bo 
Har'court, Brace and Company, 1942) pT-149
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thereffire.# can no t "be dismi s sed by "the laught er of. tmder- 
.standtng. The reader becomes hostile toward. defeating .. 
associations not symbolized in the poems, so that the same 
anger at power and supine sympathy which "The Last Han" 
provokes is also provoked -by "The Bridge of Sighs.,“^^ "The . 
Lay of the L a b o r e r a n d  "The Song of the Shirt»“^9 The ' 
superficial baseness of the drowned woman, of a man crying 
for implements of work, and Of an underpaid seamstress is 
minimizedTheir unfortunate' circumstances cease to be a 
laughing matter | however9 social /mores appear completely 
evil and are hated because they have no definition in the •
poem's:* , ; g . < : ; - -. : :, '

'■Hood s understanding;of the human mind has developed . 
a new. type- of tragic character: one whose right to enjoy 
himself has been destroyed by no tragic fallacy but by un
sympathetic" power and selfishness in a new morality> .' ..

Defending the right df each individual to love and 
thereby to .be - able; tbt: create ̂. Hoodr places"mobility within 
2the traditionally base -character, makes a potential hero 
of the least: of his ,readers, but combines pity and anger 
without much catharsis of either emotion® The weakness of 
this unitfue contribution to humorous verse is best explained 
' by Hood himself ; . . .l.V- .:-j-.

^%orkay pp * 651=52 « - ^^Ibid*, ppt 6 4 9 - 5 0 » : . . : ;
v^Ibidyy pp:625y2b * . g . .; ■■ ; y ,- : . ; ; ■ ' , ; : '



v : »' . : o I would have written one more -paper-- ; a forewarning one— against'an evil$ or the danger of it, arising from a literary movement in which I 
have- had. some share, a one-sided humanity, opposite 
to that Catholic: Shaksperian sympathy> which felt 
with King as well as Feasant ,, and duly estimated the 
mortal temptations of both stations„ Certain classes 
at the poles of Society, are already too far asunder; 
it should be the duty of our writers to draw- them 
nearer by kindly attraction, not to aggravate the 
existing repulsion, and place a.wider moral gulf 
between Rich and Foor,.with Hate on the one side 
and Fear on the other.^ /- . . t

erroId., Life and Times, pp. 391-92'« ' .Quoted from a letter to Prime Minister, Robert Peel,



CHAPTER. VI

■ ' It; Is this backward mot Ion toward the.'source> % . - •
r; Against the stream, that most we see otirselves in,

The tribute of the current to the source.
West Running; Brook, Robert Pro st - i:

The chapters two and three of this thesis attempt to 
explain Hood’s philosophy or religious attitudeo Since 

" death. ls;lifeless and final. Hood turns to/the experi
ences of .sensible life for his happiness. , There he finds 

'̂ intellectual*: pleasures for each., separate Individual „
Joys of life survive only when they are communicated in 
arto However, mortal love is the only complete life-giv
ing quality.9 and art, inspired by fear alone, is death be- 

. fore and after* termination, of physical existence<>. Hood 
indicates that, religious faith in a beneficent deity is 
rationalization«, . '

. In the fourth chapter, which is an attempt to find 
Rood*s attitude toward society, the poems retain emphasis 
upon the individual o . Near the., beginning, of .Hood !s career, 
he* saw nothing for the individual but brutality from the 
worldMortal/*love:is paradise;, but;:that erotic Impulse 
makes the Individual forever painfully aware of his drag
ging bestiality„ The only ministration from the world* is •



"a, handful of grass'1 for "brute nature; this, causes more in
tense: suffering o. , With in. society p- Hood continues to see • '
proud, avaricious, greedys. vain, murderers of sympathye 
'Society, is.;;a gloomy, darks loveless forest. Near his ■ 
death,;he is still looking at the trees with a little more 
sympathy and less fear; .hut "The Elm Tree11-1- accepts in sor
row the same loneliness and evil; that "Lycusy the Centaur" 
endured With outraged nohility, Hood's attitude, like Ly
ons' s pain, springs from an internal desire to he nohle--a ' 
"purely suhiective impulse^, like", the desire to he honest or 
:truthful, that disregards feelingsi of sympathy, a sense of 
general we 1 fare, .or a desire- for personal benefitsIt can 
he defeated hy the fear of .death and by the seIfishne ss of; 
society ;- it can he . preserved hy selfless art. .
- Although;HOod retreats into "the; hushed mind's mysterl-' 

dms; far away" or "the unwasted regions of his brain," he- . 
.recognizes two realities... Sensible objects have the same . 
relation to death that he has.himself. At the same time, 
there is an indivisible.relationship between himself and 
-the external worldhis mind does not exist , without objects 
to stimulate it.Hood takes his:drives, emotions, or per
ceptions, builds';them up Into a fiction, and then sets the . 
fiction .back' down- beside its source „ His mind.returns to. 
the physical world.for a check upon the accuracy of its ob- 
; servations.o ■ '.If he admitted reality only in f ictions, they- ;

; %6rks, p . . 616 ,  ̂ . " ■; "



could have ho Incongruity with an external world that does 
. not1 ex-1 st» ... In many - re spec t a his work 1 s 1 Ike the resul t;.; 
of an elaborate scientific experiment in Which there is 
always a "control groups": With mankind and nature for one 
careful observation- and his own ■carefully analyzed attri
butes for the other, ' Consequently $ Hood has built his, ap
preciations upon a principle of.discriminationo He is in
terested in phenomena, and he sorts our differences« 
Paradoxically, his preoccupation with subjective experi
ence g ives him an objective vlew;of him self, of other men, 
and'of nature* t■ t ' ■ ,:V’.. . \ v t: ,-:-'

Dealing with two accepted facts in his existence and 
looking for differences s Hood sees the incongruitiesHe , 
finds no resolutions of conflict; love is filled with 
f ear and. dies' with - each individual; . immortality-" admits . 
individual death and preserves only a dead image of true " 
love; nobility must, forever drag a baser half along with 
itself; and society is to be shunned because its vices are 
loveless, and' its beauty or good intentions minister Only 
to baser heeds» Hood *s attitude^ when his work is viewed 
as a whole, is like the ultimate acceptance of Job, but 
the Voice from out of a "Whirlwind - which Hood accepts to 
still his anguish is his Comic Spirit*; ' . ‘

Ac cording to C, C » Everett,'the ludierou s is rejec
tion by reason of what, is .strikingly out of place. Ever
ett pplnts out that'although the ludicrous is always'.



; 11. dX5e s not follow that the Incongruous is al- . 
ways 'ludicrousMt Is often tragic.2 : What all Hood's 
'poems ho is., firstto accept as fact what reason says 
should:he rejected; death, pain, folly, and- frustration are 
always' strlklhgly out of place« Hood says they ■should be : 
rejected;," but he does not ignore their existence

; Tragedy can exist only when an'individual Is alive 
and imagines himself dead or watches someone, else die« - 
Fear is the- emotional warning: that inspires flight» Pity,. 
to Hood:, is a more complex emotion which transfers that 
fear to fear for another individual According to Aris- ■ 
to tie, tragedy produces a catharsis of fear and pity..
This'-catharsis Is quickly and beautifully effected ..in the V 
sixteen .lines of "The Death Bed," and exception to the 
effect.,of-most of Hood's poemso. "The Haunted House" is 
eatharSis of tragic fear without human Sympathy. "The 
Bridge ef . 'Sighs," "The Lay of the Laborer," and "The Song 
of the Shirt" present tragic characters, but these poems 
do not lead from purgation of the reader'S fear and pity 
to acceptance of tragedy. There is sympathy for the seam-

^Everett, Poetry,. Comedy and Duty, pp. 17:5-88•
^Lycus feared pity| he wished neither to give or. to re

ceive it . This is an. acute perception. People would - " ■
'rather: be laughed at than pitied because they perceive . 
.that the giver is selfishly transferring a part of his ,1 
brute nature, his terror, to themselves when he feels pity.
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stress g, the laborer * and the drowned woman, tout personal an
ger is aroused- In Hood s readers as their fear Is lost„

Hood' a poems often preseht what,: from a sympa'the11 c 
point of view, is a.tragic sItuatioru# but seldom can they ■
toe' classified as tragedy, for Hood weakens the very emotion’ 
from which tragedy gains its; healing power e -Pity would 
make him a "thing not all lovely „11 Furthermore, time and 
society tooth destroy'love and sympathy; they take the form 
of antagonists whom he is f orced to f ace, In a death 
struggle. of any kind who. can say whether' the extra. emotion
al energy is anger, fear, or tooth? Hood's reaction is more - 
like anger than fear. . It is approach rather than flighte 
With approach comes instinctive aggressivenese. No idle 
parody on Spencer is Hood' s "The Fall of The D e e r ^  There 
is an emotional toprder-land toetween domedy and Tragedy v 
where the ■ Individual: proves hLia;.sthehgth toy meeting - a death 
which can not toe escaped'; a/ moment - s panse--?then fear 
shades to anger ; flight toecomeS approach;'pity turns to 
selfishness, or sympathy to esteem', and tears are mingled ' 
with laughter., d .•->. d'./..'- ; 5

The Greeks connected tears: with tragedy and laughter 
. with comedy, tout unfortunately,for comedy,- tragedy "was lim
ited toy Aristotle„ Comedy has Gome:to mean everything that

^Appendix D .
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could not be Aristotelian tragedy„ Many life situations 
found \ln literature have tragic or comic ' elements but are'
neither» / \

Fear and anger - are warnings for self-preservation, 
energy-giving r emotions f or extra phy sical exertion» In 
f ear the animal flees frbin ’ the unknown 5 the over-power ing ? 
or the:painful; in anger he fights when he needs-food or

. shelter, when he is prevented from getting either, or when
he can: not run. Human- beings% with the power: of foresight , 
are not so logical about their emotions. They fear when 
there is no physical, danger; they .ape";angry when there is 
no physical necessity. Controlled by total intelligence, 
laughter and tears "are--release.;valveS which' drain off '' - . 
stored energy;when action is unnecessary or impossible«
. Animals' with finely developed; social- InstinctsP human 

beings bespell their own fears - and angers in other people"s 
actions» Selfishness is personal anger directing irratidnal 
biehaviidr against society 0 Pity is blind fear; felt for 
another's danger» Empathy, - or psychic displacement, also 
makes it possible to direct blind terror or rage to action 
in some one else9 s behalf., intellectual sympathy should 

- control social emotions so that an exertion.: is made only - : 
when it integrates the individual and the society upon 
which he depends. . ;; -; : - ;

• Aristotelian tragedy produces a knowledge of the no
bility in societyi .energy to flee' from a fancied: external.



danger is drained away in tears as fear /and pity "are , -
purged; intelligent sympathy is made comprehensible^
Comedy,•..‘then, should produce a' knowledge of personal- ■ " '.
value9 eliminating the. other irrational elements of self- 
preservation , ;An. ideal.comedy--psychologically and 
dramatically the opposite-, of Aristotle' s thagedy-- .would ; 
be an imitation through anger and selfishness "effecting 
■ a proper purgation of these emotions
. As You hike It-* effects a comic catharsis i The self

ishness of the two uncles becomes ineffectual! Rosalind 
and Orlando defeat outrage and anger, first, by losing 
anger in successful. Combat ah& flighti, and then by finding 
more joy in love than in ambition,. he%t the,.uncles admit 
that their selfishness caused them ’remorse, At the-end:: df 
the play the audience or each"reader feels worthy of social 
admiration; intelligent empathy has purged a proper amount 
of selfishness and anger, The energy produced by the 
blind desire to fight has been released by laughter> ,

It is not illogical, to suppose that Aristotle would v 
recognize a Golden Mean in poetry9 a catharsis of both fear 
and anger and of both pity and selfishness which would " 
combine sympathy and self-esteem into the greater pleasure .

. ^William Shakespeare 0 Shakespeare 9 Twenty Three Plays 
and The Sonnets,.. ed,, Thom as Marc Parrot (New York,
Charles Scribner' s Sons, 1938), pp«. 519-51« ' ■ . - '



of recognizing nobility both in mankind and -in one' 8 self *
Milton gets, very close to such a-Holden Mean in the mighty

- ■ - 6 - "" ■' ' tragedy- Sam son Agon-lates „ a s does Shakespeare in his pro 
found comedys The Tempest.7 Samson# conquering, anger and 
.fear# diessrepresent-ing the noblest in all mankind» Pros- - 
pero # conqueror of- anger and fear# lives like the noblest«

- If Thomas Hood were a-dramatist# the preceding argu
ment could be used. as a- basis for discussion of . his. work# 
but he wrote poetry, In the modern sense of the word # 
this is a form distinct from drama— a form which# in its 
origin# came from the desire to be pleased by words set to. 
music, while: the form of drama developed as a pleasure from . 
words set to actions „. On the printed page ballads and 
lyrics, without music # and drama # - without actions, have de? 
veloped by\ such curious .. intermingling . that one form is ■;:
' sc ar ce ly d if f er ent _ from, the,' other, So # Sam so n Agonist e s #- 
written to be read is like a drama# words to the accompa- ■ 
niment of the reader's visual Imagination; The Tempest, . 

..written to be performed j 'is-read with the imaginative 
music of a delightful lyric# the Pain of emotional conflict 
subordinate to the play of the imagination«

. ^John Milton # Sam son Agonistes'(New York # Columbia 
University Press# 1931)» 1 V

•̂̂ Shakespeare# pp, 1057-84. . .



Psyclaological case histories are not much help in. 
showing the relationship of musical dreams to literary. 
productionsV The noises of the night bring consciousness 
of life; unfamiliar sounds are warnings to prepare a de
fense;; familiar sounds bring knowledge of security that 
leads, 'to rest ;>nd an approach to the unknown«, The sounds ; 
of the day ' also bring the unseen into consciousness, Those 
who r/;'ln;-their, dreams $ hear disconnected symphonies, or even 
wild discords1 seem to stay out of mental hospitals. It is 
possible that the .harmonies and rhythms of music combine v: . 
with emotions and drives in the association centers of the 
brain in such a wa#that communication with the unseen and 
the ultimate 'rest - of death are pleasant because of, their 
psychological relationship to sound and physical well-being 

The separation of perception and hearing is impos- , 
sible in poetry because of the media of the artist, words, 
which are (among other things) sounds for visible objects. 
With words the lyric poet can give physical emotions and 
sensations a definition and a meaning and can directly 
transport the whole into harmony with nature by the move
ment and. tone of his words. The greatness of his work 
depends upon the musical effect it has upon the reader\s 
imagination. Drama gives meaning to moving images; its 
effect depends upon the reader's visual imagination. In 
any literapf:.work the lyric and the dramatic are insep- - 
arable®f V ' ' ' . - ' . . ,. : ' : . , ;



",/; Hdod8 s :verses- are more closely related, to drama than 
to lyric poetry. He has found in early English ballad 
form'a ylsual vehicle to express his poetic in sight.
: Eespite-his, technical, m.astery p his uncanny twists of . ver- 
bal. sound., his'galloping rhythms, or odd meters, the ■ ' '
final appeal of his poems is primarily dramatic or visual« ;L 
.Ihey'present a: picture. : Hood8 s musical effects seem de
signed - to awaken the sleeping so that they will sit up 
and watch the show. • '" • . - '

r This is not to admit that Hood's verses are better-or 
worse than other poetry. '.They.are different^. Edgar Allen 
'Poe.: hints at: this, difference? • 1 v ;•

i', . . ' o Taste contents •herself with displaying
: the charm's— waging war upon Vice solely on the ground
. of her deformity--her disproportion:— her animosity to 
: the 'fitting, to the appropriates to the harmonious--in 

1 : .a 'word$, to; Beauty,." . - ' ;-

Hood's taste? instead of, contenting Itself by displaying 
the charms of Beauty $, wages a poetic war upon Vice, pre
senting the disproportion,.the deformityand the inappro-' 
priate.' .Waging war upon discords. Hood8 & most unique and ■ 
least laughable vepses are in that weird emotional border- . 
land where comedy and tragedy meet „ Fear and anger are . 
mingled® Pity and selfishness-combine into self-pity which 
gives, way to self-reproach or to laughter for s.elf-preser-

>®Edgar 'Alleh Poe., ''The Poetic Principle," .The Great 
Critics, eds . Smith,and: Parks, p. 589» : -
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vation.» . Judged "by classic $ -aesthetic standards, "The Last 
Man" is not ideal o , Ethicallys no one can >rgue that man- y;- ■,

, : kind should - not. cont Inue to. reproa chi. to fear, and to. ayold :
' ^he. evils the - pdem portrays, - ■: .- . ■ r- v".'' : y ,;:'

' . Without catharses of anger , Hood8 s poems are social
' legislation or satire, asking the reader to fight for self- ' 

preservation* ' Without laughter,'Hood * s occasional catharses 
•: ; are'tragic or.lyric; with convincing laughter, his verses 
: - - g .are, com ic #; appealing- to self-interest rather than to pity 1 

All the to ©ms; invite, the- reader to examine his own emotions 6 
;; Unlike his Contemporaries, who succeeded in creating . 

something more: classic .than the classicism from which they :
. - .revolted. Hood wrote to and for descendents of the Anglo- - 
"Saxon layman, Even his work which Was not received has an 

early English, quality beneath its classic influences, - -
Lycus8 s painfully uncompromising nobility is related to 

; "v Beowulf8 s as- much as it is to Ulysses8 s* Hood's sorrow is 
like that expressed in The Wanderer ■his interest in the d 

:' ocean is as self-punitive and as violent as The Sea-Farer JP. 
Many of his verses are like old Anglo-Saxon gnomes and 
. riddles.. Hood8s delight .in personifying vices is like the : 
later mystery plays■and the works of . Heywobd * His saorile- 

: giouS,respect for death,.is .early English, too-Hah attempt ■ ...'

—James 'R*. Hulbert, ed r, Bright8 s Anglo-Saxon header :
: (hew, York:, . Henry -Holt and Company, 1935 ) i pp * . 160-64» - • , ;

.■ 1QIblda, pp . 169-71 h . ' ; - . 'g,,.. ■ ' . ' r
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to explain dark Ejsl-erle s' of the'unknown "by making them 
visible« It may be that greater Romantic poets lost 
contact with their readers because their poetry and' their 
self-criticism failed to: recognize an indigenous literary 

: .heritage e . . / 1' 1/ v . ' ' -
On the other hand9- some twentieth-century poets have 

adopted an"attitude which is similar to Hoodfa:

.To reveal man ;lh. his : complex relation to the univer se, the . poet must show him not only con- 
: , eerned with the immensities but; with the trivi-
• alitles of daily life, with a, sense -of the past
1' ; 1 coht inually ; interruptihg: the present, - and with . ' .
- ' swiftly contradictory moods disputing dream and

. action „ ' vf by' a: rapid leaping from image .
- . • .. to image with a minimum of 11 explanatory" meia— ^

phors p by a: use. of, discords, juxtaposing": tense /'"t ''
V. images with deliberate banalities by the con- .. t ■ t.,.

tinml play/of; free :assbclatlon> - in which one • t.-ftr ' idea 'prompted a chain of others * '«, 0 Eliots s . • ■
dater ironies emphasized-,-with new bitterness,. ; , :r;t;
the hollowness of life without purpose and with
out f a i t h , . , . ' . ' ” ■

Untermeyer mentions: works of Pound, "Crane, .and Eliot which 
are "Examples ofdha.-smi :lmixing;memory and d e s i r e :
He says of Eliot8s."Love Song of J . Alfred Prufrook:"

nothing in English since the seventeenth century 
' metaphysicals, has communicated so great a -sense 
of ambiguous ’ hurt and general.frustration »

Not even "Lycus,. the Centaur," Hr, .Untermeyer?

, ^^Louis Untermeyer, "Eliot and His Influence", Modern 
American. Poetry, 21
■ V l%dc. cit, : ̂ I b l d p . 421.’ _ ; .



Eliot "becomes the laureate of nostalgia, of - 
dwindling hope and universal purposelessness^14

What do Hood1 s " Ode: Autumn, 11 The Two Pea co ek s at - Bed - 
font” and "A Fairy TalS express?

Neither supernal "beauty: nor gross ugliness and 
neither emotIona1 tranquility nor emotional futility are 
enough for peetic legislation in a democratic world»
Hood8 s verses were read and enjoyed by the public for - 
whom'-.theyiwerei5created, 'In taking a war against disbar- 
mony "to ah unlettered public (including children); Hpod ; 
may haye destroyed his genius«, On the other hand, the 
technical-virtuosity which makes his attitudes readable : 
may obscure a -far-reaching insight =, \ ;
t H o o d 8 s techniques /.are a direct result of his atti
tude , "Without^ harsh realism, the: evils he is. f ighting 
would lose their threatening ugliness„ .If that ugliness 
is such an Intrinsic" part of human nature, that it is not 
obvious. Hood uses exaggeration to make it so. This ex
aggeration results in.the creation of type characters.
His base characters are unpittable because they are por
traits of a possible fallacy in the reader1s own nature; 
they provoke self-reproach. Reversal is a dominating el 
ement ■ throughout; all Hood s work. To Aristotle this re
versal (peripeteia) - happens, not when there is.a mere



change o f . f oh thnebut, when; ah int ent ion-oh ac t ion bring8 
. about; the opposite of what wa, s m eant. - Act ion s hesult- 
; ing fhom fallacious intentions produce the. inconsequent s 
the. impossible, ;on the choice of the worthless  ̂ and there- 

, by show their ugliness» These results are =, . in their very 
:epnnotatiohsr reason’s distaste' -for what is strikingly out 
; of place; the useless, the defeating, and the destructive0 
By; resorting to reason,.Hood has succeeded where others - 

. have failed "toreveal man in his complex relation to the 
— '

; Hood:- s language: of common speech is more liberal than _ 
Amy Lowell6 s. or Wordsworth -'s, . It .is not an''indefinable 

; ideai or, necessarily / a reproduotion of pastoral elassi- 
cism in.Anglo-Saxon synonyms« Hood confines‘himself 'to .. 
the appropriate Word (which is not always exact )«, and seems 
to. .understand linguistic levels of usage»: Speaking to a "

- childf his language ■ is simple and unadorned; u to a lady,
: ’V- it Is ; conde s c ending/ ̂  To logicians Hood’s words are
slightly archaic and syllogistic :; ; '' • ' . ’

V ; > . ^^"poetics , 11 . XVI s 6 ,,  The Great Critics, eds, ? Smith 
and Parks, p* 45,. ' /

err old, Collected Works, = "Queen ■ Mab 911 p > 668,
.. .: > ̂•‘̂Ibid»y "Et eh ing; Moral i s ed „" p, 584. t - •  ;. '
,' -% b l d .y/"The.:Logicians s" p. 435 . '



. For- vainly, ye contend;, .... Before you can decide .about its birth, t
The world will have, an =endi (11 91-93) -

A self-centered, brutal mother speaks with all the'.gram- ' 
matic distortions and garrulity that make her ignorance 
apparent and her selfishness:b o r i n g I n  "Our Village-- 
by a Yillager,l̂  the exeessive enumeration is typical of 
the ordinary;villager whose .thorough acquaintance; with 
his own small province prevents any d1 scritoinafive appre
ciation: :i V- . : 1 Vs; ; ^

: Our village, that's to say not Miss Mitford Ss village
■ . but our village of Bullock Smithy,

Is come into by an avenue of trees, three oak 
• pollards> two eiders, and a withy; (11. 1-2)

To create newadiythms as expressions of his moods.
Hood devises some startling novelties. "Nocturnal 
Sketch"21 "is an attempt to put blank verse into rhyme« . 
Read orally, it is .justifiably . a lyric of discords: :

Even is. come; and from the dark Park, .hark,:
The signal of the setting' sun--one gunl -
And. six is . sounding from the chime, prime time
To- go and see the -Drury-Lane Bane slain,--
. o ' e e o - e © ’ -o # © ©
Anon Night comes, and with her wings brings.things 
Such as, with his poetic tongue, Youhg sung;
And gas up-blazes with its bright .white- light,
And- paralytic - watchmen prowlhowl, growl.

, " - 1: d (11:» 1-4, 12-15) ; '

19 Ibid,, "The- Lost Heir," -pp. 223-26 , .. 201bid », p . 263
-iforks;, p:. 221,- ;
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The mood of rest Is broken by the din of life in a city, 
at evening. Tonal imagination is. anonsed to- these dis
cords in such a way that the reader is-annoyed with, if 
not angry at the whole undignified hullabaloo„ The frus
trating racket is dismissed by laughter» ;

The cradle-rocking rhythm of "The. Bridge of Sighs/1 
like the. lapping of wavesr produces the effect of sleep, 
-With rapid heart^beat and steady breaths the'reader ap
proaches fearful ugliness as he. might approach it in a " '
• nightmare« The opiate rhythm makes it possible . to see a 
beauty in the, dead woman that could not be seen in waking 
.hours upon her corpse: "oozing so clammily/1. /
■; j 1 VBo111 is another' example of Hood1 s apparently ef
fortless rhythm ,, It:is a phrasal? impressionistic enumer- 
.ation of the most common experiences, of - everyday living—  
sun? moon? dawn, dusk? streets, steeple tops, familiar 

; people, courtesies,, traveling, mail, news, parks, warmth, 
ease, butterflies., bees, fruit, flowers, leaves, birds-- 
drawn out to a dull length. "Each item, begins with the un- 
- accented word no', repeated forty-four times in twenty-four 
lines. From beginning to end the poem beats out the same 
nothingness. This iambic .list of negatives is. saved from 

. monotony only by rhythmic variation of movement and llne- 
length and by a pun that comes as a sort of hopeful ell-

5^bide, p, 364'.



max i one .accented no before ■ nobility. What, is the poem ' 
about? - Absene#: of all ' these homely perceptions could only 
mean one thing heath» The reader feels that * he must sure-? 
ly go mad. from the ;long, din of no * s repeating nothingness: 
.Then;: .;:;  ̂ . ■ . . . 0-.; ; t

No shade,, no shine, no butterflies^ ho bees.
No fruits, no flowers, no leaves, no birds,

- ' November I-. (11. 21-22) .

The ■word’ November is a symboi for the end of life, 
but its symbolism embraces no-pNysieal. sensation^ as do the 
images:in the rest of the poem,- Repet it ion of the,sound no 
,reminds the reader that his negative sensations are also 
symbols and not fact. The last word is a,return from ab- . 
strac t terror to the tacit realit-y• of fam 11 iar late autumn.

Hood; demonstrates what the vers libertine of The Songs 
of-Solomon, would: like if: not in the Bible; ̂

' 0- G-retelj • my DoveV my heart s Trumpet . - ;
My : Cannon , /my Big Drum , and also my Musket ,
: 0 '.hear me, mynm ild 1 it tie Dove, , . :' : In your sf lll little .'room :

o - e, o ' o o ' ' q . ■ o - • o o *: . e ./ o { '

My hearths.. Knapsack is always full of you; , : :
My looks they are quartered with you: : :\
And when I bite off.the top end of a cartridge •
Then I think that I give you a ■ kiss e- f.ll» 1-4, 9-12.)

% b i d ., "Noye'Language of a Merry Young Soldier," p »
362.?y Although:-Nalt Nhitmah was.twenty-Six' years old at the 
time of Hood s deathy there is more.reason to suppose that 
this poem -was influenced by the earlier 'Solomon,, possibly ' 
with some .additional G-erman influences.
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Hood1s psychological, perceptual foresight can be 
illustrated by his use of rhythm in a little poem called 
“Skipping— A Mystery":^

Little Children skip,
The rope so gaily gripping,

Tom and Harry,
Jane and Mary,
Kate, Diana,
Susan, Anna,

All are fond of skipping’. (11. 1-7)

There is a skipping verse like this for G-rassshoppers, tiny 
fairies, little boats, pale Diana, Little Flounders, Dogs, 
little fleas, Apparitions, and finally:

But ohl how Readers skip.
In heavy volumes dipping -it- # # * and * # *

* -* -*and » * * *
# *and* * * * * *
-:(• x * * * * * *

All are fond of skipping’. (11. 71-77)

This might be called creating a rhythm for the rapid-read
ing rate mood.

Hood's rhythms, like his language, are suitable to his 
subject matter, which was allowed not absolute freedom but 
complete abandon. The movement in his verses is used some
times to heighten the ugly or the beautiful, sometimes to 
show what might be if all ugliness or beauty were absent, 
sometimes simply to make his images or his moods palatable.

OhIbid.. pp. 637-38.



The simplest f orm of; poetic harmony is onomatopoeia. -/ 
Words like cluck and buzz imitate.the sounds made by eer— . 
tain animal.s-i. : "Poets use the. word sorrowful' rather than - 
lup;ubrious because /its' sound: harmonizes", with the, emotion,
- Lugubrious is an up-ly or ludicrous word because its •sound : 
does not suggest: its. meaning. From simple onomatopoeia ; 
develops all11erat ion * assonance* consonance, and-rhyme 9 . 
which are names for' productions- of. sounds which harmonize 
with or-emphasize meanings in groups of words. At the. 
same time, poetic movements, rhythm or .meter, imitate move
ments in nature or bodily rhythms. Absence-of these poetic 
devices makes for a straightforward, unemotional ..transfer :i.; 
of ̂ thought»̂  "The .misuse of poetic devices" leads to a sense 
of Incongruity and laughter like that felt in the word lu
gubrious . "Nocturnal Sketch" owes its laughable effect to 
its onomS,topoetic" devices as well as to its unnatural 
rhythm. ; .  "

Twentieth century studies of the human mind offer as " 
much explanation of Hood1 s comedy- as does literary criti
cism. -Likewise, the modern .psychological science of . 
"semantics--the study of the meaning of words--offers some . 
assistance; in understanding Hood"s unique mastery of the

; . .̂ 5ln ''0de to Rae Wilson.Esq ." ryme and meter, broken ' ..
and. without-other'devices of poetic craft, are used for . 
emphasis: and repetition of. thought. The poem is didactic . 
-bbeausa.it appeals neither to "sight nor to sound, but to 
reason emphasized- by . rhyme and rhythm that approximates / 
the. heartbeatt and breathing of calculated, defensive . -5

- speech..:.: -i . : rtlt; .. r \ ' ' ' t;. ■. -■ ; :." \ ; : p '



pun,' Semantteists are. trying -to improve man s thinking . ; 
machine” by analyzing his'tools, words , ' They studyythe same 
verbal eonstruetlbhs'that Aristotle and Longinus explained- 
; for; the use of poets t " \/ ' / :v. ” 1 t - y : . ' : V

11 - i « ho word511 says Mr o Walpole $ 11 is .ih-
.dispensable. For any particular -job any word can be passed 
u-p 'andn 11st -U#oite function performed by another word, or 
other words 3 -and it will never be missed . On somewhat
the same -Subjects Hood. Pays.f : t y y : ; . •»;; y

. y . My brain is hull my Bight is foul, " ' y vy.
. 1- I cannot write a verse 5. or read-- y - t y  '

. - Then * Fallas, take away thine -Owl, ̂  yiv ■ y tr-. it 
And let us have a lark instead,- ' y'

Mr. Walpole could undoubtedly find a word that would per
form the function of the word lark.

After a whole chapter devoted to the warning that 
words have no Value out of their context3 Walpole proceeds 
to.take'them out of their context and discuss them as;meta
phors . - Every word in: use repre sent s a marriage: between

: Hugh R. Walpole 5 Semantics, (hew York: W . W.' Horton .&
Gompany» Inc ., 194-1) s p » 112 y- : '- y ';o;- .

■ ^Twoiks ̂To Minerva1! >  . p 8 .669 • y t .  y. .; . t '  :' V  "

-^Sematics j p i 143 , Particular would. never- -have been
: missed If the-Word •private had been allowed to perform 
the same function tin the above statement« \ . ; ' y
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phors disturb Mr» Walpole; "The adult’s Use of metaphor 
is safer and'less surprisings because he has stopped 
thinking»11 ̂

Following are Walpole8 s "Chief foints11̂ ® from his ' 
chapter on metaphors •

;-A metaphor is the comparison, in one word s. of „ 
two things from different fields of experience«
In the statement 11 that girl is a cat," the word 
"cat" is a metaphor® In thiss as in every meta
phor, there are two parts: the Tenor and the Ve
hicle a The Tenor in this example is a cruel, ill-
humored animal (though this is a false thing to say

.. ... about cats).® It is very important to see the con- . 
nectfon between the way in which we make use of a
metaphor and the way we make, use,,of any general
name ® f

What, at this point, is a "general,"name"'?-- To anyone who 
has studied a few techniques of artists or who has tried 
to use metaphors, it is obvious that Walpole’s definition 
has taken the word metaphor out of its context, and that 
in his process of abstracting, he has rendered it use
less «, The word cat is not a metaphor; it is a symbol by 
Walpole’s own definition. In context no one word by it
self is a metaphor because the word is being used on one
semantic "experience level"® Before Semanticists a meta
phor was an implied comparison and required a context of
at least two words® When Hood says, "death was written
in an alien tongue" he has constructed a metaphor, the

29Ibid®, p, 152. . . 30Ibld»t pp.® 156-57,■



"tenor" of which.is death and the "vehicle," a foreign 
language. They .are two things "from different-fields of 
experience j," but" it is not the difference which makes the 
metaphor . The metaphor , if it iflust be put in one word, 
is an abstracted.'" referent which is a constant, in this 

. particular case„ unintelli^ibility In both death and an 
unknown language--and unintelligibility i:s fairly con
stant on any experience level.

Were Mr „ Walpole to put his ■"metaphors" back in the 
context whence they came, there would be no need for his 
metaphorical use of the word; metaphor. The .f igure of f \ 
speech which does In context /what, he says, metaphors- do 
"in one word" is the pun.

The pun in action is a curious combination of Mr.. 
Walpole’s metaphor and, onomatopoetic discord. In an 
algebraic formula, metaphor could be explained as a:b “ 
x, where the comparison alb is stated-and x is abstract- 

~ ed from the context. In. cases where"X, the constant, is 
out of place or fallacious, the metaphor Is ludicrous, as 
in the statement, "My girl is a vision, but yours is a 
sight." This sort of antithesis is a weapon of sarcasm 
and satire„ The pun could' be explained as x - a:b, where 
X, the constant, is stated and the contrast or comparison 
a:b is abstracted from the context„ When the reader 
meets a pun in Hood’s works, he meets in One word at 
least two referents which produce many contexts.. A sound



symbol:-.?or these referents interacts with other' symbols in 
such a way that the contexts are'juxtaposed^ In some in
stances ,, but not always.* the pun unites the general and 
•the' particular, use..of • one word, tbut: In its context it al
ways interacts with all the other words« : ' . : -■ . T.

The following passage* has been chosen because it il
lustrates. the fact that. a pun, ̂ 1 ike a discord in a minor .

':key, can be pa inful inst ead of ludicrous: .

/. : ' ■ V; ; :. / : Eyeh the;bri^ht /extremes of foy '■̂■.hr:h ' ; ■Bring on conclusions of disgust . \
. . Like '• the. sweet biossoms ofthe.#ay \ {; .

Whose-fragrance ends in must • •/ t.

The sound must isna. symbol. 'for:: a>nwber. of •separate expert ,. 
.iences in our extensional world. It is a Scottish dialec
tic form for the name of a fragrance,; I t  is a symbol for , 
mold or disuse as. well as a directive verb auxiliary imply-, 
ing. duty Even the must which symbolizes a' sort of eiephan- 
tine frenzy is not•without’application? for Hood is talking: 
about.-a melancholy which is caused by apprehension of fin
ality in all things beautiful. With one sound he has . '
brought together the senses of smell and of visions the 
.emotional drive'away from freedom hut;toward nobility and 
a degrading physical: drive. ; One symbol, intensifies a great

W o r k s "Ode to,Melancholy'p. 192, 11.113-16.



futility as a whole paragraph about the. symbol can not do,
. MustV a lyric rather, than a dramatic pun-, Is not a-, . 

typical example of.Hood8 s employment of this figure of ■ -
speech. Must arouses conflicting,emotional drives» Usu
ally-. Hood. uses a pun. to associate an intention with its -
result, and at once provokes a Visual sensation, an ab
stract idea, and a discord"Nor did /The ocean heed :
his caul: "52- x_ = caul; a ludicrous discord occurs'as an 
image is provoked by the name of a sound: a = a token or 
charm, and. b = a prayer. The obvious context is that an 
inanimate ocean can not see tokens or hear prayers; the 
abstract idea, that the me.taphorical ocean, heedless 
destiny, pays no attention to foolish Superstition.

i In such instances: the pun; explodes the eeecious sim- ' 
ilarities that other figures of speech (-metaphor, person
ification , syneehdoche, .metoriomy, and hyperbole) build up.. 
This instrument of expression, the pun, makes obvious, ; 
without much lucubration on ■ the part of the "reader, the.
. 11 connection between the use of metaphor and any general - 
' name, while, it also "reveals man concerned with ".

32Ibid., "The Sea Spell," pp* 66-68, 11. 125-26.
3%ad "Mr. Walpole stated that we spoke - in dead puns, 

he would have made.better sense,: for good "words are words' 
which communicate the exact thought of the speakeri. Un-.y 
fortunately for the words, the speaker hs thdugbts are not- 
always exact „ We should have no Utopia if all politic ; 
clans and clergymen were suddenly to close their .speeches 
with a lively pun instead of a prayer,.although we might : have better speeches. . : 7 .
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the immensities and the trivialities of daily life/1 ,
- Hood’s eraftmanship inspires hope that forces which- 

lead to general frustration and universal purposelessness 
can be thwarted„ His linguistic gymnastics painlessly ex
ercise the entire human brain and admit without fear or . 
disgust the actual scope of man’s concerns.

Frequently, out of curiosity or the desire to get a 
new top to spin, young children tear up their parents1 
clocks. When children are old enough to evaluate the use 
of the clocks per se, or when they are severely enough 
punished to control their destructive tendencies, the 
clocks/ane placed back upon a shelf where the little com
edians Cab see .them and learn to tell time. Comic poets 
('children!' of courses who have not stopped thinking) are 
1 ^ far more danger of punishment, if in an attempt to make 
it work, they:dismantle some valuable old grandfather6s 
clock that has not run for a hundred years, than are those 
who analyze the component element of the pendulum.

The world has/swung into an atomic age of tragic in
fancy while the mechanical age is still in its childhood. 
There is great need for democratic poets who can reach 
their listening audience from out of the semblance of 
chaos. It is a "directive utterance with collective sanc
tion11 which tries, "to impose patterns of behavior upon the
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individual in the interests of the whole group’’̂ ^ which 
says that the world must first rid itself of excessive 
fear,to find a global sympathy that can rise up in anger 
at its own creations9 and thence gain self-esteem out of 
its selfishness and its feet by controlling a great de- h 
stractive force. Then securely knowing that their lives 
are closer to the Eternal than they have ever been before, 
people will be able to laugh at their anxieties and annoy
ances; they might even be able to sing about gorgeous 
atomic colors and majestic atomic explosions as Spender 
sings about railway expresses and airplane travel. But 
in that millenium sleep will not be.disturbed, Borne 
other machine will have been devised to threaten security, 
There will always be:'need for tragedy, tears, comedy, 
laughter9 and poetry-— at least as long as the human mind 
continues to function as it does, and sane writers earn 
their livelihood by realizing that seeondary-elaborations 
of nightmares, and day dreams can be fun, ■ •

• So Jo Hayakawa9 Language in Action (New York° Har-
: court. Brace and Company $ 1941*77 P « 111, Mr, Hayakawa, another semanticist whose quotation here indicates that 
he, tm, fears words and dislikes adult linguistics, 
does attribute the best use of language to poets,%



CHAPTER VII

PIllgent or wary eoncl'uct is the method soon or late 
' : Tiiat ah adversary teaches ̂ <, „ . ",

' The Birds, ’Aristophanes. ■

v Hood feels a poignant sorrow for all that must die„ . 
Disregarding theological or poetic abstractions, he turns 
to the sensihle present for permanence» With his percep- ; 
'tions, and'with his family 9. Hood finds joy and "a self- 
: conscious but calm acceptance -of death. Art, inspired by 
love. Is, immortal« .Hoop8 s motivation is an intrinsic de- ; 
sire to be" hoblef to communicate 'the, durable experiences 
of life. ,Only,ofeative love can. conquer the fear of . - 
death Which destroys memory, and hope . -. ; 1 •'

’ Morality is not'forced upon Hood by society, nor does' 
he attempt to impose his own modes of behavior upon others, 
He is angry-at any action that does not arise spontaneous
ly from personal devotion to another human being » ■ With 
his most;sorrowful lyrics, as well as with his,most laugh-:
'able-verses, he defends some life experience from fear and 
frustration, the consequences of selfishness. That which 
.prevents any experience from producing a pleasurable per- ' 
ception destroys a portion of his life and of his love,.



He discards all loveless motives or actions= ^
A fyeah, abiding respect for Individual Intelligence 

and the literature that gives it: immortal fellowship is the 
essence of Hood1s Comic spirit» Logic without physical 
sympathy reduces the hman being to a mechanism as ruth
less as the, one that got Mr = Brain, Hood ' s' sausage maker 0 r 
Thought, on: the other hand, includes comprehension of the „ 
generative f orces in the whole of ' creation» Hood1 s poetry .. . 
is a combihation of the active elements"of tradition and 
new forces continually appearing in ever-present life«.
The opposites, fear and anger, flight and approach, selfish-, 
ness and pity, appear ih paradox and unite in the pleasure 

' of timeiess 'Understanding l ' fof; Hood ®;s readers, the pleas- . ; 
- ure becomes conf idence -in personal integrity , a gold which 
never has; fluctuated as. a fair medium, of exchange o

All substances possess, within the various:structures 
of their .atoms, electric .particles which'are everywhere . 
alike» - Every new comblnatioh pf three tiny particles ( the 
electron, the neutron, and the proton) is- difference and 
variety» The great-unity of the physical universe is not 
at. the top.of its vast superstructure; it is in the small
est parts of its composition, ThOmas. Hood did not possess 
this twentieth-century knowledge of the profound economy of 
nature,* but lie seems to sense.' the same type of unity in . . , 
life and language« Each individual life is a difference 
produced:by new combinations ofold human experiences.



Hood; does, not rank, among the greatest . poets->; .for in. \ . 
the stockpile of language he has not succeeded in finding 
a neptunium or a plutonium to hurst across the pages of 
.history in. a chain reaction that echoes up the centuriese" 
Neither has he lost the neuclea-r power of communication»
With his neural energy he bombards a few powerful ideas 
that have been solidified by language. There is a spark
ling burst- of merry laughter or of tears as myriads of : :
separate implications combine into new: concepts concern
ing unstable/conscious life. Hood's Comedy is a process 
of shattering old opinions of life? literature, and lan
guage and •recombining -/thei pieces . with contemporary . living« 
The words tragedy and comedy themselves,.have been divided, 
sub-divided, and united' with other precepts as the study 
of Hood8 s work progressed., _ . ; ;:v

There is no critical precedent for interpretation of • 
Hood s writing, for he analyzes his readers better than ' 
they can analyze him. His comic fault is that he posses- 
s es_. nb.) tragic error, no ambition, no desire for revenge, • 
no doctrine or creed or ism. He has no immutable charac
teristic that could ruin nobility if altered circumstances 
rendered, an attainment, or means toward it, useless. His 
writing is a welter-of psycho logical case studies, but, he 
himself does not become one. He is aware.of all fhe forces 
of life. Hood seems to receghize an indivisible continuity 
in change« His Comedy requires the state of mind.which will



admit- necessary permutations* . :
The will to live Is good; death is.evil * Happiness , 

and fear mingle in the stream of consciousness1 Hood8 s i . 
■happiness springs from family love, inspired hy and;in
spiring .associations -with present life * The source of his 
fear is knowledge that death is inevitable^ However, 
thought--a current of love, memory, foresight, and sensa
tion--! s permanently dupable throughout continuousj appar
ent change*. I- Joyful,:spontaneous associations with the pro 

l ducts of nature remain in the eternally shifting:present, 
An/affinity with the everlasting, nobility, is attained 
only when Hood8s memory.And.his hope contribute to present 

: bliss„ Hood1s superior mirth resultS from his ability to 
preserve, his own dynamic life,.as well as his reader8s, as 
I he approaches the meaning of some great lively Pun where 
the Mind, itself, is only: one of various contexts =

■ The will to live, directs Hood8 s thinking * As his : 
mirth admits the .animal, his thoughts find happiness in 
any percept ion encountered. Though bound to .physical ex
istence, his intelligence is not drowned by life s needs *
■ He knows that the- forces which distort balanced thinking
■ are pains of the fie sh * ■ . But he' re spects. thi s. fie shy for 
when it is without pain, memory and .hope become alive*
His nobility requires awareness of physical existence in 
order to adapt to ever-present change.. Comedy becomes a. 
matter of preserving physical well-being in order to •



insure peraanently ■balanced cdmmunieatione
; Past wisdom retains both happiness and fear.' Hood s 

attitude is conventional'because he .employs traditional 
happiness. ' It seems that Comedy is energized by anger $ .
but that the very cohventions that anger seeks to remove 
are the stock piles of its energy. There can be nirvana 
on one hand, pain on the other $■or happiness in the middle, 
depending upon the degree to which tradition slows down 
emotional forces0 In the- Comic process of reorganization, 
both fear and anger disappear when folly is recognized*

Folly is all that blocks the flow of happiness: false 
logic, selfishness, wasted sympathy, and frustration^-the ■ 
causes or the results of selfish fear„ It is fear that 
Hood wishes into its own black, formless void 1 Because■ 
death is always being inevitables its emissaries In life; 
must forever be fought. Fear of death diffuses the posi
tive "will to live; it blocks the recurrent powers of life.
- - ' The words, art, .beauty-, hope, memory, love, and life, 

are;foolish' when they remain in an extenslonal world not 
.associated With every individual mind „ Hood clothes his 
timeless remarks about.intolerance, pride, and greed in 
simple parables woven from the self-evident fabric of 
everyday London experience. • The loom of his mind achieves 
a prophetic vision where indistinct shades of difference 
among the various meanings of a word are clearly seen. 
Perceptible truths within words are uncovered, and folly



is discarded <, ■ Hood asks his 'readers to practice Christian 
intdleranc'e~=anger- against fear and egocentric .pityj, dis
like for hypocrites and bigots» .the liars who preach . 
words to preserve themselves while they, do nothing that 
contains the interests of others.The resultant distaste 
for formalism, is not a modern, contribution to literature 
or to science«, however« Over eighteen centuries before . _ : 
Hood, another Poet condemned Pharisees for the .same self- 
is#: semantic confusion* Dlscriminatidn is a very impor
tant requisite of Hood6 s Ooiaedy— the ability to recognize ; 
folly in order.to prevent its deadening effectse ; *

- From the painful fear- of Lycus and the disappearance; 
of Leander 9 through the absurd it ie s of his Oomlc Annuals 
to the last, dreary lines of "The Elm"Tree," Hood*s work - 
is a prolonged pun. He -presents, distinctions between f orm- p 
al concepts and living :experiences which have,.all beeu given 
one name and, as a results have caused fear# anguish? and 
confusion« His technique;produces paradox, the first step 
• in, comprehending a conflictHuman intelligence recognizes, 
that two repel lent forces. have:, met» 'In life and in liter- ■ 
ature the paradox is neither tragedy or comedy-. The final 
effect depends, upon whether the .ensuing conf lict forever ./ ;
separates divergent forces of life or unites old antagon
ists with the neutral energy of conf ident laughter e g g ;Vv;.:
: - The struggle between nobility and .the forces of. death 
is a conflict.in both Aristotelian and psychological g



senses y if there is any difference« In Cbmedy its effect 
is to revive personal integrity„ Hood1s suffering is 
carried far- enough’that.both he and. his"reader understand . 
it, and what is understood is hated, Destruction of any 
person is.partial destruction of the self» The reader 
himself accomplishes self-preservation by exercising, not 
renouncing, creative capabilities. He can not ignore the 
pain that Hood feels; he becomes- angry, and actively op
poses the forces, of fear and death.. ; Holly is the con
quered , not. the conquering, adversary of life» The less 
painful the victory 5, the less' anger; is used in the con
flict, and the more spontaneous is.the laughtert

A proper purgation of fear and pity is a succinct 
statement of the medicinal value, of vicarious suffering, 
but Hood keeps to himself his physical illness and much ; 
of his mental sorrow- instead of c omm uni cat ing his pain to 
others. He does not ask for for pity because he knows it 
is useless; he also knows that no one else wishes to., endure 
his pain. For himself he is not disturbed because some 
day his anguish'will end, but he mourns that other exist- \ 
ences will stop without having known the nobility that 
drifted through his brain. The pain of their suffering 
kills his own intelligence. Hence, the sympathetic- 
sorrow that he does communicate. He is angry that those 
who selfishly:indulge their desires are needlessly pre^- 
venting his ,lresurrection in the minds of men.11 Vicarious ;.



happiness, is more to his liking; he attempts to energize 
nobility in the hhman mind Where it resides *
V Because the immortality of hi s.. own thoughtful desire 

depends upon how many other brains .can comprehend s he 
writes for all individuals v ;In this - Hood maintains a 
rare integrityHe does hot go beyond the bounds of self- 
interest to satisfy personal wishess He is never selfishs 
.for his desire'is to preserve the most■traditionally ; 
noble and the most psychdlogically wholesome elements of 
life: undistorted perception, family love, and creative 
art. His communication of Comedy, through literature has a 
purpose: to restore happiness to the>living individual in 
order to provoke dynamic thought in the .-organic whole of •.

,j To communicate his discriminative antagonism, Hood 
employs lyric, tragic, humorous, and comic literary 
forms, Each is. a step • farther away from • f ear towards p ' 
self-esteem, (l)'When his own emotions of fear and happi
ness are both present, Hood produces lyric poetry which:. 
accepts mortality . (2). In his tragedy a blind compulsion
leads to crime; poems like "Eugene Aram" present the. ef
fects of folly upon.nobility. Punishment from society ' '
is a blessing compared to the painful remorse from loss, 
of self-esteem.; (3) When folly, is: an attribute of 
society; instead of a character, Hood produces humor. Dis
taste for formalism combines with sympathy for the . „



-• individual„ When .society endangers personal nobility9 -the>;
' ''reader's self ̂interest opposes- deadening' so-clai standards®' ■ 
;(4} In Hood's comic verses blind action is apprehended and 
rendered:;lnef-fectual„ Intelligence opposes the mechanistic® 
When one faculty; within ..the reader ' lapses Into habit, an 
intellectual element stimulates" another basic drive, sensa- 

■. tion. or emotion which can prevent pain» Whenever the 
. physlc;ai ::6r " t&e.: ifiental becomes, a; mere automatism g, thought 

dnnehv&tes. "contact.' between the - two g and laughter is the - ■ 
result. Ihe reader 'with, cerebral ’ understanding: prevents' 
hIs own psych1c conf1Ict« When he sees another'character : 
stupidly -punishing' himselfthe reader comprepehnds poetic 
justice, v : All Hood1 s poetry induces a wish to '.rid present:, 
personal existence of folly and pain® • ' -
, .Hespite his suffering,, the author appears" to have 4 - <

-- /been, a - happy ̂ useful man practicing a human religion he g.
• 1 earned -from -other creative:.artist s»: His plea sure; was . the ; 
effect of instruction from bright intelligences, whose ' 
literary merit rested upon how their thoughts directed 
the activities of their readers 0 Literature was, to Hood,
"a grand moral engine, capable of advancing the spiritual, 
as well as the temporal interests of m a n k i n d T h e

^Hood8 s Choice W o r k s Vol . .1, Part ii (New York, Geo . ,- 
P» Putman & Go,, 1853) " Copyright and Oopywrong, 11 Letter
ii, p . 92. -Appendix A. fV • I: I .



poets, philosophers $, and sages who "called his montal 
vwoMd outof darkness,11 were " silent ins true tor s1’. and 
"delightful associates.'1̂

Hood, was a minor poet o His Writing has provoked 
scarcely a ripple on the surface of the ocean of- liter
ary criticism, hut those who have written anything 
about his work have refrained, from categorical analysis 
or invective® Critics of Hood feel for him the same 
sorrowful tenderness that he felt for others®.

All that blocked Hood s fair exchange of thought 
outraged his sense of npbilityy What he wished to pre
serve offhimself: could h#', only as - lively as the sympa
thies he provoked in otherso For this reason, he used
every;trick Of; his writerCraft to- Stimulate the most 
thoughtless clod: of a reader® Despite his optimistic 
misanthrophy— or, perhaps, because of it— he, too, 
became a silent instructor and a delightful associates, 
.pointing a way for his readers to.find out for them-, 
selves„ Though he never quite walked upon solid.happi
ness, he became, at least, an accomplished swimmer in a 
little sea of vicarious underslandinge»

The supernatural tale of unknown dream lands, the 
beast fable with a moral, the legend to explain strange

" ^Ibid», Letter III, p 102 Appendix E „ v



phenomena,, the detective story % didacticism ? and exposi
tion have all been transplanted to the readable prose o£ 
the modern short story ,; novel> or editorial« vv ; I ■

, With one of. the most versatile imaginations of the 
Nineteenth century5 Thomas Hood used psychic caprices to 
simplify-his poetic attitudes so that they were comprehen
sible to a less poetic public. In this sense, he was a

::% . v i - v . ,  . ;true and:unse1f1sh democrat = He believed that.fears were
destructive forces, within an individual> and that the. 
individual could rid himself of those destructive tenden
cies: by disliking '.them in others and by :laughing at then 
in him self. Hood did no t/ expound this humanitar ian doc
trine but put it into practice«, He did not debilitate his 
art by'conforming to any dictum of poetic criticism or by 
^celebrating his’̂owh;:!^^!^!^ emotlohst He wrote for and. 
about people whom he understood« In so doing, he kept 
within his art the psychological understanding which makes 
■ Shakespeare: and Chaucer-the truly great of English poets® 

Hood s minor importance must be attributed to lack 
of an understanding, audience for the best that he: pro
duced or might have produced, as well as to the fatiguing 
physical: invalidism that he" fought throughout his career <, 
His greatest poems: were a century ahead of. their time, , ..
' prophesying accurately the status of poetry in the .present 
century: and expressing a philosophy 'Similar, to many 
Twentieth-century writers'® ■ His didactic verse uncovers.



> :Sdcial.' evils:.?’. his1 1 ig-ktteat verse# : individual. frustrations „ 
Goupl-ed' witla rdadlng pleasure are analyses of life prob- \ 
lem s and hope for solving the pre sent one @,
„/ The purpose of this study has been to find a rela
tionship in all .of Hood 's.-poetry that could be explained . 
through an understanding of Comedy. All of Hood1s poetry 
presents a fusion of idealism and reality. Hood reeog~ 
nizes idealism as a goal which has made life better but 
has not conquered the eventuality of death. He finds 
forces in llfehwhlch are more painful than death itself 

. and takes active steps against those forces. His works are 
discriminate -hedonism which casts out, atavism' so that what 
can be known of mortal, human.life may be enjoyed. His 
readers f ind somethingnin themselves,, fo like.. - This is as 

. true of.his great- sonnet "Bilenoe" as it- is of' "To M i n - .
1 erva .n : \ h : ; I' ■ ;-..V u . ; ' \  .. . • \

"The failure of tragedy is very apt to produce some
thing like a comedy, says Hood. More like a Vitamin 
pill than a purgative is-his esteem for his own and his 
readers*-'mentality., the Comic feeling of superiority, 
which infers that pleasure is a way for the brain to use 
both success and defeat in the life struggle for survival:.

' ̂ Ibid.» . Part I, "Literary Reminiscences g. Ho . Ill” ,
pp. 64-65.;, : - . ■ '



Sucli' pleasure recognizes no step between the; ■sublime; arid, 
the :rldlculousj as Hood explains: - -1 ;t" V

; t . .. . 6 Music I praises thou, hast had,
From/ Dryden. and from Pope, , ;

‘ '' v ...Fob: thy . good- notea>; y®* none .1; hope#:': , . ..'• t But t  es er praised the bad, .
\ Yet are not saint and ;sinner event ' :b; 

, . Miss Strtimmel on Cecilia9 s level?;
; : • One drew "bn angel, down from .heaven!

' " The other soared away the Devil .

Poetica,! WorkSg "Ode for "St, Cecilia’ s Eve?" p 
11,' T 9 0 W r r  ~ - ~  : y • ■ . ■db :t'
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■Sl’PEHDiz A

SOCIETY’S ATTITUDE TOtAED AUTHORS1,

If I- wrong tke world -1 beg pardon--but I real
ly believe it invented the phrase of the repuhlic of let
ters $, to insinuate that taking the whole lot of .authors; : 
together, they have not 'got a sovereign amongst them I
- o . © o o , o % e - . : & 1 o .<$ - ■ ' - e & ■ ■ e .. o ,/ e . ' :

r; If we ihquire into the causes ofthis depression$ some 
must undoubtedly be laid at.- the doors -of iiterary men them-. 
selves but perhaps the greater proportion, may be traced' to 1 ;. 
the want of any' definite ideas amongst people in general8 on : 
the. following ■ p a r t i c u l a r s H o w  - an author writes 0 - 2,0 ¥Ay. :. 
an author writes, 3. Mhat an author writes.i And firstly^
as to how he writes, upon which, head"there:is a wonderful 
diversity of opinions; one thinks -that'writing is as easy . : 
as lying," and picture's the author sitting carefuliy. at his
desk ."with his glove on$“ like Sir Roger de. Coverley ’ s poet- .g
: ical ancestor«, . A secohd htiids that "the- easiest- reading..is. 
d— -d hard writing $" and imagines Time himself /beating his ; ' 
brains over an extempore« A ithird believes in - inspirationg , 
i.0e o s; that metaphors s quotations^ classical aliusions^ -hisPig: 
torical illustrations $ and even dramatic plots-~all come to 
the waking author by intuition| whilst ready-made poems,,-. 111-. 
like.' tidieridge’ s Kxibla Ehang are dictated to" him in his " . 
sleep. Of"course the estimate of his desert will rise or , 
fail according to the degree of iearned labor attributed to 
the composition; he who sees in his mind’s eye a genius of:".' 
the lamp, consumihg gallons of midnight o i l -will.;assign a- 
rate of reward# regulated probably:by the success of the h 
Hull whalers | whi 1st, the be!iever in inspiration wi 11 doubt- ̂ ■; 
less conceive that the, author ought to be. fed as well as 
prompted by a miracleand .accordingly bid him' look up, : V::
like the: apostle on the Old Dutch tiles, for a bullock com-" 
ing down from heaven in a bundle, " 2dly ® Why an author g:: ' 
writes ; and thefe is as wide a patchwork . of opinions on : ' -:
this head as on the former, Some think.that: he writes for

: :: *Thomas Hodd, ' "Copyright and Oopywrong,", Letter II, 
'Hood':s tiholce Worksg- Vol, I, Part Second (Hew York, Geo« - 
-P , Putnam & Go , #1845).. pp^ :82-22 , '-t : v \ ̂ - -" ■ ' v f vgii

■ . 144 - .



the preseHt---others? . that he "writes for posterity— and; a- 
few? that he writes for antiquityV One Pel ieves that; he ' 
writes for. the "benefit of the world in general — hi s - own ex- , 
cepted-^whieh is the .oplnipn of the law. A second conceives 
that he writes for the; benefit of booksellers in particular™
- and this is the trade8 s opinioBo M third takes' it for ■ ■
granted that he writes fornobody’s benefit but his own-- 
which is the opinion of the green-room e He is.supposed to 
Write for fame— for mohey--for amusement--for politiGal 
ends „ - -and, by certain-; scho-o Imas ters» . " to impro ve his mind f1 
. Need it .be . wondered at 5, that in this uncertainty as to his 
. mo tiveSj the wo.r Id sometimes - p er verse ly - g Ive s him anything, 
but. the thing he - want s » . - Thus;; the r ich author „ who; y earns 
for fame, gets a pension; the poor: one $. who hungers'for . . .
'bread,, reeeives a diploma, from Aberdeen;, the writer for \ .
amusement has the pleasure' of;a mohawking review in a.
periodical; - and the gentleman in : search of a place has an-: ' 
Offer from, a sentimental milliner I 3dly c. What an'author' ; '
writes» The world is so .much of a Champallion$ that; it can- . 
understand■hieroglyphics„ if nothing else; it.cam comprehend 
outward visible,Signs, and grapple with a tangible emblems 
It knows that a man on a;'table stands for.'.pat-r'iotism> a mam in the; pulpit for religion, and so on, but it is a. little -
obtuse as to ...what- it. reads in King Cadmus8 s types« A book
:hangs out no sign. Thus persons will go through a chapter,. 
enforcing some principal . duty, of man towards his.* Maker or ' 
his neighbor9 without discovering that, in all but the name, 
they have been reading a sermdhv : A solid, mahogany -pulpit is 
Wanting to. such perception« ' They, will-con over an essay, 
..glowing with the most ardent love of liberty ,; instinct with' 
the'- noblest patriotism^' and. replete with the soundest ; 
-asanims of polity, without the remotest - notion- that, except .; 
for its’ being delivered upon paper instead of viva voce „ 
they have keen ’attending -to. a*' speech® As for dreaming of- ... 
the author as a being who could sit in Parliament, and - up^ : 
hold the same sentiments, they would as soon think of chair
ing an abstract idea ® They must see a bona fide wagon,'with 
, its true blue orange, or green flag, to; arrive at .such a eon 
elusion; The material keeps the upperhand„ Hence the 
sight of a substantial Vicar may suggest the necessity of a ,. 
parsonage and -a glebe; but the author is, according to the; . 
proverb, "out of sight, out: o f mind" - -a spirituality not. to - 
: be as so elated wi th "such tangible . temporal it ie s a s bread and; - ■ 
Cheese® He is' .condemned par con turn ace, to dine tete-a-tete, 
wlth- the^: Barmecide;or;f uke;Humphrey$ whilst, -for want of a ; t 
visible hustings,;'or .velvet cushion,;: the small still voice 
of his pages is never conceived of as coming from a patriot^ 
aistatesman, a priest; or a prophet« As a case in point: 
there is. a short poem by Southey, called the "Battle of 
Blenheim. which from the. text of- sOme poor 'fellow’s, skull



who fell: in the great victory— ,s « 6- takes occa
sion to ask what they killed each other for? and what good 
came of it in the end? These few quaint verses contain the 
very essence of a primary Quaker doctrine? yet lacking the 
tang ible sign— a drab coat or a broad-brimmed hat— no mem
ber of the sect ever yet discovered that, in all but the 
.garb$ the peace-loving author was a Friend, moved by the 
spirit, and holding forth in verse in a strain worthy of the 
great Fox himself 1 Is such poetry, then, a vanity, or some
thing worthy of all quakerly patronage? Verily, if the . 
•copyright had been valued at a thousand pounds the Society - 
ought to have purchased it— printed the poem as a tract— and 
distributed it by tens of thousands, yea, hundreds of thou- 
sands, till every fighting man in the army and navy had a 
copy,.including, the marinese The Society, however, has done 
nothing of the kind? and it has only acted like society in 
generai towards literature,.by regarding it as a vanity or a 
luxury rather than as a grand moral engine, capable of ad
vancing the spiritual as well as the temporal interests of 
mankind6 It has looked upon poets and their kind' as. common • 
men, and not as spirits that , like the- ascending andkde#
- sc ending angels in Jacob”s vision, hold commerce with the 
sky itself, and help to maintain the Intercourse between- 
earth and heaven. ' : i ; V; \



.AEPEHE33C B

- A W T I M & K E R  ' S! ATTITUDE - TOWARD CREDULITY2 ;

Another older Navajo took up'the tale then: - y ' --
. 15One time. In the very distant past., a White God. earne

down on top Of Nava j o. J4o un tain, and brought some of I the; 
white fire with him» .Through some carelessness on his; part 
he left a few pieces of it there when.he went back up in 
the sky>' The next day some Navajo, children wandered by:,! /
picked it up, and took it to their homes in the valley be
low/ Of course, it being this white fire of the Gods, it, 
did hot burn anyone'who handled It B . All it did was: to make 
a lighto i ■ I /. " /,'"This was quite a, boon to the Nava jo s/but it also had 

. its drawbacks0 Each little piece of it grew from day to 
day, and in a short while every hogan in the valley had ....
quite a supply 0 It never died, nor could you put out even;
the smallest piece of itV In time this white fire covered 
almost the whole of the valley, and the Medicine Men had. to
call on the White God for help® He came down and agreed to
take back all the white fire provided they would agree to 
let him dump all the white ashes from the heavens down on 
this valley during the winter each year® That is what we 
call snow now," ' , . ; ' ; r

,There was an appreciative minute of silence, and then 
a young Navajo demanded, "But if that is true, why do. they 
have snow every place else, toof" /.

"My young friend,” answered the old Navajos "I/live 
here in this valley, let those who live, elsewhere make up 
their own stories e ' ;

. -2Cecil Calvin Richardson, "Navajos Are Witty People," 
Arizona Highways, August/ 1951, P = 28,; y;
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HOOD .OH; DREAMS^

® » in a dream-9 two separate notions will naturally
: Involve some convertible incidentr;,;that becomes9 by turns,
; a symptom of both in general>■ or 'of either in particular«. 
trtius: are'begotten the most extravagant associations of 
thoughts and Images,--^unnatural connexionslike" those 
marriages of forbidden relationships, where mothers become 
cousins" to ; their. own sons or daughters, and quite .as bewil
der ing as such geneologicad #®harrassments» „ 0

I had a dismal .dream once9 of this nature that will" ; ,
serve well for ah illustration, and which originated -In the ;
failure of my first, and last, attempt as a dramatic writer«

; e My flesh crept all over met I thought oft the. %' .
everlasting torments, and at the next moment, of'the mor-. 
row1 s paragraphs. I shrunk from the comments of the Morn
ing Post, -and the hot marl of Malebolge„ The sins of I ' 
authorship had confounded themselves, inextricabiy, with '" 
the mortal sins of the law* 1 could not disentangle my'own. 
from: my play8 s perditionv I was damned; but whether spirit
ually or dramatically, the twilight intelligence of a dream 
was not clear enough to. determine. y y V6 v.

A large proportion of my dreamshave ■r « , an ;
origin more or.less remote in some actual occurrence c . Buty; 
from all my'observation and experience, the popular notion 
is a mistaken one, that our dreams take their subject and : 
colour from the business or meditations of the- day« it Is .
true that sleep frequentiy gives back real images and 
actions, like a mirror; but the reflection'returns at av ■ 
longer interval, V-'. o yyy . : ' • . :
. . 1 have heard, it .affirmed, ;indeed, by a gentleman,: an
especial advocate of .Early Rising,: that he could procure. 
.'Whatever dreams he wished; but X disbelieve, it; or he would -

' -nWhims and Oddities, Oho ice Works, Vol II , pp e 79-87 ® 1



pass far more hours than he does in Toed s If it were r possil)jl:e » ■ by .any process, to bespeak, the night8 s enter- - 
taiment# the theatres $ for me9 might close their uninvit- 
"Ipg: doors» ■- ' ■ ; ' v t

.'My :o»m habits and prejudices^' all the symptoms: of my 
identityg cling to me in my dream s» It never happened to . 
me to fancy myself: a .child or a woman, dwarf or giant^ 
stone-hlind.g or depr ived; of' any sense'o ; . : .

.And here8. 'the latter part of the sentence reminds me 
of ah Interesting; question9. on this subject., that has 
greatly puzz 1 ed me ? and of which I should be', glad tq obtain 
a satlsfactbry solutiong.viz.a--How does a blind man dreamf.

; But it;; appears, that the :blind: are not so bilnd 
as theythaye been esteemed in the vulgar notion®: What they.
cannot get in'one.way they obtain in another: they9 in fact* 
realize what the author of Hudibras-has., ridiculed as a fic
tion, for they set up •* ■ .

o communities bf ' senses^'To' chop and change intelligences = . ; :
; As Rosicrucian Virtuosis ■ ■

i : Can see with ears— and hear with noses..; .



APPENDIX D

FEAR AND ANGER.s FLIGHT AND APPROACH

The Fall of The Deer^
Now- the loud Crye is up, and- harkei 
The "barkye Trees give "back the Bark;

' The House Wife heares the merrie rout.
And runnes,--and lets the heere run out, 
Leaving her Babes to. weep,--for why? 
yShe likes to heare, the Deer Dogges crye. 
And see the wild Stag how he stretches 
The naturall Buck-skin of his Breeches,
’ Running likeone of Human kind 
Dogged by fleet Bailiffes close behind— : 
As if he had not payde his Bill 

r For Yen'son, or "was owing still.,
For his two Hornes, and soe did get 
Over his Head and Ears in Debt ? —  
Wherefore he strives to paye his Waye; /

- .With, his long Legges the while he maye i —  
But he is chased, like Silver Dish,- 
As Well as anye Hart may wish ..r
Except that one whose Heart doth beat 
So fast it hasteneth his Feet;-—

■ .And:runninge soe he holdeth Death ;
Four Feet from him,— till his Breath 
 ̂Faileth, and slacking Pace at last,
From running slow he standeth faste,.
With hornie Bayonettes at baye 
To baying Dogges around, and they•

.. . Pushing him sore, he pusheth sore,
And goreth them that seek his Gore,—  
Whatever Dogge his Horne doth rive Is dead— as sure as he's alivet 

; So that courageous'Hart doth fight.
With Fate, and calleth up his might,
An& standeth stout that-he maye fall 
Bravelye, and be avenged of all,

- Nor like a Craven yeeld his Breath Under the .Jawes of Dogges and Death1.

^Works $ p p 50-51 '
:iv. ■ A.:,. ' 150



APPEIDIX'E

HOOD ’ S -OBLIGATIONS TO -DTTERATURE5

' And nows "before I close 2 I will here place on record my 
own obligations' to Literature; a debt so immensey as not to 
be cancelled# : like that of nature9 by death itself I owe 
it something more than, my earthly welfare, Adrift early in . 'life upon .the great, waters— as .pildtless as Wordsworth8 s 
blind boy afloat.in the tur11e-she11--if I did not come to 
shipwreck, it,was, that, in default of paternal or fraternal 
guidance.,. I was rescued9 like the ancient mariner, by guard
ian spirits, "each one a lovely light, "who stood as beacons 
to my course. .. Infirm of "health, and a natural love of read
ing, happily threw- me:, instead of'worse, society, into the 
company of poets, 'philosophers, and sages--to. me good angels 
and ministers of grace* From these silent:Instructors—-who ; 
often do more than fathers, and always more than godfathers, A 
for our temporal and 'spiritual interests, — from these mild 
monitors--no importune tutors, teazing Mentors, moral: task
master s.,;.bbtrusiye advisers, .harsh ' censors, or wearisome ' 
lecturers— 'But, 'delightful;;as,soclates,--1 ■ learned something 
of the divine, and more of the human religion. . They..\Were my. 
interpreters ,in 'the House Beautiful of Bod, .and: iny guides . 
among the Delectable Mountains of Nature«, They reformed my 
prejudices, chastened my passions, tempered my heart, purl- • 
fled my tastes, elevated my ■ m ind, ahd direc ted rny aspira- ■ A ' 
tions. I was lost in a chaos of undigested problems, false 
theories, crude fanciesobscure impulsesand bewildering 
doubts--when these bright intelligences called my mental , 
world out of darkness like a new creation,; and gave it "two 
great lights," Hope'ahd Meniory-.-the past for a moon, and the 
future for a sun. :- " . '

■ : Hence have I genial sea sons— hence have .1 ;
, . Smooth passionssmooth discourse, and joyous thoughts; ..
': '' And thus from day to day my 'little boat ■ ' .

: Rocks; in its harbor, lodging peaceably®;-A "

Copyright: and;Oopywrong," Letter III . Choice Works, 
Vol. I, Bart :8eCbnd, ;pp, 101-102.. : A A/ . . A
1 .:::AyA'A, ■ V-; t .



Blessings be with them, and.eternal praise, 
Who gave us nobler loves and nobler cares. 
The poets * who on- earth have made us heirs 
Of truth and pure delight -by heavenly lays» 
Ohl might my name be number 8d among theirss 
How gladly would I end my mortal days»
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